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A RECIPE FOR RELATIONSHIPS:
A QUALITATIVE INVESTIGATION OF COUPLES' RELATIONAL
INTERACTIONS DURING MEAL PREPARATIONS
Abstract

A considerable percentage of couples experience relational dissatisfaction. As a result,
many couples seek counseling services, yet they often lack the time and a consistent
activity to apply clinically acquired skills, establish new habits, and make sustained
changes. This study proposed that conjoint meal preparations could provide couples with
a daily activity in which to engage that may have long-term relational benefits.
To investigate this activity the researcher employed a multiple case study research
strategy, interpretivist paradigm, and grounded theory analysis to investigate multiple
interviews and observations from four purposefully selected couples. Results of analysis
uncovered three cross-case themes: Relationship Development, Kitchen Safety, and
Coalescence. Following the analysis of descriptive data, the researcher applied a
Relational Cultural Theory (RCT) framework to better understand the multidimensional
relational components of this activity. The result of the researcher's own reflection and
analysis of the data was the development of a theory on the couples Cycle of Engagement
in conjoint meal preparation, which describes the participants' cyclical, recursive pattern
of engagement in meal preparations stimulated by their positive relational experiences,
interest in cooking, and desire to connect.
As a result of uncovering the positive outcomes of conjoint meal preparations, the
researcher describes implications for the field of counseling, since the relative
accessibility of this activity could enable couples to integrate cooking activities into their
current lifestyle without adding additional time or financial constraints providing
potential therapeutic benefits outside of traditional talk-therapy modalities.

Katherine Maya Hermann
Department of Education
THE COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND MARY IN VIRGINIA
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A RECIPE FOR RELATIONSHIPS:
A QUALITATIVE INVESTIGATION OF COUPLES' RELATIONAL
INTERACTIONS DURING MEAL PREPARATIONS

2

Introduction
Many couples experience multiple constraints in their relationships. Limits on
time, fmances, and the opportunity to collaborate deny them the chance to build their
relationship, experience one another's companionship, and be both nurtured and
nurturing. This study conceptualized meal preparation as an environment that creates
these opportunities. This chapter provides a brief overview of relevant challenges for
committed couples and the current approaches to remedy these challenges and improve
relational satisfaction. Next, the chapter introduces a relevant theoretical framework for
the investigation of the relational aspects of conjoint meal preparation, including a
research methodology, process of investigation, and possible limitations. Chapter Two
provides a selective review of current literature, and Chapter Three details the specific
methodology and research design used to investigate this construct. Chapters Four
through Six present the research findings, apply these findings through a theoretical
perspective, and then discuss how these results relate to current literature and can be
applied to advance the practice of clinical therapy.
Statement of the Problem
According to the 2009 United States Census Bureau's 2005-2009 American
Community Survey 5-year estimates (2005-2009), 65.9 percent of males over age 15 and
72.3 percent of females have been married (2011), and many of the remaining individuals
have been in committed relationships. Although most Americans couple, many of the
individuals in these relationships are dissatisfied, as reflected in estimates that 40 to 60
percent of current marriages end in divorce (Carter & McGoldrick, 2005).

3
\1

/hile literat-ure is unable to isolate a specific source of dissatisfaction, scholars

discuss numerous stressors. Increasing financial constraints, for instance, have been
linked to emotional distress (Gudmunson, Beutler, Israelsen, McCoy, & Hill, 2007). In
response to economic demands, many families become dual-income households, but the
subsequent time constraints further limit the couples' interactions (Kingston & Nock,
1987), and serve to negatively affect relational satisfaction (Gudmunson et al., 2007;
Kingston & Nock, 1987) often leading to feelings of role overload (Higgins, Duxbury, &
Lyons, 2010).
Along with fmancial and time constraints, researchers point to aspects of
communication as a source of unhappiness in couples. This literature indicates that the
intent behind what is communicated is more important than an individual's
communication skills (Burleson & Denton, 1997). Specific patterns of communication
such as avoidance and withdrawal have been found to relate to dissatisfaction
(Boedenmann, Kaiser, Hahlweg, & Fehm-Wolfsdorf, 1998), complementing findings that
the quality of interactions (as opposed to quantity) has been determined to be more
indicative of relational satisfaction (Emmers-Sommer 2004; Hubbard, Aune, & Lee,
2009).
Regardless of the source, it is apparent relational dissatisfaction is a prevalent
problem for American couples. One method couples use to deal with feelings of
dissatisfaction in their relationships is couples therapy. According to Gottman (1999),
marital troubles draw more people to counseling than any other concern. Currently,
counselors use numerous therapies based on a range of philosophical thought to
conceptualize and treat couples. While these therapies approach treatment from different
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ideological perspectives, empirical data is often unable to demonstrate a long-term
reduction in relational distress (Baucom, Epstein, La Taillade, & Kirby, 2008; Snyder &
Mitchell, 2008). Many talk-therapy interventions seek to improve relationships by
changing behaviors and communication strategies or improving emotional understanding
(Snyder, Wills, & Grady-Fletcher, 1991), but without the connection to a specific,
consistent environment for daily interactions, the couples are not able to practice and
apply their newly acquired skills and make long-term changes. Culinary experiences
appear to represent one activity where couples can engage with one another without
adding additional time or financial burdens since consumption is an existing necessity.
The following section of this chapter will describe the benefits of active tasks in couples'
relationships and will present literature describing how culinary experiences (e.g., foodselection decisions and consumption) offer a way for individuals and couples to interact
(i.e., connect, form habits, and make decisions).

Justification for the Study
Whereas some traditional couples counseling methods are being criticized for
their lack oflong-term success (Johnson, 2003) and lack of innovation (Malchiodi, 2005;
Murry & Rotter, 2002), clinical methods involving creativity (Carson, Becker, Vance, &
Forth, 2003; Murry & Rotter, 2002; Pascoe, 1999), incorporating expressive therapies
(Malchiodi, 2005), facilitating play (Aune & Wong, 2002; Baxter, 1992; Casado-Kehoe,
Vanderbleek, & Thanasiu, 2007), and engaging in active tasks (Aron, Norman, Aron,
McKenna, & Heyman, 2000; Harasymchuk, & Fehr, 2010) have gained favor and
produced evidence of successful relational connectivity. These methods incorporate a
couple's existing interests (Morgan & Wampler, 2003) to provide a forum to
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communicate concerns (Baxter, 1992; Malchiodi, 2005) and foster personal expression
(Carson et al., 2003), which has been found to facilitate therapeutic success (Murray &
Rotter, 2002). While many of the characteristics of expressive therapies (e.g., client
expression, active involvement, imagination, and mind-body connections) are present in
meal preparation, research has not investigated the act of meal preparation relationally or
therapeutically. It is for this reason that the current study explored the act of preparing a
meal as an expressive, active task where couples could interact daily with the potential
incorporation into counseling interventions.

Current culinary research.
Even though couples are increasingly busy, pressured for time, and experience
fewer opportunities for leisure (Jabs & Devine, 2006), they must still dedicate time daily
to dietary needs. The average American over age 18 spends 67.7 minutes a day eating
and drinking (See Appendix C; Hamrick, 2008). Current research points to food-related
interactions as a consistent daily interaction to cooperate and communicate (Doumas,
Margolin, & John, 2003; Kingston & Nock, 1987).
It is estimated that 95 percent of mothers and 85 percent of fathers consume
dinner with their young children (Gillespie & Achterbert, 1989), and couples on average
share roughly ten weekly meals together (Shattuck, White, & Krista!, 1992). More recent
figures suggest approximately 40 percent of children eat dinner with their family most
days, and 43 percent eat dinner with their family everyday (Gillman et al., 2000).
Studies suggest that when couples consume meals together, they experience a
complex integration of appetite, habits, friendship, and connection (Sohal & Nelson,
2003), and interactions over food create an environment where couples can negotiate, and
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compromise (Bonds-Raacke, 2008; Bove, Sohal, & Rauschenbach, 2003; Brown &
Miller, 2002a; Kemmer, Anderson, & Marshall, 1998a). The benefits of connecting to
another person through food-related activities are well documented in the literature.
Research indicates dinner is the most social and family-oriented meal of the day (Sohal &
Nelson, 2003), and that the greater the level of sharing (e.g., eating off of someone's
plate, feeding someone with your utensils, etc.) the higher the perceived level of
connection between the individual (Miller, Rozin, & Fiske, 1998). In addition, research
on specific populations, such as the elderly, indicates food is a way to connect with, care
for, and interact with others over the course of one's lifetime (Bonfill, 2004). Food
interactions can be affected by one's age, environment, and level of connection.
Research has also been conducted on food-related exchanges as a way to
establish rituals, routines, and habits as a daily interaction. Family routines, such as
consistent dinnertime engagement, have shown to have a positive impact on children's
well-being and mental health (Fiese, Foley, & Spagnola, 2006). For example, when
children receive clear messages, understand their roles, and have clear expectations of
interactions; they are less likely to experience distress (Fiese et al. ). Among newlywed
couples, researchers have devoted attention to the merging of food choices as an
important element of cohabitation (Marshall & Anderson, 2002) as couples learn to
negotiate, adapt and merge their food selections (Kemmer et al., 1998a).
Couples' decision-making processes have also been viewed through a culinary
lens. Research describes changes in food-related decisions may relate to time constraints
(Jabs & Devine, 2006), dating relationships (Bonds-Raacke, 2008), cohabitation (Bove et
al., 2003), gender-based roles (Brown and Miller, 2002a; 2002b), and dietary decisions
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(Schafer et al., 1999). These food-selection decisions also appear to be motivated by
various factors such as conflict avoidance, the desire to eat foods different from one's
partner, health and weight concerns, and the influence of previous education and
socioeconomic status consumption habits (Bove et al., 2003). This study by Bove et al.
provides interesting findings indicating food consumption can provide a way to both
connect and individuate oneself from a partner.
While the literature has examined food-related activities as a way of building
connections; developing rituals, routines, and habits; and as a reflection of decisionmaking patterns; there is limited literature pertaining to the application of meal
preparation to clinical therapy (Kahn, 1993; Mishna, Muskat, & Schamess, 2002;
Warren, 2009; Zur, 2007) and no research focusing specifically on meal preparation
among couples.
Conceptual Framework: Relational Cultural Theory

Relational Cultural Theory (RCT) provided the theoretical framework and
supplied the structure for understanding, describing, and interpreting couples' meal
preparation experiences in this study. As described previously, many current couples'
relationships are in distress, yet most counseling interventions do not focus on the
couples' growth in terms of a deeper relational connection. RCT emphasizes the power
of connecting and working through disconnections as a means of relational development.
Meal preparation provides a contained interaction for the application of this theory where
couples can work together, take risks, express themselves openly, show their strengths
and weaknesses, and develop a greater understanding of themselves and their
relationship.
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RCT, a developmental theory that arose from Jean Baker Miller's 1976 book,
Toward a New Psychology of Women (Jordan, 2008, 2010), asserts humans are relational

beings that grow in and through their connection with others (Duffy, 2006; Jordan, 2010;
Vogel, 2006). Unlike perspectives emphasizing individualization, independence, and
autonomy as characteristics of individual growth, RCT contends people are shaped by
one another, by their experiences, and by their interactions. One does not experience
interactions in isolation; thus, interpersonal development occurs in collaboration with
others within life's experiences. According to RCT, a relationship characterized by
safety, respect, and authentically experiencing and being experienced by another
produces desirable outcomes including increased zest, a sense of worth, clarity of self and
others, productivity, and a desire or a deeper connection to others (Comstock et al., 2008;
Duffy, Haberstroh, & Trepal, 2009; Jordan, 2008, 2010; Miller & Stiver, 1997).
RCT is currently the guiding theory for the Association for Creativity in
Counseling (ACC) (Duffy et al., 2009), one of the nineteen divisions of the American
Counseling Association (ACA). RCT has also been the focus of college and graduate
texts, over 15 books, and more than 100 scholarly works (Jordan, 2010). The theory
continues to evolve as research looks at larger cultural and diversity factors that influence
individuals' connections. RCT pays special attention to context, culture, and power
(Duffy et al., 2009; Jordan, 2010)- three elements that can interact to cause oppression
or empowerment and, thus, affect relationships and self-concept. Even though RCT was
not specifically designed to investigate couples' relationships; the interactive, relational
nature of this theory is a good fit for dyadic relationships.
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RCT is also an optimal match for this study because of its emphasis on creativity
and relational connection. Rather than viewing meal preparation as mechanistic process
of preparing food, RCT provides insight into its relational aspects and its potential as an
opportunity to connect and nurture. When couples cook together, they seem to practice
many of the elements ofRCT that have shown to improve relational skills and foster
individual growth (Comstock et al., 2008; Duff et al., 2009; Jordan, 2010). At the most
basic level, conjoint meal preparation appears to provide a couple with a place to be
vulnerable, communicate, disconnect, and ultimately, reconnect at deeper level of
understanding and acceptance. When viewed through this theory, one can see the
potential value of meal preparation as a forum for working through conflict, developing
relational competencies, and ultimately improving relational satisfaction. Finally,
because meal preparation may be viewed from a cultural lens, the theory's
encouragement of the recognition of power and attention to diversity further opens doors
for exploration of the cultural and gender dynamics that may influence couples'
interactions.
As seen in this overview, couples currently face many challenges when striving
for relational satisfaction. However, current research has failed to investigate and
capitalize on one valuable resource, meal preparation, as a venue for counseling
interventions. Therefore, this evaluation of meal preparation interactions through a
relational perspective was conducted to suggest a fresh conceptual approach to address
couples' relationships. While the connection between positive collaborative meal
preparation and relational satisfaction seems intuitive, the gap in current research
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suggested the need to structure a study to capture current couples' experiences during the
meal preparation process. The following section describes the research conducted.
Purpose of the Study
This study sought to investigate the established interaction of meal preparation as
an opportunity for couples to interact socially, relationally, and therapeutically. The
study focused on both situational relational skills and couples' overall interactions, as
couples and individuals were asked to describe their experiences preparing meals. The
intent of the research was to better understand meal preparation as a way for couples to
develop, maintain, and enjoy their relationships and,- provide the basis for the clinical
incorporation of food preparation into counseling as a way to build and improve
relationships among couples without increasing their time and financial constraints.
Research Questions
The study explored the following research questions to understand the relational
dynamics of couples' conjoint meal preparation:
•

Research Question One: How does the process of regular conjoint meal
preparation affect couples' perceptions of their relationship?

•

Research Question Two: How do couples describe the tenets of Relational
Cultural Theory (RCT) in their descriptions of meal preparation experiences such
as an opportunity to connect relationally, contribute, and be supported during
meal preparation?

•

Research Question Three: As a result of meal preparation experiences, to what
extent do couples express RCT's positive relational byproducts: zest, sense of
worth clarity, productivity, and the desire for more connection?
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Because of the lack of data on this topic, this research sought a preliminary understanding
of how couples perceive the act of meal preparation to have influenced their
relationships. In addition, the second and third research questions called attention to the
relational nature of meal preparation by incorporating RCT and an interpretive lens.
Methodology and Sampling Procedures
Four heterosexual couples in committed relationships (i.e., legally married or
cohabiting more than one year) were recruited to participate in the study through
advertisements in local grocery stores and word-of-mouth referrals from casual
acquaintances. The couples were purposefully selected based on their involvement in
conjoint meal preparations and their contribution to the sample's diversity and
representation of a specific stage of the family life cycle (further described in Chapter
Three). Because of the depth ofthe data collected from each couple, a combination of
multiple interviews and videotapes, four cases provided a significant and sufficient
quantity of data for analysis and interpretation.
Data Gathering Procedures
Each couple was asked to complete a five-part research sequence including: (a)
one initial couples' interview (conducted by the researcher) with both individuals present,
(b) three in-home meal preparation experiences selected and videotaped by the couples

themselves, (c) one individual interview with each partner of each couple, (d) a follow-up
couples' interview with both individuals present, and (e) a demographic questionnaire
completed by all participants (Appendix F). Interviews were conducted using a semistructured interview template (Appendix E) that provided considerable flexibility for
maximum participant input. This data collection process used the theoretical sampling
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process described by Corbin and Strauss (2009), wherein initial interviews and
observations guided subsequent interviews in a recursive process that attended to central
concepts, data saturation, and accurate representation of the participant's experiences.
The goal of the data collection process was to: (a) maximize the amount of information
collected from each source, (b) establish representative codes (the process of labeling
participants thoughts and comments with a representative terms) (c) fmd consistencies in
codes, and (d) collect data to the point that additional information did not contribute
meaningfully to the study (Gall, Gall & Borg, 2007). In addition, the researcher kept a
reflexive journal logging thoughts, actions, and plans including personal memos
containing emergent ideas, personal reactions, perceptions, and observations.
The researcher analyzed interview and observation data using grounded theory
(Corbin & Strauss, 2008)- a process that uses a constant comparative method to identify,
refme, and compare codes (Glesne, 2006) for the purpose oftheory building (Corbin &
Strauss, 2008; Glesne, 2006; Patton, 2002). The reflexive journal was analyzed by
comparing and connecting these holistic thoughts and impressions to the categories
developed during the interview analysis. Throughout the analysis process, each case was
examined individually for clues and patterns leading to a better understanding of the
unique couple's experience. Following the individual analysis of each case, all four cases
were viewed collectively to uncover universal trends and experiences.
Limitations of the Study
While the qualitative design provided an appropriate and effective match for the
exploratory nature of this study, some inherit limitations must be addressed including the
population, and the specific research design. As with most qualitative research, a
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conceivable limitation is the generalizability of data, since the ability to transfer findings
is contingent upon the level of detail provided by the researcher. To offset this limitation,
the researcher detailed the sample's characteristics, research design, and research process.
In addition, both interview and observation data collection strategies depended on
the richness of the participants' descriptions and interactions. Literature warns that this
data may be limited by participants' recall of events (Yin, 2009), accurate articulation of
experiences (Yin, 2009), comfort sharing personal information (Rossman & Rallis,
2003), reluctance to discuss unfavorable experiences (Yin, 2009), and desire to model the
researcher's hypothesis (Gallet al., 2007). The videotaping process was also limited by
the participants' foresight to set up the video camera and capturing the event and the
ability to act naturally while being taped. Despite these limitations, the detailed planning,
documenting, and attention to data accuracy observed in the study have reduced
limitations to transferability of the findings.

Summary
This chapter introduced a study intended to gain a better understanding of
couples' meal preparation experiences from a relational perspective. The task of
engaging in meal preparation was conceptualized as a powerful medium for couples to
connect, interact, negotiate roles, and experience relational closeness. The aim was that
the purposeful attention to this experience would provide evidence of this interaction as
an opportunity for couples to connect without adding additional time and monetary
constraints, thus providing therapists with an environment to target clinical interventions.
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Chapter Two: Literature Review
Introduction
This chapter will provide an exploration of pertinent scholarly research relating to
this proposed study. The author will began by looking at the current problems of marital
dissatisfaction, high divorce rates, increased economic and time constrains on couples,
and the typical Westernized family support system. After presenting information on
current relational stressors, clinical and social approaches to addressing these problems
will be evaluated to specify current gaps in scholarly research; namely, a focus on
remediation and the current pattern of addressing problems outside of the family system.
Finally, literature will be presented to support a new approach- the purposeful
investigation of meal preparation as a context for using an existing environment for
relational interactions. The benefits of relational activities is explained through the lens
of Relational Cultural Theory, the guiding perspective for this study, which will then be
described and applied to the meal preparation model.
The Current Problem
Dissatisfaction with romantic relationship is not an innovative problem, yet
ongoing societal changes and additional constraints have been described as compounding
feelings of dissatisfaction. The following section will review literature related to marital
dissatisfaction and divorce, couples' faulty communication abilities, the influence of
financial and time constraints, and the failure of tradition couples therapy to produce
conclusive evidence on long-term therapeutic benefits.
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Marital dissatisfaction and divorce.
According to the 2005-2009 American Community Survey 5-year estimates, 65.9
percent of males over age 15 and 72.3 percent of females have been married (United
States Census Bureau, 2011 ), and many of remaining individuals have been in committed
relationships. Although most Americans continue marry or cohabitate, during the last
thirty years there has been an increase in divorce rates in Western cultures (Sanders,
Halford, & Behrens, 1999). While contradictory data on whether divorce is on the rise or
decline in the United States can be uncovered, the current statistics indicate that
approximately 40 to 60 percent of current marriages will end in divorce (Carter &
McGoldrick, 2005). This data can be interpreted to mean that more couples are
dissatisfied than satisfied in their current marriage.
Besides general dissatisfaction and an increase in broken homes, relational
troubles have implications on the physical and mental health of the individuals in the
relationships with links to increased risk for depression, anxiety, and numerous health
problems (Gottman, 1999; Gurman, 2008; Liu & Jeziorski, 2006). Marital displeasure is
a multilayered construct affecting children (Gottman, 1999; Gurman, 2008; Mammen,
2008; Liu, & Jeziorski, 2006; Sanders et al., 1999) and extended family members.
Unhappy individuals often dissociate from their partners and isolate themselves from
their support systems, creating feelings of loneliness and detachment and producing
deeper sociological implications.
Faulty communication patterns.
One source of relational dissatisfaction in both romantic relationships and
friendships discussed throughout literature is faulty communication patterns. For
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example, Boedenmann et al. (1998) and Hubbard et al. (2009) performed two
independent studies evaluating relational satisfaction. Boedenmann et al. (1998) studied
the relationship between communication patterns and marital satisfaction in 140 German
and 73 Swiss couples (married between one and thirty-five years). The goal of the
research was confirming reliability and validity data on the Communication Patterns
Questionnaire. Analysis of survey results confirmed the assessments reliability and
validity and replicated findings from a previous study on an American population
indicating avoidance and withdrawal from communication positively related to relational
dissatisfaction and distress.
While Boedenmann et al. 's (1998) study offers' valuable confirmatory results,
some limitations are present. First, the cross-sectional survey design offers only a
snapshot of couples' communication and satisfaction, which could be influenced by
recent interactions or disagreements; a stronger design would include longitudinal data
and assess for consistency in participant responses. In addition, the self-report method
could be viewed as a limitation, since the precision of data in self-report is contingent
upon the accuracy and honesty of respondents' self-evaluation; therefore, a stronger
design could incorporate additional observational data. While several areas of this
study's design could be improved upon, the replication of a significant correlation
between the constructs assessed (avoidance and withdrawal and relational dissatisfaction)
and the cross-cultural assessment and comparison of the German, Swiss, and the
previously studied American sample provide valuable evidence of the consistency
between avoidance and withdrawal communication patterns and relational dissatisfaction
and distress.
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In more recent study, Hubbard et al. (2009) performed a longitudinal study of 65
unacquainted interpersonal communication undergraduate students to investigate
perceived quality, satisfaction, and impact of communication on a newly forming
relationship. After a weekly interaction with the same new acquaintance, participants
completed modified version of the Iowa Communication Record (ICR), a structured
communication diary. Confirmatory factor and correlational analyses showed that as the
quantity of communication increased participants perceived higher communication
quality; although, the participants also perceive that quality (verses quantity) was a
stronger predictor of satisfaction with the partner's communication.
Hubbard et al. 's (2009) study provides recent empirical evidence on the
relationship between quality and quantity of communication on relational satisfaction.
Although the context of newly forming relationships does not necessarily generalize to all
couples, the evidence that partners who communicate at a high quality level are more
satisfied with relationships is an important finding. Nevertheless, there were several
weaknesses in the research design that may negatively affect the outcome data. First, the
ICR is a self-report measure, which threatens the accuracy of results since the data is
contingent upon the individual's self-perception. In addition, the authors used a
convenience sample, a weak sampling method because participants are not purposefully
selected (Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2007). Finally, students' interest in communication and
relational dynamics, as evidenced by their emolment in an interpersonal communication
course, may skew results due to their previous exposure to the ICR, attentiveness to
communication nuances, and empirical understanding of markers of good
communication.
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Looking at the literature on faulty communication, it can be concluded that
communication is a complex variable affected by both quantity and quality of
interactions. While data does not draw clear links as to whether quantity or quality of
communication is more important for relational satisfaction, studies do suggest that
couples' engagement with one another is important for relational satisfaction.
Constraints on couples and families.

While secular media and scholarly literature offer a variety of explanations for
high divorce rates, many of these explanations are based on speculation and assumption
rather than fact. In addition, the complexity of the topic of divorce and the breath of
individuals affected further complicate scholars ability to refine specific problem sources.
Nevertheless, literature does identify fmancial constraints and employment obligations in
dual-income households as trends that negatively affect couples' lifestyles and limit
opportunities to interact.
Financial constraints.

Gudmunson et al., (2007) used data from the 1992-1994 National Survey of
Families and Households (NSFH), a grant funded data source available for crossdiscipline analysis, to look at eight constructs related to couples' relationships: financial
strain, wife emotional distress, husband emotional distress, couple disagreements, couple
fights, couple quality time, wife marital instability, and husband marital instability. The
authors performed several analyses on cross-sectional data from 4,997 married couples
including exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis, bivariate correlations, and
structural equation modeling. Bivariate correlations showed a strong relationship (r =
.57) between financial strain and couples disagreements; a strong correlation between
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husband and wife's marital instability and couple disagreements (r = .67 for both
groups); a stronger correlation between husband and wife's perceived marital instability

(r = .83); and a positive relationship between financial strain and both husband's (r =
.35) and wife's (r

=

.37) marital instability. The authors further analyzed the data with

structural equation modeling, fmding three strong contributors to marital instability:
reduced time together (b = -.47 for husbands and b = -.48 for wives); couple fights (b =
.31 for husbands and b = .33 for wives); and individual emotional distress (b = .21 for
husbands and b = .22 for wives). The results of analysis provide important data for
understanding variables that may affect a couple's relationship and allude to the need for
future research and therapeutic interventions surrounding the financial constraints.
The authors' conclusions that financial strain contributes to husband and wife
emotional distress, and that reduced quality time is linked to marital instability is
particularly important for the current study, in that they indicate the benefit for couples to
have a forum to engage with one another without added financial burdens. While
Gudmunson et al.'s (2007) study has implications for future research, several drawbacks
can be observed. First, the researchers use outdated data (1992-1994) which may be less
representative of current stressors. Second, the study used a cross-sectional survey
method for data collection, which, as discussed previously, offers only a snapshot of
participants and may be influenced by recent interactions or disagreements. Finally, only
two survey questions were used to assess financial strain, one addressing financial
satisfaction and one assessing level of financial concern. Despite these limitations, the
large, representative nature of a national sample and the strong analysis methodology
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increases the value of the authors' conclusions on financial strains negative affects on
marital stability.

Dual-income households.
The desire to reduce financial constraints has led many couples to become dualincome households. According to the 2009 United States Census report, 48.6 percent of
married couples reside in dual-income households (Appendix B, 2010). In addition, 62.3
percent of parents with children under age six work, and 70.4 percent of parents with
children between the ages of six and 17 are employed (United States Census Bureau,
2011). Data from the American Time Use Survey indicates that, on average, an
employed individual (between the ages of 25 and 54) spends 8. 7 hours a day working; 1.1
hours on household activities; and 1.1 hours eating and drinking (United States
Department of Labor, 2011). While these statistics seem to indicate time available to
interact with one's partner, they do not account for time spent commuting, family
obligations, and mismatched work schedules.
Kingston and Nock (1987) analyzed dual-income couples' conjoint activities and
how these activities relate to marital satisfaction, with an assumption that the quantity of
time a couple spends interacting significantly and positively affects a relationship. They
performed a series of interviews with 177 couples in person and over the phone to
investigate work related time constraints, life-cycle considerations, and sociocultural
variables related to seven specific activities: child care, recreation, housework,
community service, watching television, eating, and talking. Their analysis found that
single-income couples spent 3.7 to 3.9 hours together daily, whereas dual income couples
spent roughly 3.2 hours. Through regression analysis, they also determined that the
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amount of time couples interacted was positively related to their marital satisfaction. The
authors isolated fun, collaborative activities, and eating as two variables of particular
importance in the sample of husbands, describing these variables as "modestly helpful"
(p. 398) in promoting relational satisfaction.
Kingston and Nock's (1987) study is particularly important because it verifies
dual-income couples' additional time constraints and indicates the relational benefits of
engaging in collaborative activities. In addition, the authors' presented evidence that
practices such as sharing meals, engaging in playful interactions, and communicating
increases relational satisfaction. These variables are of particular importance when
describing meal preparation as a medium through which couples can engage. In addition
to the study's useful findings, the authors discuss several limitations. First, the
relationship between satisfaction and time together, although significant, is only
"modest" (Kingston & Nock, 1987, p. 399) in strength indicating that the relationship
between these two variables may not be as important to a relationship as anticipated by
the initial hypothesis. Second, the nature of regression analysis does not indicate
causation but only a relationship between the variables; thus, couples could have been
spending more time together because they already have a positive relationship rather than
because having a positive relationship because they spent time interacting. While this
data cannot determine causation and may not be as "strong" as desired, the data does
verify that collaborative activities are a component of these couples satisfying
relationship.
More recently, Doumas et al. (2003) 'performed a study of how dual-income
couples' use of time affects their behavior and relationship. The researchers collected
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data from each member of 49 couples (N=98), for 42 consecutive days with a diary
questionnaire. Before bed each night, the participants rated their behavior during the last
24-hours on questions assessing relational warmth, conflict, and withdrawal as well as
hours worked, energy level, perceived stress, hours slept, number of meals eaten,
exercise, and amount of time spent relaxing. Results of time series regression analysis
indicated that husbands experienced more warmth when they spent less time working, ate
regular meals, spent more time relaxing, and when wives were less stressed. Wives, on
the other hand, reported increased warmth on days that they felt more energetic, ate
regular meals, and spent more time relaxing, and their husbands worked less. Conflict
was reported by husbands on days that they felt listless and spent less time relaxing, and
by wives on days that they both felt listless, spent less time relaxing, and when husbands
worked fewer hours. Interestingly, results indicated that when husbands' worked fewer
hours' wives experienced both more warmth and more conflict, which indicates an
independent relationship between warmth and conflict - a seemingly counterintuitive
conclusion. Finally, husbands indicated increased withdrawal on days when they felt
more listless, their wives ate fewer meals, and both members spent less time relaxing.
Wives, on the other hand, reported more withdrawal when husbands spent less time
relaxing, and both husbands and wives felt listless. Overall, a conclusion can be drawn
that time constraints influence a couple's relationships.
The utility of this study's findings are weakened by the fact that the variables
investigated do not look at actual relational activities, but, rather, at individual
characteristics and feelings of the husbands and wives. However, the researchers did
look at "spillover" (Doumas et al., 2003, p. 13), a term used to describe how spouses
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attitude one day may affect the following day, finding that both husbands and wives spent
more hours working the day after husband's experienced low warmth. As a result, the
data provides some insight into how couples react behaviorally, and thus relationally, to
work related time constraints. The data is also strengthened by the study's research
design. The prolonged duration, 42 days, and diversity (participant's ranged in ages,
length of relationship, ethnicity, and socioeconomic status) within the sample strengthen
the quality of the results by illuminating patterns of relating that traversed demographic
factors. Conversely, the richness of the data may have been compromised by the
participants' familiarity and exhaustion with the repetition of the assessment instrument
as they completed the same questionnaire for 42 consecutive nights. Other downfalls
include assessing some of the constructs with a single assessment question, and the time
of the day the participants completed the instrument, which may affect the memories of
events that occurred earlier in the day. While these results seem complicated by the
numerous data points, this study findings that shorter work days improved relational
satisfaction appears to verify Kingston and Nock's (1987) findings that time spent
interacting is related to relational satisfaction.

Traditional couples therapy.
Many couples react to dissatisfaction in their relationships by seeking counseling
services, with more clients' identifying marital problems than any other specific problem
as their presenting concern (Gottman, 1999). Nevertheless, this well-intentioned decision
can add additional time constraint and scheduling complications exacerbate feelings of
overload and stress. In addition, some data indicates that current counseling interventions
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do not appear to be making substantial improvements in long-term relational satisfaction
despite the availability of numerous therapeutic interventions.
Counselors use numerous theories of couple's therapy to conceptualize and treat
clients based on a range of philosophical thought. For instance, some therapies
emphasize behavioral techniques such as Cognitive Behavioral and Integrative
Behavioral Therapy, while other theories approach therapy from a humanistic or
existential perspective such as Emotionally Focused Couples Therapy. Still others are
grounded in Psychodynamic and Transgenerational thought like Object Relations and
Transgenerational Couple Therapy, and others are based on Social Constructivist
framework such as Narrative or Solution Focused Couple Therapy (Gurman, 2008).
While therapists have numerous theoretical options when treating couples,
outcome data- particularly longitudinal data indicating a long-term reduction in distress
-is limited. Cognitive Behavioral Couples Therapy (CBCT), the most frequently
researched approach, produces the most quantifiable data (Baucom et al., 2008; Jacobson,
Christensen, Prince, Cordova, & Eldridge, 2000; Snyder, Wills, & Grady-Fletcher, 1991),
but research on this modality like those for humanistic interventions (Shadish et al.,
1993) are a bit disheartening.
Snyder et al. (1991) performed a four-year follow-up study assessing the longterm success rates of Insight-Oriented Marital Therapy (IOMT) and Behavioral Marital
Therapy (BMT). Fifty-nine couples were randomly assigned to participate in either
IOMT or BMT counseling sessions; these couples attended an average of 19 counseling
sessions and were counseled by a supervised master's level counseling student. Four
years after participating in the therapy session, the couples were assessed for relational
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satisfaction. At that time, 55 couples (a 96 percent retention rate) evaluated their marital
statuses: married happily, married unhappily, or divorced; completed a questionnaire
about current relational problems; and completed the Global Distress Scale (GDS) of the
Marital Satisfaction Inventory (MSI). Data analysis indicated that 38 percent of the
couples that participated in BMT were divorced compared to only 3 percent of the
couples in the IOMT group. Of the couples that remained married, data did not indicate a
significant difference in the number of couples who had experienced marital troubles or
received additional counseling services during the four-year period, although the IOMT
couples rated the possibility that they would remain married slightly higher.
This study produced surprising data on the difference in divorce rates between the
couples receiving BMT verses IOMT counseling services. While many external factors
contribute to divorce, the participants in this study completed a pre-assessment and were
randomly assigned to the two groups, which should have controlled these variables.
Thus, it can only be speculated that the influence of the couples counseling experience
(namely whether BMT which focused on communication training and problem-solving
versus the emphasis on understanding underlying relational dynamics, partner's
expectations, and covert actions underscore by IOMT) may have had long term effects on
the relationship. This data indicates that couples may benefit more from learning to
better understand and connect with one another personally then from learning skills.
While specific outcome data on the long-term success of couples' therapy is
difficult to uncover, researchers and therapist can concur that improvements to the
couples counseling processes would be beneficial. One avenue for innovation, related to
this current research, is the connection of clinical interventions to a specific, consistent,
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daily interaction where clients can experience and practice conceptual behavioral changes
and relational skills.
Many American couples are dissatisfied with their relationships, and while
current research poses numerous sources of distress such poor communication, limited
resources, and increased constraints; the understanding of these sources of distress has
not translated into successful remediation. Current counseling approaches, although they
address and process many concerns, are not connected to a daily activity and specifically,
a task that does not demand additional resources, such as meal preparation. The
following section will investigate current approaches designed to remedy the problem of
relational dissatisfaction.
Current Research Approaches
As described, relational dissatisfaction can originate from a plethora of sources.
Some of these sources, such as time and financial constraints, are difficult to remediate
with therapeutic interventions. Similarly, others such as emotional disconnection,
communication difficulties, and poor-quality interactions have shown inconsistent rates
of improvement with traditional counseling techniques and educational approaches
(Baucom et al., 2008; Jacobson et al., 2000; Snyder et al., 1991). This section presents
literature on couples interactions and communication patterns, providing readers with
background information to better understand the perceived gaps in the current approach
to improving couples' relationships.
Couple's interactions.
A constant, controversial area of scholarly research is the relationship between
relational satisfaction and the quantity or quality of time a couple spends interacting.
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While some research indicates the amount of time couples spend together positively
relates to marital satisfaction (Kingston & Nock, 1987) other data argues that the activity
is more important.
Crawford et al. (2002), for instance, investigated the connection between
relational satisfaction, quality of time spent in conjoint activities, independent leisure
activities, and couple's compatibility using longitudinal data on 73 married couples
collected in 1983 and 1995. This study refined couples' research by assessing leisure
interests and satisfaction based on each partner's preference for the activity. Crawford et
al.'s analysis determined that "compatible" (p. 439) couples who pursued less
independent activities were less inclined to engage in activities that only one person
enjoyed, and were less likely to engage in independent activities. The authors also found
a significant relationship between wives' marital dissatisfaction and participation in
activities only preferred by their husband; the reverse was not significant- husband's
dissatisfaction was not related to engaging in activities that only the wife preferred. The
authors concluded that the couples' interest in an activity was more important then the
actual act of spending time together.
Although Crawford et al. 's (2002) results provide important data, especially when
considering the assignment of conjoint activities as a couples counseling intervention,
limitations to the design must be considered before applying the findings. The authors
report a 38 percent participant attrition rate, with 83 percent of this attrition due to
divorce. The loss of data due to divorce could skew since findings, presumably,
dissatisfied couples. A second weakness is the use of different interview strategies in
1983 and 1995. In 1983, the researchers met face-to-face with each individual participant
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and then followed-up with nine telephone interviews; whereas, in 1995, data collection
was through one extended telephone interview and six brief follow-up telephone surveys.
While the use of telephone interviews likely facilitated data collection due to constraints
caused by couples moving, scheduling, and other factors; the absence of face-to-face
contact may have affected rapport building and the subsequent quality of information the
participants disclosed. Even with these methodological weaknesses, this study offers
valuable information on the theory that any time a couple spends interacting is beneficial
to the relationship.
Communication patterns.
Improving couple's communication is another current approach to improving
relationships. Techniques to facilitate communication skills are often employed in
couples' counseling, parent training, and secular marital improvement literature. Similar
to debates on the benefit of quantity verses quality of time spend interacting, researches
have assessed the influence of the communication quantity verses quality on
relationships.
Emmers-Sommer (2004), for instance, investigated the relationships between
communication quantity and quality and relational satisfaction and intimacy among
romantic partners and same-sex friends. The researchers assessed 79 undergraduate
students during one week using an abbreviated version of the Iowa Communication
Record (ICR). Each student pre-identified a romantic partner or friend and then, for one
week, completed a series of open-ended questions describing the duration, nature, and
satisfaction of each contact with that individual. At the end of the week, the participants
completed the Relationship Assessment Scale (RAS) and the Miller Social Intimacy
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Scale (MSIS), two assessments with high reliability (a Cronbach's alpha of .93 and .89
respectively). Assessment data provided seven indicators of communication quality and
four indicators of communication quantity that were then used for hierarchical regression
analysis.
Table 2.1: Communication Indicators
Communication Quality Indicators

Communication Quantity Indicators

Depth

Number of Face-to-Face Interactions

Smoothness

Number of Telephone Interactions

Social Function

Amount of Time Speaking in Person

Task Function

Amount of Time Speaking on the Telephone

Relational Talk
Satisfaction
Activity

While the quality indicators significantly contributed to intimacy (36 percent of the
variance), no individual predictor had a significant relationship to intimacy. Similarly,
the quantity indicators only explained about 10 percent of the total variance, and only the
duration offace-to-face contact significantly related to intimacy. Analysis of satisfaction
found a significant relationship for quality (26 percent oftotal variance) but not for
quantity (only 7 percent of the total variance). The satisfaction, smoothness, and activity
quality indicators were significantly related to satisfaction; however, none of the
individual quantity indicators had a significant relationship to satisfaction.
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While this study presents a useful description of the significant relationship
between quality communications and intimacy and satisfaction, and the significant
relationships between communication quantity and intimacy, several design limitations
hamper the application of the fmdings. First, the sample was small (i.e., 79 participants),
and not representative of the general population because of their young age (i.e., 17-40,
mean = 21.71 ). Another limitation was the pooling of data from friend and romantic
partnerships since differences in the nature of these two relationships could greatly affect
the results. A final limitation may be historical changes in communication patterns since
this study was completed in 2004. In this study, the only technological communication
assessed was telephone contact, and current communication is strongly influenced by
other methods such as text message, emailing, videoconferencing, and asynchronous
chat. The exclusion of these alternative communication methods could greatly limit the
utility of the findings. While this study has limitations, an important finding for this
current study is that the significant indication that engaging in active tasks as a form of
communication positively relates to relational satisfaction.

Gaps in Current Approach to Improving Relational Satisfaction
While current techniques to strengthen and improve relationships appear to offer
some benefits, they do not fully address current problems. Couples often lack the time
and a consistent activity to apply clinically acquired skills, and as such, they do not
establish new habits and patterns and are unable to make lasting changes. The following
literature points to some deficits in current approaches, which indicate a need for couples
to engage in active tasks that provide an opportunity to integrate relational skills without
compounding existing time and financial limitations.
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Communication training.
Communicating with another individual is a multidimensional task involving
verbal and nonverbal message production, message reception, coordinated interactions,
and social perception (Burleson & Denton, 1997). Making actual changes in a
relationship is often influenced by more than one's ability to learn and apply
communication skills, since successful communication is dependent upon both a sender
and receiver and his or her desires and preconceptions. Because these complexities,
communication training often lacks the holistic perspective necessary to produce change
and improve relationships.
To assess the relationship between communication skills and marital satisfaction,
Burleson and Denton (1997) evaluated 60 couples (30 distressed and 30 nondistressed)
on four assessments: the Dyadic Adjustment Scale (DAS), Positive Feeling
Questionnaire, Interpersonal Cognitive Complexity, and Communication Box. Data from
these assessments was used to evaluate four specific communication skills: (a)
communication effectiveness - producing accurate messages; (b) perceptual accuracy comprehension; (c) predictive accuracy - predicting how message will be received; and
(d) interpersonal cognitive complexity- social perception ability. The researchers used
these four areas to asses how individuals' communication skills differed by gender and
level of distress, and how marital satisfaction ratings relate to the communication skill
level of the individuals, their spouses, and the couple's aggregate score. This complex
relationship was evaluated with correlational analysis.
Results of this analysis indicated a significant difference between
communications skills in distressed verses nondistressed couples. In the nondistressed
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populations, the researchers uncovered a positive relationship between couples
communication skills and satisfaction.

This fmding was not consistent within the

distressed population where communication skills and relational satisfaction were
negatively related. Overall, Burleson and Denton's (1997) results present an array of
sources for communication problems related to ability, objective, motive, and emotion.
Thus, while skills acquisition may be a factor in improving communication, the intention
behind what is communicated is often a more important indicator of marital satisfaction.
The authors provide comprehensive descriptions of assessment techniques as well as an
in-depth analysis of their research hypotheses, but they only provide a brief discussion,
liberally apply results to find applicable uses.
As seen with the complexity of these findings on communication by Burleson and
Denton, (1997), only improving couples ability to send and receive messages may not
make sustentative improvements in relationships because of the complexity of
communication. The actual communication skills used are only one element of a
complex process that requires daily interactions and attentive practice.
Time constraints.

Stress, exhaustion, and lack of energy for weekly routines are many of the visible
signs of strain in the average family, but the question remains as to what has been done to
better understand and diminish these strains. A recent study by Higgins et al. (20 10)
specifically investigated how role overload; the concurrent, conflicting demands placed
on an individual; affects stress. They isolated six variables: work demands, family
demands, support seeking, family roles, restructuring, scaling back, and work role
restructuring to analyze the responses of 1,623 women and 1,440 men purposefully
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selected from a database of 31,571 Canadian individuals. They based their selection on
marital, parental, and work status; all participants were married, parents, and worked fulltime. The researchers applied a structural equation model to the responses of portions of
three assessment instruments: the Overload of Role Obligations subscale ofthe Family
Role Strain Scale (five items), the Perceived Stress Scale (six ofthe assessment's ten
items), and the Dual Employed Coping Scale (DECS). Results of analysis found that
women, compared to men, experienced greater levels of stress and overload; they coped
by seeking support and scaling back (leaving things unfinished). Regardless of gender,
restructuring work and family roles (such as reorganizing ones schedule) was used as a
coping mechanism; work, not family, was the primary source of role overload. In
addition, both men and women benefited from restructuring their family roles.
This study has several strengths facilitating the generalization of the data to other
populations. First, the recent research and publication date (20 10) captures a sample
experiencing current stressors. Next, the large diverse sample size provides a wellrounded perspective and improves generalizability. Finally, this research contributes to
the understanding of role overload and the possible gender implication of stress related to
household tasks. The authors speculate that because both men and women benefit from
restructuring family roles, parents may be able to reduce their stress level by receiving
additional family support and collaborating on household tasks. While this study
presents interesting fmdings on the sources of stress and possible ways for couples to
reduce stress, several metrological weaknesses reduce the efficacy of the fmdings. For
instance, the study only uses selected questions from each assessment instrument, and
although Cronbach's alpha was still between .85 and .83, the use of only selected
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portions of these instruments may have decreased the variability of responses. A fmal
limitation was the authors' focus on behavioral strategies to cope with overload. While
behavioral changes are one way to cope with stressful obligations, it is not an exhaustive
method; the inclusion of emotional support would strengthen these conclusions.

Alternative therapeutic interventions.
While many traditional couples counseling methods face criticism (Johnson,
2003), encounter limitations (Malchiodi, 2005; Murry & Rotter, 2002), and lack evidence
of long-term reduction in distress (Baucom et al., 2008; Snyder & Mitchell, 2008); data
on integrating creativity (Carson et al., 2003; Murry & Rotter, 2002; Pascoe, 1999),
incorporating expressive therapies (Malchiodi, 2005), encouraging play (Aune & Wong,
2002; Baxter, 1992; Casado-Kehoe et al., 2007), and performing active tasks (Aron et al.,
2000; Harasymchuk & Fehr, 201 0) has gained favor and produced evidence of successful
relational connectivity. These techniques incorporate couples' existing abilities (Morgan
& Wampler, 2003), provide a modality to communicate concerns (Baxter, 1992;

Malchiodi, 2005), foster personal expression (Carson et al., 2003), and facilitate
therapeutic speed and success (Murray & Rotter, 2002).

Creativity and expression in couple's counseling.
While trends toward integrating creative and expressive therapy interventions
have increased, some empirical gaps can be noted. During this literature review, finding
literature on creative interventions with couples was difficult, as most published literature
has focused on the therapist's role in using and encouraging creativity. Research has
captured therapist characteristics, interventions, techniques, and comfort with creative
interventions (Carson et al., 2003; Morgan, & Wampler, 2003; Pascoe, 1999) without
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describing the couple's experience in therapy. While couples' experiences are not
specifically investigated, the incorporation of creative techniques, described by Gladding
(2011) as activities that incorporate "divergent thinking" and "production" (p.3), have
been described as facilitating the counselor's joining process (Pascoe, 1999), fostering
memorable advancements in therapy (Carson et al., 2003), assisting in overcoming
impasses (Carson & Becker, 2004; Pascoe, 1999), and fostering the holistic involvement
of couple's in the counseling process (Carson & Becker, 2004).
In close association with the literature on creativity, is the use of"expressive"
therapies in counseling. Malchiodi (2005) elaborates on these therapies, which include
drama, dance, play, music, art, and others. She explains that, while creative interventions
can be outcome oriented, expressive therapies focus on the development of client's
imagination as they experiment and process their experiences. The characteristics of
these therapies are: (a) encouraging client expression, (b) active involvement, (c)
imagination, and (d) mind-body connections. The incorporation of these characteristics
into therapy has been effective in diverse populations and with various diagnoses such as
mood disorders, stress, physical infirmary, and others (Malchiodi, 2005). Alternative
methods of engaging clients create an opportunity to match interests and assist
comfortable expression on multiple levels: physical, emotional, creative, etc. In addition,
clients may feel empowered by their control over the prescribed task and gamer a sense
of accomplishment regarding the achievement of activities. While the application of
these expressive interventions has been effective with multiple populations, some
limitations are present. First, not every client is an appropriate match for an expressive
modality, because of his or her personality, interests, or aptitudes. Next there is limited
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empirical evidence on the incorporation of expressive therapy techniques into couple's
therapy and there is no research on the assignment of these tasks to unsupervised clients.

Play in couples' counseling.
Play is one type of expressive therapy that has been more frequently employed
and scrutinized within an adult population. Research on the integration of play into
counseling practices began with seminal works from figures such as Freud and Erickson
(Ablon, 2001). More recent studies have isolated play as the expression of"creative
forces" (Ablon, 2001, p. 351) within adult relationships, and recent literature describes
the power and value of play and playful expression as a way to build and enjoy
relationships, a valuable component of psychotherapy (Ablon, 2001), and a predictor of
relational satisfaction and stability 0fanderbleek, Robinson, Casado-Kehoe, & Young,
2011 ). While research indicates the beneficial attributes of play, definitions of the term
are unstandardized (Casado-Kehoe, 2007) and range from descriptions such as, "a freeranging voluntary activity that occurs within certain limits of time and place, according to
accepted rules" (Ablon, 2001) to an activity approached with a lighthearted attitude or a
behavior that is "enjoyable, humorous, or entertaining" (Aune & Wong, 2002, p. 279).
Early research by Baxter (1992) described two studies on intimate play in
relationships in an attempt to establish the value of play in relationships and provided a
basis for continued investigation. The first study extended previous research on married
couples by assessing unmarried romantic relationships and friendships. In this study,
Baxter looked at the relationship between the constructs of playfulness, "concrete playful
actions of relational partners" (p. 339), and closeness. He specifically wanted to know
the forms of play couples used to express them self, and how these different types of play
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affect perceived closeness. A random sample of 102 undergraduate students in a
relationships for at least two months were assessed with open-ended interviews, the Play
Questionnaire II (PQII), and the Close Relationships Questionnaire (CRQ). Analysis of
this data determined that that length of a relationship correlated positively with
playfulness and relational closeness. In addition, the total PQII score correlated
positively with the number of play interactions reported by both the romantic
relationships and friendships and with the relational closeness among all the participants
(r = .74). This finding indicates the cross-population applicability of the PQII, which was
also used to study married couples and offers strong evidence of the connection between
engaging in play and relational closeness.
The second study Baxter's (1992) wrote about in this article aimed to better
understand the forms and function of play in relationships. In this study, Baxter sampled
93 communications undergraduate students who received extra credit for their
participation in the research. Each participant completed two tasks: the first was
grouping 16 cards, which listed playful activities, by their similarities and differences,
and the second was rating play "enactments" (p. 352) on a likert scale. Analysis ofthe
data from these participant's found that different types of play (private verbal code, roleplaying, teasing, prosocial physical play, antisocial physical play, games, gossip, public
performance, and other) have different functions within a relationship, ranging from
enjoyment and relaxation to communicating though actions and metaphor, to mitigating
conflict and distancing oneself. Both of Baxter's studies indicated that play has a value
in maintaining closeness and expressing oneself.
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Aune and Wong (2002) extended Baxter's (1992) finding on the connection
between play and relational closeness and satisfaction. They examined couple's
motivation and the outcome of engaging in interactive (i.e., dyadic) play, described as
activities that are "lighthearted," "enjoyable," "humorous" (p. 279), and "nonserious"
(pp. 280-281 ). They assessed a diverse sample of 113 individuals in romantic
relationships (ranging from dating to married). These individuals completed five
assessments: a 10-item scale assessing self-esteem (alpha reliability= .86); the Humor
Orientation Scale (alpha reliability= .93); a modified version of the Play Questionnaire II
(alpha reliability= .85); a five-item scale developed by the researchers to assess positive
emotion (alpha reliability= .95); and a modified version of the Quality Marriage Index
(alpha reliability= .95). The results of a path analysis found that at p < .05, self-esteem
and humor predicted playfulness, which in tum, predicted positive emotions, which in
tum, predicted relational satisfaction. While the conclusion that playfulness predicts
relational satisfaction cannot be assumed from the results of this path analysis, there is
strong evidence linking these constructs.
Although these studies by Aune and Wong (2002) and Baxter' (1992) offer
evidence of the connection between play, relational closeness, and the ability to express
oneself through play; several drawbacks are apparent. The first ofBaxter's (1992) studies
drew participants from an unmarried undergraduate population, and the second study
rewarded participants with extra credit, which could have affected their motivation to
respond honestly depending upon their relationship with the researcher. In both Baxter
(1992) and Aune and Wong's (2002) studies the PQII looked at play activities and a
playful attitudes using the terms "play" and "playfulness" interchangeably. The lack of
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clarity on the terms limits the application of results, since an attitude (i.e., playfulness)
and an activity (i.e., play) could have different influences on positive emotions and thus
relational satisfaction. In addition, most of the types of play assessed were verbal (i.e.
inside jokes, teasing) or immediate such as a playful slap, and not specific activities such
as meal preparation. Finally, all the assessments were self-report, so the data is limited to
the participants' own impression of themselves and their interactions. Regardless of
these limitations, the determination that engaging in play, although momentary in
duration, improves closeness between individuals lends one to consider that extended
play activities will have the same consequence.
In recent research, The Family Journal: Counseling and Therapy for Couples and

Families published an article providing an overview of the connection between couple's
engagement in play activities and positive relationship characteristics by Casado-Kehoe
et al. (2007). In this article, Casado-Kehoe et al. describe the lack of current literature
defining and describing play as a therapeutic intervention in couples' counseling;
nevertheless, they review research describing the positive relational outcomes of
engaging in playfulness and play and the recursive nature of these activities. They go on
to define couple's play as "any activity that is done for pleasure, involves a suspension of
self-consciousness, involves a release of emotion, is undertaken solely for the process, is
enjoyable for each person, and results in the partners feeling better about themselves and
their relationship" (p. 134). They describe that participating in playful activities increases
a couples desire to participate in additional activities. The authors caution that for play to
be a successful counseling intervention, the therapist must be aware of the individual
preferences of each members of a couple. Subsequent activities should be based on
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current interests, preferences early in the relationship, and the development of shared
interests. This article points to the acceptance of incorporating couple's play in the field
of counseling and the need for continued research on the effects of play on a relationship.

Active tasks in couples counseling.
While researchers debate whether quantity or quality of time is more beneficial
for a couple's relationship, favorable, albeit limited, research evidence on engaging in
active tasks as a way to improve connections (Emmers-Sommer, 2004) and reduce
relational boredom is available. One article by Aron et al. (2000) describes five
independent studies, which assessed the effects of participating in exciting activities (e.g.,
dancing, hiking, attending concert) on couple's relationship quality. The authors
performed this research to advance previous fmdings that couples who engage in active
tasks rather than parallel or non-interactive activities express higher levels of relational
satisfaction. They hypothesized that performing "novel and arousing activities" (Aron et
al., 2000, p. 274) as a couple produces excitement that becomes associated with the
relationship and thus affects ratings of relational quality. The authors completed two
studies that used assessment instruments for evaluation and three in-lab experiments
using multiple assessment instruments, settings, sample sizes, populations, and
procedures (i.e., couples participated in activities such as being bound together and
having the travel the length of a gymnasium floor). In each ofthese settings, the results
consistently indicated that engaging in exciting activities produced increased levels of
relationship quality.
As the first study to look at the relationship between relational satisfaction and
level of arousal of an activity, Aron et al. 's (2000) research is particularly important. The
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isolation of novel and arousing activities and evidence of the influence on relational
satisfaction is an advance in the study of relational quality. Nevertheless, the authors
caution that their research had some theoretical limitations. For instance, previous
literature on the topic concluded that relational satisfaction relates to preexisting
constraints and external influences, not a systematic decline over time; the authors
propose that this decline in satisfaction can be offset by engaging in exciting activities.
In addition, exciting activities may not be a positive experience for all couples. For some
couples activities may instigate arguments and conflict, which could, in tum, create
negative associations for a couple. The authors' also mention design limitations such as a
lack of longitudinal data and not assessing an international population. In addition, the
researchers created artificial scenarios for excitement (e.g. timed and bound gymnasium
obstacles), which could be unrealistic for some couples and, thus, could limit the validity
of the findings. Despite these theoretical and methodological weaknesses, the results
produce strong support for the incorporation of active tasks and experiences to facilitate
relational satisfaction.
In reviewing current literature, gaps in the research on methods used to improve
couples relationships easily become apparent. Many couples face increasing time
(Kingston and Nock, 1987) and fmancial constraints (Gudmunson et al., 2007) and, thus,
need assistance that does not deplete their already limited resources. While some
techniques such as active and expressive therapies (Gladding, 2011; Malchiodi, 2005)
have been found to be advantageous, often they are either not used or require additional
resources rather than capitalizing on couples' current interactions and methods of
relating.
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The following section will use Relational Cultural Theory (RCT) to investigate
the problem of couples' relational distress. Following that description, current literature
on food-related topics (e.g., culinary influence on daily routines, habits, and decisions)
will be presented; then these two concepts will be integrated to describe the potential
value of meal preparation, on relationships. The literature presented will provide the
foundation for understanding how couple's conjoint meal preparation may provide a
minimally taxing activity for consistent engagement and relational improvement among
couples.
New Approach: Application ofRCT to Meal Preparation to Strengthen
Relationships
While counseling theories offer ways to train communication skills (e.g., "I"
statements, reflective listening and process emotions, they lack a focus on relational
components and how individuals are affected by their connection to others. Relational
Cultural Theory (RCT), on the other hand, is grounded on the belief that individuals grow
through relationships. Because of this underlying premise, RCT guided the current study
drawing attention to couples relationships and how the connection to others affects
personal growth.
Development of RCT.
According to RCT, humans are relational creatures that grow from positive
interactions, connections, and relationships with others; they are not autonomous beings
independently seeking actualization (Duffy, 2006; Duffy et al., 2009; Jordan, 2010;
Vogel, 2006). The theoretical concept for RCT, originally known as Self-in-Relation
Theory (Mitchell, 2008), emerged from Jean Baker Miller's 1976 book, Toward a New
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Psychology of Women (Jordan, 2008, 2010). Historically, the stereotypical female desire
for relational connectivity was viewed as a weakness, but in Toward a New Psychelogy

of Women, Miller elaborated on feminist principles (West, 2005) and reframed relational
connections as a source of strength and empowerment. Following the publication of this
book (Toward a New Psychology of Women), Miller; along with Irene Stiver, Judith
Jordan, and Janet Surrey; began to study, evaluate, and revise the portrayal of women in
psychological theory, similar to Carole Gilligan's 1982 critique ofLawrence Kohlberg's
(1969) male-normed theory of moral development. Miller and her colleagues attempted
to better capture the value of relationship as a source of growth, which was generally
overlooked by other theoretical orientations.
In 1995, after over twenty years of research, the Jean Baker Miller Institute was
created to further develop Relational Cultural Theory and formalize its clinical
applications (Jordan, 2008). Since the inaugural research, RCT has transitioned from an
approach for conceptualizing females' relational habits into a psychological perspective
for understanding all individuals' growth through their connections to others (Jordan,
2010). The theory continues to evolve from research on dyadic relationships to look at
larger cultural and diversity factors that influence individuals connections. RCT pays
special attention to context, culture, and power (Duffy et al., 2009; Jordan, 2010)- three
elements that can interact to cause oppression or empowerment and, thus, affect
relationships and self-concept.
At this time, RCT is the guiding theory for the Association for Creativity in
Counseling (AAC) (Duffy et al., 2009), one ofthe nineteen divisions of the American
Counseling Association (ACA); RCT has also been the focus of undergraduate and
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graduate texts, over 15 books, and more than 100 scholarly works (Jordan, 2010). This
postmodem theory integrates feminist ideals with psychology, business, and
neurobiological research to address individuals across genders, cultures, sexual
orientations, pathologies, socioeconomic status, and geographic locations. Research on
the application ofRCT to specific populations includes couples, parents, families, group
therapy, Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, substance abuse, eating disorders, bereavement,
counselor supervision, counselor training, organization and leadership, male studies, and
ethics (Jordan, 2010).
Overview of RCT.
At the most primary level, RCT contends that relational skills are not a weakness;
rather, they provide a foundation for personal growth and relational satisfaction. This
theory applies a developmental perspective, recognizing that over time people grow
through and toward relational connectivity by working through connections and
disconnections in relationships (Duffy, 2006). The result ofthis growth process is
obtaining higher levels of complexity in relationships and experiencing subsequent
benefits, which are described throughout RCT literature as the Five Good Things: zest,
sense of worth, clarity of self and other, increased productivity, and a desire for a deeper
connection (Comstock et al., 2008; Duffy et al., 2009; Jordan, 2008, 2010).
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Table 2.2: Descriptions of RCT's Five Good Things
"Good Thing"

Characteristics
Heightened alertness, increased energy, elevated vivacity

Zest
Sense of Worth

Clarity of Self and Other

Increased Productivity

Feeling more worthwhile after the experience of being
perceived as worthy and valuable by another individual
Accurate assessment of oneself during relational experience; in
these experiences, an individual observes and evaluates their
own and others' interactions
Increased feeling of empowerment as a result of supportive
relationship; increased likelihood of taking action within and
outside of the relationship

Amplified motivation to connect with others as a result of
Desire for Deeper Connection feeling esteem and desire to care for a specific individual

The conditions necessary to achieve these benefits can be present in therapeutic
relationships, couple's relationships, and in individuals' connection to society. The
following core concepts more concretely described the philosophy guiding RCT:
•

Over the' course of one's life, an individual grows through and toward relational
connectivity (Comstock et al., 2008; Duffy et al., 2009; Jordan, 2010)

•

Psychological growth is demonstrated by the ability to engage in more diverse
and more complex relationships (Bergman & Surry, 1997; Comstock et al., 2008;
Duffy et al., 2009; Jordan, 2010)

•

More complex functioning is characterized by "mutuality," a way of relating
through shared activities based on openness to the reciprocal effect of ones self on
others and others effect on oneself, not individualization (Comstock et al., 2008;
Duffy et al., 2009; Jordan, 2010)
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•

Growth Fostering Relationships (GFR) are based on (a) mutual empathy: a
connection between individuals where they are aware of the empathy that is being
given and received, (b) mutual empowerment: a of strength that fortifies both
individuals within a relationship, and (c) authenticity: an individual's capability to
represent oneself fully, honestly, and truthfully within a relationship (Comstock et
al., 2008; Duff et al., 2009; Jordan, 2010)

•

Relationships are grounded in culture - to understand an individual, one must
understand their culture (Jordan, 2010)

•

Each of the individuals engaging in a Growth Fostering Relationship mature
(Comstock et al., 2008; Duffy et al., 2009; Jordan, 2010)

•

A goal of an individual's development is the achievement of relational
capabilities (Comstock et al., 2008; Duffy et al., 2009; Jordan, 2010)

•

In a therapeutic relationship, change is facilitated by the experience of mutual
empathy (Duffy et al., 2009)

•

The therapeutic relationship contains a unique form of mutuality (Duffy et al.,
2009)
A final relational complexity is individuals' inclination to relate paradoxically

(Comstock et al., 2008; Duffy, 2006; Vogel, 2006). Most individuals experience an
ongoing internal competition between a yearning to connect with others and a desire to
self-protect (i.e., disconnect) that has been termed the Central Relational Paradox. The
desire to disconnect from oneself, others, relationships, or society occurs to varying
degrees, ranging from inattention to substance abuse or violence (Comstock, Daniels, &
D'Andrea, 2006), and may be caused by a variety of motives such as loneliness,
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disempowerment, and self-hatred, self-protection, withdrawal from a painful situation,
perceived relational ingenuity, hurtful experiences, marginalization, or discrimination
(Jordan, 2010). Disconnections can be either a source of emotional injury, or an avenue
for "enormous growth" (Jordan, 2010, p. 25) as they provide an opportunity to work
through hurt and develop a deeper sense of authenticity.

Application ofRCT.
In clinical applications, RCT strives to use the therapeutic relationship as a model
and tool for developing positive relational skills. The therapist assumes a non-expert
stance (Jordan, 2010) striving to create a respectful and safe environment, a prerequisite
for relational growth (Duffy, 2006; Mitchell, 2008). The therapeutic process is grounded
on the premise that individuals grow through their relationships with others, so while
RCT recognizes that conflicts occur, these conflicts are recognized as an opportunity
(outside of abuse, violence, or pathology) to work through impasses and reach a greater
level of mutual understanding and increased authenticity (Jordan, 2010). Counseling
sessions are viewed as an opportunity to explore the impact of the dominant culture and
marginalization on individuals, work through disconnections, interact within a complex
relationships, and experience authenticity, mutuality, and two-way empathy.

RCT and creativity.
Much of the RCT literature and research focuses on the integration of relational
and creative clinical techniques - an idea that will be central to the application of RCT to
meal preparation. According to RCT, relational competencies supply a framework for
creating the safe environment necessary for engagement in atypical, nontraditional (i.e.,
creative), and sometimes-uncomfortable therapeutic practices (Duffy, 2006). Duffy
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described ACC selected RCT as their guiding theory, because it provides a structure for
interacting with clients that also encourages the recognition of power and attention to
diversity. In an emotionally safe setting, counselors can implement strategies to address
client needs and work through their relational disconnections and fears. Clients can then
use the model they learned in therapy to work through disconnections in their personal
life.
In 2009, Duffy et al., performed a qualitative study of counselors' experiences
and impressions surrounding the incorporation of creative and relational counseling
techniques in their clinical practice and professional lives. They solicited 1048 registered
members of ACC to complete an open-ended survey and received 131 responses. The
authors used grounded theory analysis techniques to uncover three main themes Relational Competence, Creativity in Counseling, and Power - each containing several
subthemes. Under the Relational Competence theme, the researchers described four
subthemes: "mutuality and awareness" (p.96), "other and personal growth promotion" (p.
97), "authenticity and honesty" (p. 98), and "social connections" (p. 99). The Subtheme
of the Creativity in Counseling included creativity as "central" (p. 102) to the practice of
counseling, an opportunity to intensify connections, an expression of openness, and the
creation of space for exploration. The final theme of Power was seen as interrelated to
the other two themes because of its formative role in positively or negatively forming
relationships.
Since the inception of the organization, the members of ACC have worked to
define and refine a comprehensive list of relational competencies that create an optimal
environment for creative counseling interventions. In Duffy et al. 's (2009) study, several
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of the themes that emerged from the data mirrored RCT core concepts, specifically
authenticity and mutuality, which substantiates RCT's validity and indicates the benefits
of relational connectivity for personal growth. Although these themes produced a
valuable confirmation ofRCT concepts, some research design limitations exist. First, the
participants were composed of a volunteer sample, and, thus they may have had unique
motivation for responding. In addition, the survey's questions were based on RCT tenets,
and the questions may therefore have been leading; at the very least, these results should
be presented as confirmatory, not exploratory. In addition, the method of data collection
(i.e., on-line administration) may have reduced the richness of the data, since typing
replies (verses verbal responses) may require more effort from a participant reducing the
quantity and quality of details. A final limitation is the qualitative design, as this
methodology lacks generalizability to the general population. Even with these
limitations, Duffy et al. 's (2009) research attests to the value ofRCT and the benefits of
creative counseling techniques.
In clinical interventions, creativity has been described to deepen therapeutic
connections, improve openness between the counselor and the client, and provide
freedom for client's emotional exploration (Duffy et al., 2009). It can be hypothesized
that the application of creative strategies to couples' relationships may produce the same
positive benefits since a couple's relationship could mimic the supportive dyadic
relationship of a client and counselor.
RCT and couples therapy.

Although RCT's therapeutic principles appear to be a precise match for
interventions on romantic relationships, current research on the integration ofRCT and
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couples is limited to several book chapters, articles, and working papers. Jordan (2010)
briefly describes the past and future developments ofRCT couple's therapy. According
to her summary, RCT has been used with couples in both couples counseling sessions
and couples group therapy. In these settings, therapy has used RCT principles to address
the power dynamics within the relationships as well as each member's individual and
collective influence on the relationship.
Bergman and Surry (1997) offer a descriptive account of working with couples'
gender differences. In a book chapter, The Woman-Man Relationship: Impasses and
Possibilities, they described their experiences in running mixed-gender workshops (both
individual and couples) on gender differences in relationships. When Bergman and
Surry's chapter was written, they had conducted over 20 workshops with over 800
individuals ranging in age (i.e., from preschool children to couples), gender, and
geographic location (e.g., Holland, Trukey). These workshops provided men and women
with the opportunity to discuss different perspectives on relationships, specifically
exploring the process and benefits of moving toward mutuality and overcoming relational
conflicts. The authors described couples' perceptions (e.g., who holds the power in a
relationship, the role of vulnerability) and offered several clinical activities to develop
mutuality within a romantic relationship. The first activity is externalization of the
relationship; both members of a couple visualize and describe their relationship. The
second technique involves the assessment of a relationship's strengths and weaknesses by
a couple. Next, the authors recommend assigning a 20-minute period each day to discuss
relational concerns and create rules for discussing conflicts while using humor. The final
suggestion, particularly salient to this current study, is the recommendation for couples to
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select a "project" (p. 282) to engage in together. The goal of a project is "finding a way
to create together" (p. 282), encouraging and developing one another's strengths, and
working through impasses. Considering this recommendation, conjoint meal
preparations can be an experience for couples to work together to integrate relational
competencies and develop a stronger sense of themselves, their partner, and their
relationship.
Case studies compromise the bulk of the remaining writings on RCT and the
treatment of couples. These case studies include descriptions by Bergman and Surrey
(2004) on treatment of roughly 30 couples in couple's therapy and 50 couples in group
counseling. A depiction by Wall's (2004) on the development of mutuality within a
lesbian couple, and Skerrett's (2004) description of a middle aged couple's therapeutic
journey. In each of these cases, the authors detailed RCT's precepts and described a
multilayered relational therapeutic process as the therapist modeled authenticity and
connect which the couples then mirrored. A trend in these studies was not only success
outcomes but also the appropriateness ofthe match between RCT and couple's therapy.
While case studies provide valuable depictions of the RCT couple's therapeutic
process, they do not provide empirical support for RCT couple's therapy. The
descriptive, non-evaluative nature ofthese writings lacks empirical validity, reliability, or
generalizability on the couple's therapy experience. Nevertheless, insight into the
techniques and evidence of the successful application of the theory to couple's work
creates a foundation for future research.
As seen in this overview, RCT provides a unique lens to view relationships. As
individuals grow in their connections with one another, they become stronger and more
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empowered, which fosters personal and relational growth. The proceeding information
presents descriptions of food-related interactions as a forum for individuals to connect,
then meal preparations will be conceptualized as a relational activity.
Interactive Meal Preparation
Even though couples are increasingly busy and pressured for time (Jabs &
Devine, 2006), individuals must dedicate time daily to consumption. According to a
2008 study by the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics, the average American over
age 18 spends 67.7 minutes a day eating and drinking (Appendix C; Hamrick, 2008).
Since couples must eat, they must either prepare or acquire food; therefore, the
purposeful attention to food preparation may be an existing interaction in couples'
lifestyles and possibly an interaction that counselors can use to assist in strengthening
couples bonds using their own resources.
The following review presents data on three themes that appear in culinary
literature: culinary interactions as a forum for connecting, identity building, and decisionmaking. The current study will draw upon this data, which addresses various aspects of
culinary interactions (i.e., food procurement, preparation, and consumption), to argue for
the need to explore meal preparation and the relational aspects of meal preparation ideas not presently addressed in culinary or counseling literature.
Interactions over food as a way of building connections.
While some researchers describe food consumption as merely a task to be
completed (Jabs & Devine, 2006), others state "shared eating satisfies a need for
interaction by a union with others, where conviviality establishes and reinforces social
ties" (Sohal & Nelson, 2003, p. 181). The multifaceted nature of culinary experiences
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creates a continued forum for connecting to others through a complex integration of
hunger, habits, friendship, and connection (Sobal & Nelson, 2003) that can create an
environment to interact, negotiate, and make compromises (Bonds-Raacke, 2008; Bove et
al., 2002; Brown & Miller, 2002a; Kemmer et al., 1998a). Research on culinary
experiences as a way of building connections has investigated individual's patterns,
interactions, and specific populations.
Patterns and the frequency of commensality, the act of eating with others, have
been investigated with quantitative (Bisogni et al., 2007; Sellaeg & Chapman, 2008;
Sobal, Bove, & Rauschenbach, 2002), qualitative (Sobal & Nelson, 2003), and mixed
method (Poulain, 2002) research strategies. One such study, performed by Sobal and
Nelson (2003) assessed the frequency, timing, and composition of people gathered to eat
or drink. They mailed 1200 surveys to a randomly selected community sample and
received 663 acceptable for analysis. Results of their analysis found that Americans
participate in more dinner (82 percent) commensality then lunch (55 percent) or breakfast
(40 percent). Dinner was the most social meal of the day and was most frequently
consumed with spouses or children, as opposed to friends, neighbors, or coworkers.
The literature on commensality provides important insight into the social patterns
and habits of individuals. Sobal and Nelson's (2003) study, in particular, provided
quantitative data describing dinner as a frequent opportunity for couples and families to
interact. The generalizability of data is strengthened by the authors' detailed explanation
of statistical procedures such as attention to multicolinearity during their regression
analysis. Nevertheless, the authors discussed limitations inherent to cross-sectional
survey research (i.e., the evaluation of only one sample during one year). While this
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research does not provide a great depth of information, the quantitative nature and
relevant findings on the frequency of dinner commensality within the family offer
valuable applications for future research.
In a study of food interactions, Miller et al. (1998) assessed university
undergraduate students' food transfer habits, the sharing of touched food, to uncover how
individuals communicate through food. They assessed food transfer along two
dimensions: the method of the transfer (e.g., feeding, passing) and the state of the food
being shared (e.g., a candy bar with a bit missing). They also evaluated four conditions:
no sharing, sharing, shared substance, and feeding. Sixty-nine undergraduate students
completed a questionnaire, and 150 students viewed videos of couples eating together
and then rated their level of connection. Analysis of results from both studies indicated
that the participants perceive greater levels of sharing (sharing the same product, feeding,
etc.) with higher a stronger connection between the individuals. Specifically, they found
feeding indicated a romantic or sexual relationship, females are more likely to share with
members of the same sex, and females associate feeding with caretaking; whereas, men
associate feeding with romance.
Miller et al.'s (1998) study provides unique information on the role of food in the
expression of connection between individuals as interactions over food, specifically
sharing food, had relational and communicative properties. Eating was a communal
experience where individual expressed their feelings of connection through nonverbal
interactions. Nevertheless, when applying the researcher's findings; design, replication,
and generalizability limitations must be addressed. First, the authors do not provide
reliability or validity data on their questionnaire, limiting the interpretation results.
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Second, the lack of a sample questionnaire prevents replication. Finally, the convenience
sampling technique, accessible university undergraduate students, limits the diversity of
participants (e.g., age, education, location) and thus the generalizability of data.
Along with research on food sharing as a way for individuals to connect,
researchers have assessed the role of food on specific populations. One such qualitative
study by· Bonfill (2004) presented three purposefully selected case studies, chosen from
data collected for a large ethnographic study of 70 individuals over the age in 64 in
Barcelona, Spain. This research used the interviewees' descriptions to present how foodcentered interactions affect elderly individuals expressed their feelings of
meaningfulness, loneliness, and connection to others. The first case presented the act of
eating alone and disinterest in cooking as representative of the participant's loneliness
after the loss of a spouse. The second case demonstrated how loneliness caused a "loss
of appetite" (p. 389). The final case study illustrated an individual afraid of losing her
ability to cook, which she views as representative of her ability to take care of and
connect with her family and community.
Bonfill (2004) stated, "family relations and friendship with neighbours and their
social environment take shape though the language of food taking and its practice" (p.
386). In these case studies, he demonstrated how food provided individuals with an
avenue to connect with, care for, and interact with others throughout their lifetime.
While Bofill concentrates on the reflection of loneliness in food preparation and
consumption, the reverse of this experience -how the culinary experiences allows for
connection to others - could prove to be a similarly valuable description of the role of
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food. Therefore, this qualitative study has implications for the need to more fully
understand the relational and emotional implications of food-related interactions.
The examples presented in this section clearly demonstrate that food-related
interactions can be a way for individuals to express a connection. In these studies
participants clearly denoted that the act of sharing food can be a non-verbal expression
and a relational experience.
Culinary influence on daily interactions: Ritual, routine, and habit
Research on couples and families reflect stable patterns of frequent conjoint
consumption. A 1992 study by Shattuck et al. found that on average couples shared
roughly ten weekly meals together. Similarly, Gillespie and Achterberg (1989) reported
that 95 percent of mothers and 85 percent of fathers consumed dinner with their young
children, and a 2000 study by Gillman et al. reported 40 percent of children ate dinner
with their family most days and 43 percent ate dinner with their family every day. In
response to the frequency of this occurrence, literature has investigated the establishment
of new routines in couples relationships and the value of mealtime routines and children's
wellbeing.
Family meal routines.

Fiese et al. (2006) wrote a book chapter providing descriptions of the implications
of mealtime routines and rituals on children's wellbeing and mental health. They based
their chapter on their knowledge of current literature and analysis of transcripts from a
research lab. In their descriptions of family mealtimes, they differentiate between direct
and indirect mealtime communications. Direct interactions and communications send
clear, concrete messages about expectations and roles; whereas, indirect tactics create
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ambiguity and are linked to distress in children and affective disorders in adults. The
authors described the unique importance of mealtime interactions because they are
symbolic of a family's way oflife, establish multigenerational routines, and are important
for children's feeling of security.
Although Fiese et al.'s (2006) chapter specifically focuses on the implications of
family mealtime rituals on children's development and wellbeing; the authors also
describe mealtimes as a symbolic representation of family interactions. If meals, as the
authors describe, provide an encapsulated environment to observe family structure, the
focus of future research on mealtimes could lead to better understanding of families.
Nevertheless, while Fiese et al. (2006) provide viable ideas that can be incorporated into
future mealtime research; they offer little concrete backing of their research methods.
Even though these authors knowledgably integrate pertinent literature, more information
on their use of interview transcripts would strengthen the value of research.

Couples' culinary routines.
A large body of research on food-related interactions isolates newly married
couples (Bove et al., 2003; Kemmer et al., 1998a). While the majority ofthis research
has been qualitative and exploratory (Bove et al., 2002; Brown & Miller, 2002; Kemmer
et al., 1998a; Sohal et al., 2003), results describe the convergence of dietary preferences
and habits (Markey et al., 2001 ), culinary decisions as a platform for negotiation and
compromise (Bonds-Raacke, 2008; Bove et al., 2002; Brown & Miller, 2002a; Kemmer
et al., 1998a), and meals as a forum for daily interactions (Marshall & Anderson, 2002).
Much of the writing on newly married couples food-related interaction was
funded by a £96,800.00 (roughly $150,000) grant awarded for the study of transitions in
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food and diet after marriage. The Economic and Social Research Council, an English
organization founded by the Royal Charter in 1965, funded this grant. Between the years
of 1994 to 1996, 22 Scottish couples were assessed three months before and after
cohabitation with interviews and food consumption diaries, and data has been analyzed to
explain changes in food choices (Kemmer et al., 1998a; Kemmer et al., 1998b; Marshall
& Anderson, 2002), prevention of obesity (Anderson, Marshall, & Lea, 2004),

connection to one's community (Marshall, 2005), and division of household labor
(Kemmer, 1999).
One article, which uses the data from this grant, is by Kemmer et al. (1998a). In
their study they described the "symbolic" (p. 67) and literal importance of sharing meals
(shopping, preparation, and consumption) and the need for couples to communicate,
negotiate, and adapt over food choices. The process of food-related decision was found
to "highlight issues of power, control and autonomy in early marriage" (p. 49). Specific
areas of adaptation included the regularity, process, and content of evening meals; role of
each member in grocery shopping and food preparation; and choices that supported one
individual's preferences. In these interviews, couples remarked on the importance of
food decisions in their relationships with many indicating food-based decisions were
even more important then anticipated. The evidence of the importance of food-related
decisions and communication has implications for the continued investigation of the
relational aspects of this food selection.
Marshall and Anderson (2002) also published an article based on this grantfunded data. In their manuscript, Marshall and Anderson described the influence of
cohabitation on eating habits. Prior to cohabitation, eating together was viewed as a
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"special event" (p. 196); whereas, after living together couples reported more frequent,
regular meal consumption. The process of eating together was seen as an important
ingredient of cohabitation as it provided the chance for couples to spend time together. In
addition, the evening meal was found to be the primary meal for commensality and an
opportunity for couples to work on verbal and nonverbal communication. This research
points to the value of meals as an opportunity for time to interact, communication, and
merge preferences.
While these qualitative reports provide a window into the consumption practices
of newly cohabitating couples, several limitations are apparent. First, the authors' did not
discuss pretest sensitization created by the initial interviews, and insight from initial
interviews could have focused participants' attention toward the importance ofthis
activity as they began living together. Furthermore, advertising and then snowball
sampling strategies were used to gather the sample - a strategy that may not have
produced a truly representative sample of newly cohabitating couples since the initial
couples could have referred couples with views and interests similar to themselves.
Finally, assessing couples only three months after cohabitating may not be a sufficient
length oftime for couples to establish routines or patterns. While data provides
interesting conclusions as to the importance of consumption on cohabitation, validity
concerns weaken the applicability of the results.

Culinary experiences as a reflection of decision-making patterns.
Literature also describes culinary decisions as a reflection of couple's decisionmaking patterns. Data on several food practices - selection, preparation, and
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consumption- highlight the value of the culinary process as representative of couples
typical interactions.

Time constraints on culinary decisions.
Jabs and Devine (2006) used data from the American Time Use Survey (ATUS)
to research the effect of time constraints on food habits. As previously discussed, time
and financial constrains are often a considerable stressor on a couples relationship. In
their article, Jabs and Devine argue that economic changes (income) and time constraints
(employment changes) affect food selection and offer six perspectives for
conceptualizing time scarcity: economic, sociological, life course, role definition, and
behavior changes. The authors then use these six perspectives to describe societal
changes in habits such as the increase in sales of convenience foods, creation of
timesaving kitchen tools (e.g., microwave, bared machine, etc.), increased frequency of
eating out, evidence of a reduction in time spent in meal perpetration, and changes in
meal patterns (e.g., a decrease in sit-down meals). Through this analysis, they conclude
that understanding the relationship between changes in time constraints and food choice
is important for policy creation, dietary research, and employee productivity.
The review of ATUS data led Jabs and Devine (2006) to conclude that food
selection and preparation habits have evolved to balance individuals time limitations,
sociological and cultural environment, and personal preferences. Because of these
changes, couples may allocate time away from a potentially relational activity, meal
preparation and consumption. As couples respond to time pressure by reducing foodrelated interactions, they may be further limiting their opportunity to engage, develop
their relationship, and interact as data has presented mealtimes as a place for connection.
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Decisions in romantic relationships.
Bove et al. (2003) conducted a qualitative study investigating food discussions
and decision as couples' cohabitate. They performed semi-structured interviews with
thirty-four individuals from twenty couples when they began to cohabit and one year
after living together. The authors described food-related (e.g., shopping, preparing,
cleanup) interactions as an environment where couples' could experience conflict,
happiness, and socialize. Results of interview analysis determine that negotiations over
food selections were a "multi-layered, intertwined process" (p. 37). Food-related
negotiations facilitated discussions on gender roles, labor division, food preferences, and
the establishment of a family unit. Factors, which influenced food choices, included the
desire to eat different foods, health and weight concerns, the influence of previous
education and socioeconomic status, previous consumption habits, and conflict
avoidance. This research points to food selection as an avenue for couples to experience
conflicts, negotiate, and merge as a unit.
Bove et al.'s (2003) study indicates that marriage has a strong influence on food
consumption, which has connotations for continued research on couples relationships
outside of newlywed population, yet some limitations affect the generalizability. First, in
some instances, both members of a couple were not interviewed; the interview of both
partners would create a more holistic and accurate description of their relationship. In
addition, some of the interviews were conducted with both members of the couple
present, whereas, others were with only one member. The inconsistency in data
collection could affect the consistency of the results since couples may be more or less
inclined to feel open and comfortable discussing their relationship with their partner
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present. Also, the participant selection criteria did not consider the total length of the
couples' relationship, total time for choice convergence, but only the passage of time
since cohabitation or marriage and many couples establish habits and routines prior to

officially cohabitating. While these design limitation may affect generalizability, the
authors provide an important understanding that food-related choices are not solitary
process but an opportunity for couples' unification.
Based on the assumption that eating is important to dating and marriage, BondsRaacke (2008) studied couples' decision-making strategies using restaurant selection. In
the experiment, the researcher assessed thirty-six couples that had been dating more than
one year, but were not married, by comparing individual members of a couple's decisionmaking strategies to the couple's joint decisions. She then compared her findings to
previous research on married couples decision-making strategies. Cluster analysis found
that both members of a couple typically used the same decision-making strategy (e.g.,
selected a restaurant based on familiarity or genre). In addition, she found that when the
couples made joint decisions their selection most frequently matched the females'
selection (53 percent). When the author compared analysis results to studies of married
couples, she found a contradiction, since previous findings on married couples indicated
that joint decisions typically reflected the male's independent decision (73 percent).
While the author speculated about causes of the difference (e.g., dating couples had more
familiarity with the restaurants, males attempt to use restaurant selection as a way of
learning their partners preferences during courtship), she did not draw empirical
conclusions.
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The quantitative nature ofBonds-Raacke's (2008) research provides a unique
perspective on possible gender influences on the culinary decision process, yet the
authors describe some research limitations. First, the participants made decisions in an
artificial setting, the researchers asked participants to select a menu, yet the participant
did not have the actual intent to go to the restaurant, which may skew responses. In
addition, the couples and individuals made decisions in the presence of the researcher,
and couples may interact differently in a situation when they are conscious of
observation. Although the design has some flaws, the data presented interesting findings
on food-based decision-making processes.

Gender role in culinary decisions.
Brown and Miller (2002a, 2002b) studied gender roles in food-related decision
and interactions. They analyzed semi-structured qualitative interviews from 20 couples,
and published two articles, one focusing on food preferences (e.g., ingredient
preferences; 2002a) and one on food related chores (e.g., shopping, cleanup; 2002b).
Researchers purposefully selected 20 couples based on demographics - female under age
40 and one child under age 6 - from respondents to advertisements and snowball
sampling strategies. Gender Role Preference (GRP), the degree to which an individual
prefers gender stereotyped household roles assessment, was used to stratify the samples,
and preferences were assessed with the Role Preference Scale (RPS), a scale developed to
assess the gender based regulation of roles. Based on the GRP, the researchers selected
10 couples with "egalitarian" views (believe in the interchangeability ofhousehold roles)
and 10 with "transitional" views (hold a moderate agreement with gender based division
of household roles). While the authors do not discuss the relationship between the two
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publications directly, in one article they state: "The questions asked in the first phase of
the interview and the results of the analysis of that data are presented in a separate
article" (2002a, p. 217).
Analysis of the interviews (Brown & Miller, 2002a) found that wives with
transitional values deferred to husband's preferences; whereas, couples that shared
egalitarian values had more equity in negotiations over food preferences. Other
important factors affecting decisions included availability of food choices, convenience
of selections, and the family members needs. Both articles described a transition in
procurement, preparation, and cleanup habits over the course of the couple's relationship
with the wife's generally assuming more responsibility over time, especially after
children were born. Analysis of the data on division of food chores (2002b) further
elucidated the changes in couples' habits. In the transitional sample, the men made
suggestions about grocery shopping, yet the wife was the primary shopper, food preparer,
and performed most of the post-meal cleanup. In the egalitarian couples with a
transitional husband, the husbands had a limited role in shopping, and the wife primarily
prepared and cleaned after the meals. In contrast, couples with two egalitarian members
distributed chores based on time availability and skills. Few of these couples shopped
together, yet both partners contributed to grocery lists; cooking responsibilities were
based on enjoyment for cooking and typically the person who cooked was not responsible
for cleanup.
While these studies present interesting findings, limitations influence the
application of results. The shared data pool truncates the number of participants and thus
the quantity viewpoints. In addition, the purposeful sampling strategy may be both an
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advantage and limitation. Because of the selection of a specific demographic, the sample
lacks socioeconomic, cultural, age, and racial diversity. Nevertheless, the specificity of
the sample (i.e., wife and youngest child's age) provides strong descriptive data that
could facilitate the generalizability of these results. In addition to sampling, the authors
do not provide information on whether the couple's interactions affected their
relationship in terms of satisfaction, frustration, or enjoyment. In the couples interviewed
for these studies, data indicates that the quantity of food-related interaction declined over
the course of the relationship; nevertheless, food-centered responsibilities were shown to
be a continual source of discussion and forum for interaction. In general, these studies
are of particular interest because of the focus on food-decisions, qualitative design, and
implication that food-related interactions provide an opportunity for couples to
collaborate.

Dietary influence on decisions.
A final area of food-related research focuses on the influence of dietary
preferences on food choices. Schafer et al. (1999) assessed a random sample of 155
married couples and used structural equation modeling to uncover three determinates on
food-related interactions in a family: health concerns, confidence in dietary knowledge,
and positive marital environment. These variables were shown to have a significant
effect on wife's dietary intake of fat, saturated fat, fiber, and fruits and vegetables and
husbands fat and saturated fat consumption. The authors also assess the influence of ones
own and partner's health concerns, ones own and partners' marital happiness, ones own
and partner's view of role performance, and ones own and partner's dietary efficacy on
family food interaction, which they define as "the interaction between family members
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which in some way relates to decisions and activities involving food choices" (p. 787).
They determined that although marital happiness did not increase wives food interactions,
a positive report of husband's involvement in household activities (e.g., cooking,
childcare) did increase food interactions.
While this research focused on the effects of interaction on dietary choices, the
authors offer valuable interpretations of the relational aspects of food. In the discussion
of findings, the authors described food interactions are an opportunity for couples to
negotiate, compromise, and cooperate. In general, the authors employed a strong
research design although their assessment of marital satisfaction was based on a single
question: "At the present time, how satisfied are you with your marriage" (Schafer et al.,
1999, p. 789). Overall, the few limitations are outweighed by the description of the
relational aspects of food-related interactions.
While the data that has been presented on food-related interactions thus far does
not directly address to counseling or therapy, the researchers do describe the multilayered
influence of culinary factors on relationships. As interest in food-related research topics
grows, as evidenced by the increased number of food-related publications, researchers
from different fields are attempting to understand the reciprocal nature food on culture,
society, and lifestyle choices.

Culinary interactions as a clinical tool.
While literature investigates food-related activities as a way ofbuilding
connections; developing rituals, routines, and habits; and as a reflection of decisionmaking patterns; the research integrating food-related topics into clinical therapy is
limited to group counseling (Kahn, 1993; Mishna et al., 2002), building the therapeutic
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relationship (Warren, 2009; Zur, 2007), and developing multicultural competencies
(Sommer, Rush, & Ingene, 2011). A current review ofliterature was unable to uncover
any evidence of research on the impacts of culinary experiences on any aspect of couples'
lives with regard to counseling, psychotherapy, or in-home relationship building. Due to
this paucity, innovative research and descriptions on couple's meal preparation
interactions would offer valuable insight on existing interaction for many couples.
One study published in counseling literature by Mishna et al. (2002) assessed the
role of food in group therapy with children and adolescents. The authors presented
several case studies based on their personal observations when offering snacks during
group therapy sessions. The first case depicted teenage mothers who felt nurtured and
nurtured others through the sharing of food. The second case described preadolescent
group members' negotiation, conflict resolution, and behavior discussions over the
acquisition and sharing of food products. In the third case, the authors described making
changes in the selection and timing of food presentation to meet the group member's
needs. The authors concluded that listening and responding to member's requests
facilitated "actual and symbolic nurturance" (p. 45) through food sharing. Overall, they
described food was a valuable avenue for exploring conflict and resolution in group
therapy.
Mishna et al. (2002) illustrate food sharing as a powerful tool for rapport building
and an expression of care. Although their case study examples did not include couples, it
can be anticipated that similar rapport building would occur though food-sharing with
couple's counseling. While this data did describe the benefits of food sharing to build
connections, the observational design and adolescent population limits generalizability of
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results. The observational method is a valuable tool for exploration, but future research
would benefit from greater control of data collection procedures and more precise
descriptions ofvariables.
Although research on food-related topics in counseling literature is limited,
Warren (2009) recently completed a quasi-experimental, mixed methods dissertation
studying the impact of food sharing on the counselor-client working alliance. Prior to
beginning therapy, the researcher assigned twenty-four participants (new clients) to either
an experiment or control group. Before the first session, the participants in the
experiment group were offered food (chips, breakfast bars, or cookies) and water;
participants in the control group were not offered any food or beverages. During the
subsequent session, food was not discussed, and all participants, both control and
experiment, were asked to complete the Working Alliance Inventory (WAI-S) and
respond to two open-ended questions: "1. What did you feel or think about the
relationship with your new counselor that may not have been captured by the questions
above? 2. Was there anything in particular that made you feel more comfortable or
valuable? Anything that made you feel less important?" (p. 67). The researcher analyzed
quantitative data for significance and coded qualitative data for themes. ANOVA results
of the WAI-S did not find a significant relationship between the clients receiving food
and higher working reliance ratings. Qualitative data was allocated into three themes:
hope, understanding, and no answer. Even though the correlation between receiving
food and a higher working alliance was not significant, the author synthesized the
quantitative and qualitative data finding a significant relationship between the high
working alliance scores in the experiment group and a higher number of qualitative
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responses. While data does not indicate a significant influence of the offering of food,
the author speculated that the increased quantity of responses in the experiment group
could be the result of an undercurrent of increased gratitude.
Although Warren's (2009) dissertation offers valuable initial research on the
integration of food-related topics into the practice of counseling, some limitations exist.
First, while the assessment of clients after only one session of therapy offers insight into
their initial impression of the therapist and the experience, the clients' may not be
familiar with the therapy process and may think the offering of food is routine or, as new
clients, they may be distracted by the many new experiences and the food offering may
be overlooked. A second limitation was the small sample size; considering the
quantitative aspect of Warren's mixed-method study, twenty-four participants, especially
when divided into a control and experiment group, is a small sample, which limits
generalizability. Next, the instrumentation had some inhered limitations. The WAI-S
only has twelve items, and thus may not completely capture multidimensional
information, and collecting qualitative data with written responses could limit
participants' answers if they have limited writing skills or an aversion to writing. A
stronger research design and additional data with greater depth of data (e.g., larger
sample, a more sustained client-counselor relationship, greater depth of data collection)
could likely influence the significance of results.
Sommer et al., (2011) also discussed a food-related counseling topic, sharing their
experience infusing food-related activities into a multicultural counseling course. As
masters-level counseling professors, Sommer et al. incorporated food-centered
experiences as a pedagogical approach to increase students' cultural competence. The
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authors describe that after witnessing food becoming a "universal language" (p. 265) in
previous courses, they sought to transition the use of food-related activities from a
"festival" (p. 269) atmosphere into events that linked food to cultural values and personal
experiences. To achieve this goal, they incorporated three food-related experiences into
their multicultural course: (a) attend a meeting of a multicultural food club, (b) with a
classmate, cook a meal with a member of the food club from another culture, and (c)
prepare a on-hour presentation with a small group of classmates on the culture
experienced during activity one and two. In addition, the students submitted reflective
journals on these experiences. As a result of increasing the complexity of food-related
experiences, the Sommer et al. noticed greater cultural understanding and an increased
depth and reflective quality in the students' presentations. The students, who
participated in these experiences, also described enjoyment and development of an
increased cultural appreciation. The authors concluded that experiences using food can
be "meaningful, rich, authentic, and of the moment" (p. 271) for students and provide an
avenue for greater cultural learning.
While the multicultural focus of this article does not directly relate to couple's
experiences, the authors argue the value of food-related activities and describe the lack of
information on food-related topic in counseling literature as an "unfortunate oversight"
(Sommer, et al., 2011, p. 264). Although this article indicates the advantage of
incorporating food experiences into counseling literature, the observational information
presented was not empirically grounded. The authors do not describe data collection
procedures or a research methodology, so although these observations creates a much
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need foundation for continued research, the results lack transferability and application to
related environments.
While research on food-related experiences (e.g., sharing, consuming) indicates
food is a common way for individuals to connect and interact, food-centered topics have
not been integrated into the field of counseling or researched a relational perspective. As
described by RCT, individuals grow from their connection to other people, yet the
application of this premise to clinical interventions has been very limited and lacks a
specific environment for application. The following sections will provide a more indepth look at how these two ideas (RCT and connecting couples through meal
preparation) can be merged.

RCT and the culinary experience.
As presented, RCT is founded on the premise that individuals benefit from

positive interactions, connections, and relationships. Subsequently, the strength of these
connections can be the source of motivation and vitality. Literature indicates a bivariate
relationship between relational competencies and creative activities; a safe environment
provides a forum for creative exploration and creative activities provide an avenue for
relational connection (Duffy et al., 2009).
In therapeutic application, RCT focuses on the counseling process and the client
counselor relationship as a place for clinical intervention. In the clinical relationship,
clients are able to experience interactions between themselves and the therapist that
affects relationships (Duffy et al., 2009; Jordan, 2010). Because of the emphasis on
therapy occurring within a relationship, a couple's relationship and their interactions,
specifically their meal preparation interactions, can easily be conceptualize though an
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RCT lens. During meal preparation, couples' have the opportunity to experience
connections and disconnections, practice relational skills, explore power dynamics, feel
valued, express feelings of caring for another and being cared for, and experience the
relational benefits described by RCT (i.e., the Five Good Things).
As discussed, the goal of the RCT therapeutic process is to reduce isolation, work
through disconnections, and increase empathy for one's self and others. RCT focuses on
context, attitude, and the quality of engagement between participants. Isolation and
disconnection are viewed as the source of suffering while connection and interactions
foster relational satisfaction (Jordan, 2010). In RCT therapy, when clients see their
impact upon the counselor, they are reengaged in the relational connection (Jordan,
2010); similarly, during meal preparation, a couple has an opportunity to recognize their
impact on both the relationship and cooking process. These collaborative experiences
offer a place to express connection, care, concern, appreciation, and value for the other
person participating in the experience.
Some of the key elements ofRCT- authenticity, mutuality, responsiveness, and
disconnection- may be reflected in couple's culinary experiences. Authenticity within a
relationship enables participants to feel and express relational connectivity (Comstock et
al., 2008; Duffy et al., 2009; Jordan, 2010). During meal preparation, couples have an
opportunity to work together, take risks, and express themselves openly. Consequently,
meal preparation provides a contained environment to test a high level of expression, and
if accepted, the freedom to reveal oneself can increase confidence and resilience within a
relationship (Jordan, 2010). Similarly, mutual empathy focuses on both individuals
experiencing shared empathy within a relationship. According to RCT, the benefits of
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empathy come from both individuals feeling their impact on one other. Because of the
interactive nature of meal preparation, couples simultaneously work together and
independently on a shared goal, which provides a natural opportunity to empathize.
Responsiveness, an element of empathy (Jordan, 2010), involves expressing the
impact an individual has on another person. While being responsive requires
vulnerability, it improves individual and relational strength. During meal preparation,
individuals have an opportunity to show their strengths and their weaknesses. They are
susceptible to correction, critique, and praise from their partner. Individuals can express
positive or negative responsiveness and provide an opportunity for relational strength and
resilience or foster tension and rejection. Disconnecting from both one's partner and the
meal preparation process can be the result of a negative interaction. These
disconnections can be in the form of withdrawal or argument with the goal of creating
distance from the relationship because one does not feel heard, understood, or
appreciated. In RCT, disconnecting is a way to self-protect and an opportunity for
individual and relational growth (Jordan, 2010). During meal preparation, withdrawal
because of negative communication patterns, increased stress, and different capabilities is
a realistic experience, yet working through these disconnections is an opportunity for
greater understanding of ones impact on another and an opportunity to experience
reconnection. Meal preparation provides an opportunity for individuals to interact and
recognize their impact on one another.
Working through disconnection and building relational trust, mutuality,
authenticity, and empathy can lead to the Five Good Things; zest, sense of worth, clarity
of self and other, a desire for a deeper connection, and increased productivity; described
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by RCT as the byproducts of a positive relationship (Comstock et al., 2008; Duffy et al.,
2009; Jordan, 2008, 2010). Zest can be expressed as enthusiasm for completing a
culinary task together. A couple can re-conceptualize a mundane, daily interaction-

getting food on the table- as something to anticipate because of the interactive,
expressive nature of the experience. This experience can also lead to feelings of worth as
both members of a couple experiences their input being valued. Participating in meal
preparation and providing sustenance can be an expression of love and care.
Couples can also demonstrate clarity ofselfwithin the meal preparation. As
individuals develop greater connections and security within relationships, they also
become better aware of themselves. The safety of a healthy relationship enables a selfunderstanding and desire for deeper connection. An empowered individual can express
their preferences and opinions without fear of rejection. As a result, he or she will desire

a deeper connection and experience this connection through high quality interactions
based on honesty and vulnerability. Finally, increased productivity can be expressed
through a desire for more frequent and more complex culinary endeavors. If a couple
feels connected, safe, and empowered; they will desire greater levels of interaction,
which can be experienced through daily meal preparation interactions.
As seen in this brief description of the application ofRCT to conjoint meal
preparation, elements of RCT provide a better understanding of the collaborative nature
of meal preparation. When a couple prepares meals together, they practice many of the
elements ofRCT (e.g., mutual empathy, authenticity) shown to build relationships and
foster individual growth (Comstock et al., 2008; Duffy et al., 2009; Jordan, 2010). At the
most basic level, conjoint meal preparation provides members of a couple with a place to
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be vulnerable, communicate, disconnect, and ultimately to reconnect at deeper level of
understanding and acceptance. The RCT framework provides an avenue to understand
meal preparation as a forum for working through conflict, developing relational
competencies, and ultimately improving relational satisfaction.
Summary

As demonstrated in this chapter, researchers have investigated various aspects of
marital interactions, communication, and satisfaction. Different academic fields have
isolated possible sources of dissatisfaction (time limitations, financial constraints,
external stressors, etc.) and sought to better understand the dynamics that affect
relationships; the field of counseling, in particular, has developed theoretical orientations
and interventions to remedy these problems. Nevertheless, while some literature
indicates improvements to relationships when clients engage in active tasks and
expressive therapies, research on the application of these techniques to couples therapy is
limited. Consequently, researchers and therapists could benefit from the integration of
specific activities for couples to engage in on a daily basis without facing additional time
and financial constrains such as conjoint meal preparation.
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Chapter Three: Methodology
Introduction

Current statisticians estimate that roughly 50 percent of first marriages and an
even higher percentage of second and third marriages in the United States will end in
divorce. These data indicate large portions of couples are unhappily married. In
addition, current methods to improve relationships may not meet couples' needs. As
described in Chapter Two, many techniques to improve relationships involve remediation
or education that further drain couples' limited time and financial resources and
compound what for many couples is already a source of increased tension (Gudmunson et
al., 2007; Kingston & Nock, 1987). Because ofthese limitations, this study investigated
couples' meal preparation in hopes that purposeful attention to meal preparation may
provide a means for counselors to assist couples in strengthening bonds using their own
resources.
While there is a substantial amount of data proposing clinical interventions and
theorizing how to improve relational satisfaction and marital longevity, counselors have
not specifically addressed activities related to meal preparation. Although, one can
assume that not all couples participate in joint meal preparation, it can be assumed that all
couples eat, and as such, have at their disposal a rich medium for regular and
multilayered relational interaction. This medium for interaction holds promise as a venue
for counseling intervention; however it is understudied in the research literature. Because
counseling literature does not specifically study this topic, a qualitative research design
richly explores these experiences and provides data to ground future investigations.
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This chapter includes a discussion and rationale for the research design; an
explanation of the qualitative paradigm, perspective, and research strategy; and the
research methods used for data collection and analysis. Following these topics, the
limitations of the study will be critiqued and appropriate ethical considerations are
documented. This chapter will be guided by the following three research questions:
•

Research Question One: How does the process of regular conjoint meal
preparation affect couples' perceptions of their relationship?

•

Research Question Two: How do couples describe RCT's tenets in their
descriptions of meal preparation experiences such as an opportunity to connect
relationally, contribute, and be supported during meal preparation?

•

Research Question Three: As a result of meal preparation experiences, to what
extent do the couples' express RCT's positive relational byproducts: zest, sense of
worth, clarity, productivity, and the desire for more connection?

Research Design
Qualitative research assumes a social construction of reality, where "truth" is
formulated by the collective perceptions of individuals within a group or society.
Because these variables are multifaceted and difficult to concretely measure (Glesne,
2006), qualitative researchers' data collection focuses on contextualization, presentation,
and interpretation (Glesne, 2006) of participants' lived experiences in their natural setting
(Rossman & Rallis, 2003) rather than on measurement and prediction (Glesne, 2006),
which assumes variables can be isolated and understood independent of their social
context. Qualitative researchers seek to better understand a phenomenon (Rossman &
Rallis, 2003) by looking for patterns; these patterns may perpetuate oppression or
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transform social reality (Rossman & Rallis, 2003). During qualitative studies,
researchers are not disconnected and objective; rather, they are an empathetic,
participatory instrument (Glesne, 2006; Stake, 1995) co-constructing and understanding
the participant's reality through their own emersion into the research process. Since
reality is not constructed independently but through the relational context, qualitative
researchers use "ordinary ways of making sense" (Stake, p. 72) such as their own
intuition and logic, understanding of their relationship with the participants, and
knowledge of the environment as they search for patterns. They use inductive reasoning,
the process of discovering and drawing conclusions by being open to emergent data
(Patton, 2002), and they present findings through rich descriptions of salient themes
(Glesne, 2006). Studies can be descriptive, evaluative, or action oriented depending on
whether the researcher wants to give readers a better understanding of an experience,
assess effectiveness, or explore the meaning of actions (Rossman & Rallis, 2003). These
unique characteristics contribute to qualitative researcher's ability to accurately present
information.
A study's methodology must match a researcher's interests, fit the topic studied,
and address gaps in current research. According to Creswell (2009), researchers
generally use qualitative designs for exploration and understanding. Patton (2002)
similarly describes qualitative inquiry as facilitating the understanding of topics, which
have not been frequently researched, since the data produced supplies depth and detail to
subjects without the constraint of external categorization (such as quantitative assessment
instruments). In addition, open-ended data collection permits exploration ofthe world
from the perspective of the participant. Details are believed to provide a better
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understanding of the meaning individuals ascribe to emerging topics. The ultimate
purpose of qualitative research is the collection of information about a specific aspect of
the social world (Rossman & Rallis, 2003) to provide knowledge that may inform future
evaluations or actions (Patton, 2002).
Ontological assumptions.
Ontology, or an individual's belief about reality and measurability, provides a
base to develop research. Qualitative research assumes that reality is emergent,
subjective, and socially constructed (Glesne, 2006). In this study, the researcher did not
suppose the ability to measure a construct, since each case is unique to the context and
participants (Glesne, 2006). The individual cases were assessed and understood within a
larger relational and social context (Corbin & Strauss, 2008). While the researcher
understood that the participants' unique experience and habits developed over the course
of their relationship through negotiations, compromises, and the merging ofhabits; the
goal of this study was to learn about the participants' habits at the time they were
interviewed.
Epistemological assumptions.
Epistemological assumptions, or way of understanding and constructing
knowledge, guide a researcher's investigation (Rossman & Rallis, 2003). According to a
qualitative tradition, knowledge cannot be simplistically reduced, defined, labeled, or
presented; rather, knowledge is a holistic understanding of a phenomenon within complex
situational, historical, relational, and cultural contexts (Stake, 1995). Qualitative research
assumes that reality in isolation is limited and not fully representative of a construct. In
order to know, one must collect data on unique cases and analyze these cases within their
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own context and in comparison to other unique cases to uncover similarities, differences,
patterns, and inconsistencies (Stake, 1995). Knowledge is not an evaluation or
assessment of a specific instance, but instead, it is the accurate presentation of the
intricacies of complex phenomena that is constructed by the individuals involved in the
process. Each individual has a unique perspective to share; yet, similarities among these
perspectives may illuminate consistent patterns within the population assessed.
Methodological assumptions.

A study's methodological assumptions must be congruent with both the research
epistemology and ontology. Thus, this qualitative methodology was grounded in the
ontological belief that reality is emergent, complex, and immeasurable (Glesne, 2006);
and in the epistemological view that knowledge is derived from the investigation of
multilayered, interconnected constructs. To support these assumptions, this methodology
was guided by the following characteristics presented by Patton (2002).
•

Research occurs in an uncontrolled natural setting.

•

The research design is open to adaptation to capture emerging developments.

•

Samples are purposefully selected to provide rich data.

•

Raw data is collected through observation and open-ended inquiry to enable
participants to describe experiences without constraint.

•

The researcher is involved and immersed in data collection.

•

The researcher approaches data collection empathetically to gain a holistic
understanding of the participant.

•

The researcher is attentive to contextual dynamics.
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•

The researcher is reflective and alert to her influence of data collection and
interpretation.

•

Every case is assumed to be unique.

•

Analysis is inductive.

•

Data is assumed to be complex and multilayered.

•

Cases are studied within their situational context

These characteristics emphasize the researcher's participatory role in data
collection and analysis and the researcher's attentiveness to the complex, subjective
variables uncovered during data collection (Glesne, 2006). This research methodology
maintained the focus in line with RCT constructions that a case cannot be accurately
describe in isolation, but must incorporate the situation, system, and experiences of the
researcher and participants (Glesne, 2006; Jordan, 2010). In this study, the researcher
began data collection openly seeking to understand the cultural and relational
characteristics of the participants. She continued to probe and investigate the
participants' descriptions during interviews and when viewing taped interactions in an
effort to best-understand each participant's reality and distinct experience.
A qualitative design was an appropriate match for this study because of the
exploratory nature of the topic. As seen in the literature review, existing research on
couples' meal preparation experiences has focused on its role in building connections
(Bove et al., 2003; Miller et al., 1998; Sohal & Nelson, 2003), creating identities (Fiese et
al., 2006; Jacob et al., 2008), and making decisions (Bonds-Raacke, 2008; Brown &
Miller, 2002a, 2002b; Markey et al., 2001 ), but no studies have considered how preparing
meals with one's partner can affect a relationship. In addition, the nature of couples'
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relationships are individual and variable; thus, a qualitative study best captured these
intricacies and described how joint meal preparation could influence a relationship. The
qualitative design helped the researcher to understand the subjective contex~ and the
impact of these contexts on the relationship and joint meal preparation.
Paradigm: Interpretivist
Research studies are guided by a specific paradigm or way of looking at the world
(Patton, 2002). These paradigms establish the ideas that a study values and often define
how a research study is performed and analyzed. Because researchers naturally have
diverse worldviews, different paradigms are employed to best capture the experience of
the participants. In addition, some paradigms are more consistent with qualitative
research methodologies, while others are more appropriate for quantitative research.
Table 3.1: Qualitative Research Paradigms
Paradigm

Premise

Critical Humanism

Individual consciousness empowers, transforms, and liberates
groups from dominating social processes

Critical Realist

Universal political and economic power relations are the
source of data rather than an individual's experiences

Constructivism

Individuals construct their perceptions of the world; no one
perception is right or more real then others

Interpretivism

The social world can be understood from an individual's
experiences; the focus is on understanding not prediction

Note. Adapted from "Learning in the Field: An Introduction to Qualitative Research," by
G. B. Rossman and S. F. Rallis, 2003, p. 45, Copyright 2003 by Sage Publications.
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This study used an Interpretivist paradigm because of the paradigm's emphasis on
rich description and the desire to understand participants' social world from their own
perspective (Glesne, 2006; Rossman & Rallis, 2003). While many of these
characteristics were consistent with other paradigms used for qualitative research, the
Interpretivist paradigm focused on uncovering the unique multilayered experiences of
research participants. In addition, this paradigm valued humanistic methods of data
collection, such as face-to-face interviews, which was deemed an appropriate exploratory
method for this study (Rossman & Rallis, 2003), since meal preparation experiences have
not been studied from a counseling perspective. Both the researcher's worldview and the
atypical nature of this topic suggested the need for open-ended research, which matched
the Interpretivist paradigm's ideology.

Perspective: Relational Cultural Theory
Relational Cultural Theory (RCT) provided the theoretical framework for
conceptualizing and investigating this topic. Whereas, the Interpretivist paradigm
directed the researcher's belief on the individuality of each person's experience and
guided the desire to capture these unique experiences from the participant's perspective
(Glesne, 2006; Rossman & Rallis, 2003), RCT explained the philosophical viewpoint and
supplied the structure for understanding, describing, and interpreting these experiences.
The paradigm and perspective worked together; while the paradigm described the
uniqueness of the participants and accurately represented the intricacies of each
participant's experience; the RCT perspective provided a system for focusing attention,
understanding, deconstructing, and reconstructing the data.
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RCT conceptualizes humans as relational beings growing in and through their
connection to others (Duffy, 2006; Jordan, 2010; Vogel, 2006). Unlike many traditional
developmental perspectives that emphasize individualization, independence, and
autonomy as the illustration of individual growth; RCT contends that people are shaped
by one another, by their experiences, and by their interactions. One does not experience
interactions in isolation; thus, growth occurs in collaboration with others within life's
expenences.
RCT contends that people experience and grow through connections and
disconnections with others and, in doing so, become better integrated and more complex
(Duffy, 2006). According to RCT when a relationship is characterized by safety and
respect, and the individuals involved are able to authentically experience and be
experienced by one another, there are five byproducts referred to as the Five Good
Things (Comstock et al., 2008; Duffy, Haberstroh, & Trepal, 2009; Jordan, 2008, 2010;
Miller & Stiver, 1997).

Table 3.2: Descriptions ofRCT's Five Good Things (repeated)
"Good Thing"
Zest
Sense of Worth

Clarity of Self and Other

Increased Productivity

Characteristics
Heightened alertness, increased energy, elevated vivacity
Feeling more worthwhile after the experience of being
perceived as worthy and valuable by another individual
Accurate assessment of oneself during relational experience; in
these experiences, an individual observes and evaluates their
own and others' interactions
Increased feeling of empowerment as a result of supportive
relationship; increased likelihood of taking action within and
outside of the relationship
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Amplified motivation to connect with others as a result of
Desire for Deeper Connection feeling esteem and desire to care for a specific individual

Although RCT was not explicitly designed to study couple's relationships, a
romantic partnership creates a natural setting for individuals to work through the
relational components of this model. When members of a healthy couple interact with
each other, they develop their relational awareness (how they affect and are affected by
the connection) and experience feelings of empowerment (Jordan, 2010).
The incorporation ofRCT into this study focused the researcher's interviews and
analysis. Because the study of couples' conjoint meal preparation could lend itself to the
analysis of concrete interactions (e.g., who has what responsibilities- chopping,
cleaning, setting a table), RCT was used to direct attention away from the concrete tasks
to the relational aspect of meal preparation since these interactions could serve as an
avenue for relational connection, expression, and an opportunity to experience being
cared for and caring for another. Through this lens, the researcher approached meal
preparation as "more than mac and cheese;" the value of preparing meals together was
not only the sustenance produced; it was also the process of interacting and building a
relationship.
In current literature, a couple's participation in active tasks has been shown to
improve relational excitement and satisfaction (Aron et al., 2002); this study was built on
the premise that the active process of preparing meals with one's partner mirrors
characteristics of expressive therapies which include the opportunity for "( 1) self-
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expression, (2) active participation, (3) imagination, and (4) mind-body connections"
(Malchiodi, 2005, pp. 8-9). When preparing a meal, the participants had the opportunity
to use creativity and innovation at their level of comfort, both independently and with
their partner. This process allowed individuals to discuss their conceptualization of what
was being prepared, negotiate the desired outcome, and connect their thoughts to their
actions. Through this process, the couple was able to be active and interactive as they cocreated a meal.
The Interpretivist paradigm focused on the emergence of themes while remaining
open to participants' individual experiences. At the same time, the researcher anticipated
the emergence of codes related to RCT such as the Five Good Things, previously
discussed (See Appendix J for a priori codes). In addition she believed codes and
possibly themes may mirror previous research on individuals in relational activities
informed by RCT. For example, Duffy et al.'s (2009) analysis of qualitative interviews
of counselors who use RCT in therapy uncovered both relational competencies and
relational strategies. These competencies included several of the RCT concepts
(described in Chapter Two) such as mutuality, growth-fostering relationship, authenticity,
and connection. While the researcher felt codes and themes may imitate relational
competencies described by RCT, throughout the data collection and analysis process, she
was also open to the emergence of new and different concepts.
Research Strategy: Multiple Case Studies
The case study method of qualitative research involves the in-depth investigation
of one or multiple instances of a real-life phenomenon bound by time and activity
(Creswell, 2009; Yin, 2009). The assumption guiding this process is that the exploration
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of a single or series of cases provides a better understanding of the phenomena within a
large-scale context (Rossman & Rallis, 2003), and enables generalization to a theoretical
hypothesis (Yin, 2009). Exploratory case studies seek to answer the question of"how,"
and investigate a process that has occurred over time (Yin, 2009).
According to Gallet al. (2007), case study research contains four levels: (a)
phenomenon, (b) case, (c) unit of analysis, and (d) focus of the study. This design was an
appropriate match for this study because of the natural occurrence of these elements. The

phenomenon (construct examined by the researcher) was joint meal preparation. The
case (specific occurrence of the construct) was two heterosexual individuals who were
legally married or cohabiting more than one year (i.e., a couple). The unit of analysis
(specific feature of the phenomenon studied) was the couples' meal preparation activity.
Finally, the focus (area of the case that is concentrated on during data collection) was
how meal preparation affected the couple's relationships.
As exhibited in Chapter Four, in case study research data is presented though
direct quotations and comments from participants and the integration of the researcher's
own interpretations and conclusions. This form of data presentation was one of the
advantages of case study research, since both the etic (researcher's) and ernie
(participant's) perspective were represented (Gallet al., 2007), and this flexibility
enabled this researcher to apply RCT tenets to the experiences described by the
participants. As such, she was able to recognize, analyze, interpret, and present the
naturally occurring relational competencies and positive byproducts prescribed by the
theory.
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In this study, the researcher interviewed four couples as she explored how
couple's relationships were affected by joint meal preparation. The hope was that these
cases would offer a better understanding of the construct and a window into the nature
and scope of joint meal preparation on the couples' relationships.
Method
This study's methodology was designed to maintain consistency between the
study's Interpretivist paradigm, the RCT perspective, the case study design, and the
research questions. The focus of this design was assembling a representative sample,
collecting high-quality data, interpreting data accurately, and presenting authentic results.
Each of these elements was integrated to create a comprehensive method for
understanding and illustrating the multilayered experiences of the participants.
Verification procedures.
In qualitative research, a study seeks to improve the trustworthiness and
authenticity of research findings. To satisfy these needs, a researcher must stay attentive
to reliability, validity, objectivity, ethical compliance, and generalizability (Rossman &
Rallis, 2003). Creswell (2009) describes qualitative validity as attention to the accuracy
of data collection, and qualitative reliability as the standardization of research practices.
According to Patton (2002), credibility, transferability, dependability, and conformability
are akin to internal validity, external validity, reliability and objectivity respectively.
Regardless of the terminology used, the goal of qualitative inquiry is to conduct research
practices that promote trust, acceptance, and respect for the research rationale, data
collection, analysis, conclusions, and implications. To legitimize this study, the
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researcher used the following research practices for improving credibility, transferability,
trustworthiness, consistency, and authenticity.
Credibility.

Credibility is concerned with how well the results of a study represent the
experiences of the participants and researcher (Corbin & Strauss, 2008; Rossman &
Rallis, 2003). It is, in effect, concerned with the study's quality. In this study, the
credibility of the study was ensured in five ways.
First, this project had a simple, clearly defined purpose- how conjoint meal
preparation affects a couple's relationship. The construction of the literature review and
development of the methodological design were crafted to explore this singular focus
improving consistency (Corbin & Strauss, 2008). This clarity facilitated research
collection, grounded the theoretical sampling process, and channeled analysis toward the
research questions.
Second, the process of conducting thorough preliminary research on the topic
increased creditability. The researcher's experience observing repeated, real-life
occurrences of couple's cooking together inspired the research question. After
witnessing these occurrences, the researcher sought out and discovered literary evidence
supporting various beneficial aspects of interactions over food-related experiences as
presented in Chapter Two (e.g., food sharing, changing dietary habits, meal decisions,
etc.). While current research literature has not directly addressed the relational aspects of
meal preparation, scholars have explored the critical role of food in the lives of couples
and families, albeit with a non-relational, non-preparation focus.
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Third, as a dissertation project, the multiple approval process required increased
the credibility of the study's design. At all stages in the development and implementation
of this design, the concepts were reviewed and approved by the researcher's dissertation
committee. The depth of knowledge and insight the committee contributed to concept
and methodology development ensured a carefully designed study and meticulous
research practices. In addition, the review by multiple sources helped to maintain
methodological consistency between the structure, paradigm, and perspective, all of
which were essential for a credible study (Corbin & Strauss, 2008).
Fourth, the researcher's multiple engagements with the couples during the
research process improved the credibility of this study. Throughout data collection, the
researcher interviewed each participant three separate times (two couple interviews and
one individual interview), and observed three videotapes of the couples preparing meals
together. This continuous, repetitive engagement facilitated rapport building, established
a trusting relationship between the researcher and participants, and improved the
researcher's understanding of the content and nuances of the participant's narratives
(Glesne, 2006; Rossman & Rallis, 2003). In addition, the multiple methods of data
collection created a more holistic representation of the couple's interactions improving
the accuracy of information.
Finally, the "expertise" of the participants interviewed increased the creditability
of this research. Since the researcher was interested in the experience of meal
preparation in couple's lives, interviewing couples was the optimal path for research.
According to the study's qualitative design and Interpretivist paradigm, the researcher
believed the couples in this study were the experts of their own experiences, so their
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personal narrative was the best manner of developing an understanding their individual
experience (Rossman & Rallis, 2003).

Transferability.
Often the value of a qualitative study is assessed by its transferability, or
application, to other contexts. Because qualitative research does not seek to predict, but
rather, to describe a specific instance from the perspective of the participant (Rossman &
Rallis, 2003), a researcher must carefully detail the research process to enable an
audience to draw parallels between the study and other environments with similar
characteristics. Patton (2002) discussed the fit between two environments since
understanding the similarities between environments is paramount to the level of
transferability. In this study the researcher carefully documented all ofher data
collection procedures; she provided rich descriptions and details on the research
procedures (e.g., participant characteristics, participant selection process, data collection)
to create an accurate, comprehensive representation of the research process.

Trustworthiness.
Rossman and Rallis (2003) describe trustworthiness as the level of completeness
and ethicality ofthe research, and state that it can be developed through credibility,
conformability, transferability, and dependability. In this study, trustworthiness was
maintained by employing strategies outlined by Creswell (2009, pp. 191-192):
•

Using multiple data sources for the development of themes. In this study, data
was collected from four distinct cases and several data collection techniques
to gather a holistic understanding of participants and capture their multiple
points-of-view (Patton, 2002).
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•

Member checking (also known as "participant validation") (Rossman &
Rallis, 2003, p. 69). During the interviews, the researcher reflecting the
participants' comments and sought clarification and confirmation that she
understood the content and meaning of the participants dialogue. In addition,
following the interviews, she summarized each meeting and emailed or
presented these summaries to participants for elaboration and/or approval.
This process assured the content of what the participant(s) conveyed was
accurately understood.

•

Rich, thick descriptions. In Chapter Four results are conveyed with
descriptive explanations and colorful descriptions to give the reader a clear
and accurate impression of the nature and scope of the interviews and meal
preparation events.

•

Bias clarification. Because attention to the effects the researcher's
experiences is paramount to evaluating interpretations for neutrality or
manipulation. The researcher presented a reflective evaluation of her possible
biases before data collection in the Researcher as an Instrument Statement and
following data analysis and in a Personal Reflection in Chapter Six.

•

Unfiltered data presentation. Discrepancies to themes and negative data were
provided to completely represent the data collected and the diversity and
variability of the participants' experiences.

•

Multiple data sources (triangulation). The researcher developed a better
understanding of each case through multiple interviews and video
observations with each couple. In addition, the interviews and videos were
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intermittently spaced so the couples had an opportunity to discuss their
experiences and feeling around the taping process (e.g., did they feel the tapes
were representative of their habits).
•

External auditor. The researcher's dissertation committee served as the
external auditors of this research study; they will objectively monitor and
assess the accuracy, depth, and progress of the study.

The incorporation of these strategies maintained the trustworthiness of results and
improved the quality of this study (Creswell, 2009).

Consistency.
Observation of systematic, replicable research procedures ensures a study's
consistency- also referred to as dependability or reliability (Creswell, 2009; Patton,
2002). Creswell (2009) presents specific strategies necessary to create a consistent study.
The first is carefully documenting research procedures. Throughout this research project,
the researcher maintained a reflexive journal to record interactions with participants and
document her thoughts, ideas, and reflections.
Creswell also describes the need to carefully assess transcripts for errors, so the
researcher carefully transcribe all the interviews herself, attending fully to details and
accuracy. After completing a transcription, she proofread the document, checking for
accuracy before coding and analyzing.
Next, the researcher focused on the standardization of the code definitions
through the constant comparative method (more fully described in the analysis section of
this chapter). Finally, the researcher maintained ongoing communication with her
committee meeting with her committee chair weekly to ensure accuracy of results and
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consistent procedures. Attention to each of these suggestions created a reliable,
replicable research study.

Authenticity.
The concept of authenticity is typically presented in qualitative research designs
as a method for improving research quality. Patton (2002) for instance describes
authenticity as a reflective awareness of one's own biases, appreciation for other's
opinions, and an accurate depiction of phenomena and the underlying influences. In a
related depiction, Schwandt (2007) states that authenticity relates to the researcher's
ability to accurately depict the collected data, or the researchers ability to accurately
convey the experiences of the participants. Guba and Lincoln (1989) identify five criteria
for establishing authenticity: fairness, ontological authenticity, educative authenticity,
catalytic authenticity, and tactical authenticity.
Fairness.
In qualitative research, fairness describes the researcher's effort to move beyond
the search for a single reality toward a focus on capturing multiple perspectives (Patton,
2002). To achieve this task, the researcher sought to uncover the multilayered
experiences of the participants (Guba & Lincoln, 1989). Each participant's story was
carefully listened to, as a distinct voice, and the researcher equally valued each person's
construction of the phenomenon regardless of its congruence to other data. Throughout
the study, the researcher also reflected on her own values, thoughts, and experiences
documenting them in her reflexive journal.
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Ontological authenticity.
Ontological authenticity is concerned with the degree to which research
participants become more knowledgeable or reflective of the construct examined by
participating in the study (Guba & Lincoln, 1989). In this study, the multiple interview
research design uncovered changes in participants' perception of the influence of conjoint
meal preparation on their relationships. Since participants engaged in multiple
interviews, they had the opportunity to describe their increased insight as they were
exposed to a new conceptualization of the meal preparation process.

Educative authenticity.
Educative authenticity is a term used to describe changes to participants'
understanding or perception as a result of participating in a study (Guba & Lincoln,
1989). This differs from ontological authenticity in that educative authenticity is
obtained through follow-up interviews. Since by design, this study was a process and not
a single instance of data collection, follow-up interviews reflected the participants'
awareness of how their joint meal preparation may be perceived by their partners. It was
expected that participants would not only recognize their understanding of how preparing
meals with their partner changed their relationship (ontological authenticity), but also
how the interview process changed their partner's evaluation of the joint meal preparation
process (educative authenticity).

Catalytic authenticity.
Unlike the previously discussed forms of authenticity, catalytic authenticity is
concerned with action and not understanding (Guba & Lincoln, 1989). While ontological
and educative authenticity seek to understand how participant's constructions of the
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construct has altered, this form of authenticity seeks to uncover actual changes in the
participants' actions as a result of participating in the study. As previously mentioned,
the member checking process and follow-up interviews provided the opportunity for
couples to describe how this study affected their interactions and their relationship.
Tactical authenticity.
Tactical authenticity is interested in the level of empowerment participants
receive as a result of being research participants. There are three ways to determine if a
participant has been empowered: personal testimony, a change in actions, and researcherassessed level of empowerment. As with the other types of authenticity, the participants
had the opportunity to discuss feelings of empowerment in follow-up interviews and
during member checks. When the participants mentioned feelings of empowerment, they
were asked to clarify actions that they have taken as a result. In addition, the researcher
recorded any changes she has witnessed in the participants in her reflexive journal.
As seen with these descriptions, this study's design provided avenues to evaluate
authenticity. Throughout the study, the researcher aimed to ensure participants feel
heard, understood, and valued. In addition, the researcher approached her conversations
with the participants with an open demeanor and un-intrusive curiosity to facilitate a
receptive environment where participants could discuss their feelings, actions, and
perceptions improving the study's authenticity.
Site and Sample Selection

As previously described, qualitative research focuses on the in-depth exploration
of a small number of participants. Researchers, who ascribe to this genre of
investigation, purposefully select the research sample to illuminate the concept
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investigated (Creswell, 2009). Participants are chosen not only because they represent
the construct studied, but also because they are capable of providing thick, rich, vivid
examples of the phenomena (Patton, 2002).
Setting.

Rossman and Rallis (2003) describe a two-tiered sampling process. First, the
researcher must determine the setting or population of interest, and second, the researcher
must select participants from within the population according to a priori criteria
(Rossman & Rallis). Schwandt (2007) elaborates on the selection process cautioning
researchers to establish relevant criteria and select cases, because they represent the
phenomena and not because they support the researcher's hypothesis; this is an important
consideration to improve the accuracy and variability of the research results. The
participants for this study were solicited though advertisements at Martin's grocery store
in Williamsburg, Williamsburg area public library, A Chef's Kitchen (a Williamsburg
establishment that leads cooking classes), emails to area church organizations and online
groups, and voluntary referrals from the researcher's professional contacts.
Participants.

When determining a study's sample size, the researcher established criteria to
provide sufficient breadth and depth to illuminate a construct while balancing available
resources (Patton, 2002). Therefore, this study used multiple data collection strategiesinterviews and videotapes - on a small, diverse sample of four cases. In collaboration
with her committee, the researcher determined this sample would provide a significant
and sufficient quantity of data for analysis and interpretation.
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Participants with different characteristics were selected through a maximum
variation sampling strategy (Patton, 2002; Schwandt, 2007) in hope that similarities
among a diverse sample would provided more insight into universal conjoint meal
preparation trends (Patton, 2002). The couples were purposefully selected, because of
their stated involvement in conjoint meal preparations, their contribution to the sample's
diversity, and representation of a specific stage ofthe family life cycle (FLC), a
comprehensive framework for categorizing a historically functional family's
developmental progression through six stages of family development (See Table 3.3
below, Carter & McGoldrick, 2005).
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Table 3.3: The Family Life Cycle
Stage

Key Characteristics

Leaving Home: Single Adult

Assuming personal responsibility; establishing self occupationally
and socially

Marriage: A New Couple

Establishing a new family unit; integrating spouse and aligning
with new family

Family with Young Children

Welcoming additional family members; renegotiating marital
relationship; adjusting finances, free-time, and responsibilities

Family with Adolescent

Create more permeable family boundaries; refocus on occupation;
begin to care for older generations

Launching Children

Accept exits and entrances into family unit; reestablish marital
relationship; recreate relationship with adult-child; prepare to
integrate additional family members; adjust to aging parents

Family in Latter Life

Adjust to changes in generational roles and physical degeneration;
prepare for loss of spouse and others; support younger generations

Note. Adapted from "The Expanded: Individual, Family, and Social Perspectives," by B. Carter
and M. McGoldrick. Copyright 2005 by Allyn & Bacon.

Each couple was pre-screened with a telephone interview to ensure they met the
following conditions:
•

Married or cohabiting in a long-term committed relationship more than one
year.

•

Consistently engage in a minimum of two collaborative meal preparation
activities per week in which both members of the couple participate in meal
preparation together.
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•

Representation of cultural diversity and range family life cycle stages.

Based on this criterion, the researcher selected four couples each with unique
characteristic (See Table 3.4, below).

Table 3.4: Participant Demographics
Ages

Length of
FLC
Marriage
Stage
9 years
Married

Couple #1:
"Lynne &
Chuck"

29 (H)
29(W)

Couple#2:
"Brian &
Gloria"

40 (H)
45 (W)

3 years

Married

Couple #3:
"Robert &
Margret"

75 (H)
70(W)

8 years

Family in
Latter
Life

29 (H)
27 (W)

7 years

Family
with
Young
Children
Note. (H) denotes husband, (W) denotes wife.
Couple#4:
"Donna&
Andrew

Race

Education

White (H,
W)

Master's
Degree (H)
Post-Masters
(W)
White (H)
Post-Masters
White(H)
Native Italian Bachelor's
(W)
Degree (W)
HispanicMaster's
Puerto Rican Degree (H,
(H)
W)
Whiteffi')
White (H,
Associate
Degree (H,
W)
W)

Employm
ent Status
Employed
/Student
(H,W)
Employed
(H)
Housewife
(W)
Retired
(H, W)

Employed
(H)
Housewife
(W)

The sample was limited to heterosexual couples to control for possible gendered
connotations of meal preparation. After the couples (cases) were selected, each couple
was assigned a number and each participant was given pseudonym to protect their
anonymity.

Role of the researcher.
Patton (2002) describes several characteristics that define the qualitative
researcher's role. The researcher has purposeful, direct contact with the participants by
engaging with the individuals, environment, and topic studied. The researcher draws
from her own past and present experiences and insight to uncover information rich data.
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The researcher strives for "empathic neutrality and mindfulness" (Patton, 2002, p. 40) to
better understand participants' descriptions without imposing judgment. This
nonjudgmental, respectful stance facilitates participants' openness and the researcher's
understanding of the information conveyed. Finally, the researcher is attentive to the
dynamic nature of a topic; the researcher must be aware of changes among participants
and their environment to accurately understand the phenomena studied. Along with the
overarching subjective nature of qualitative research, the Interpretivist paradigm
particularly emphasizes the need for a researcher to be fully immersed in the data to
understand the perspective of another individual.
Stake (1995) describes five roles specific to a case study researcher: teacher,
advocate, evaluator, biographer, and interpreter, presented in Table 3.5, below.
Table 3.5: Case Study Researcher's Roles
Role

Key Characteristics

Teacher

Collect and convey images, examples, and explanations applicable to the
audience

Advocate

Present actual information and the implications of data

Evaluator

Assess the quality and purposefully interprets data

Biographer

Study or describe individuals as dynamic and multidimensional

Interpreter

Connect new fmdings to previously established data in hopes of clarifYing
the construct investigated

Note. Adapted from "The Art of Case Study Research," by R. Stake. Copyright 1995 by
Sage Publications, Inc.
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As seen with these diverse roles, a case study researcher makes intentional decisions in
data collection and analysis such as when to probe for clarification or information during
interviews and how to categorize information during analysis. The goal of these diverse
roles is the accurate detection of the meaning of the phenomenon within the
environmental context.
In this study, the researcher employed each of these roles to comprehend and
communicate the participants' experiences. She focused on immersion into the data and
understanding through the eyes of the participant. To gain entry into this environment,
the researcher established trust and comfort by clearly defining the requirements of each
couple (interviews, taping experiences, use of data); this frankness created a clear
structure and concrete expectations. In addition, the researcher attempted to
empathetically understand the couples lived experiences (Patton, 2002; Stake, 1995)
through an open, collaborative interaction between the researcher and participant. To
facilitate the relationship, the researcher drew on her counseling background developing
rapport through the uses of basic counseling attending skills: open posture, encouragers,
paraphrasing, summarizing, clarifying questions, and reflection of meaning and content
(Young, 2009). This open acceptance helped couples feel relaxed and thus constructed
an environment where participants felt comfortable expressing themselves genuinely
(Glesne, 2006; Rossman & Rallis, 2003). .
Throughout this study, the researcher also tracked her interpersonal and
intrapersonal experiences. Since the researcher was the research instrument and
influenced by her "personal biography" (Rossman & Rallis, 2003, p. 36), she continually
assessed her biases and experiences that may affect data collection and analysis. Before
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collecting data, she documented these experiences in a Researcher as an Instrument
Statement- a document that vigilantly details experiences and personal beliefs that may
influence the researcher's neutrality (Appendix G). Along with this preliminary
appraisal, the researcher kept an ongoing reflexive journal documenting personal
reactions, other's reactions to the researcher, and the implications of these reactions to the
study (Appendix H). Because qualitative research emphasizes that the researcher must
understand herself to prevent her opinions from obscuring interpretation of the construct
studied (Rossman & Rallis, 2003), these records of personal insight and influence are
important for improving the rigor of this study.
Data collection.
Qualitative research is an "impressionistic" (Stake, 1995, p. 49) and evolving
process that begins when a researcher commits to performing a study. During this
process, the researcher compiles information "to build a foundation" (Rossman & Rallis,
2003, p. 178) from numerous sources such as interviews, artifacts, and observations to
most accurately represent the phenomena studied (Corbin & Strauss, 2008; Stake, 1995).
Throughout this process the researcher, as an instrument, is personally involved with
collecting, analyzing, and triangulating information.
Gallet al. (2007) describe four goals of the data collection process: (a) maximize
the amount of information collected from each source, (b) establish representative codes,
(c) find "regularities" (p. 465) in codes, and (d) recognize the point when additional
information will not contribute meaningfully to the study. These criteria illustrate the
necessity to collect sufficient data to understand the construct while eliminating data that
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does not further explain the concept, a process described as "conceptual saturation" by
Corbin and Strauss (2008, p. 195).
This study was designed to collect extensive data through the theoretical sampling
process described by Corbin and Strauss (2008). With the theoretical sampling process,
as the researcher collects data, she uses it directly to increase her knowledge and guide
subsequent data collection. As this researcher conducted the interviews and viewed
observations, she adjusted the interview guides to increase the relevance of future data
collection. This process focused attention onto the concepts that were most salient to the
participants while maintaining a focus on the research questions and accurate
representation of the couple's meal preparation interactions.

Research sequence.
After selecting the four couples as participants, the researcher completed the
following research sequence with each couple:
1. Couples Interview #1- Both members of the couple were required to
be present to complete the Informed Consent (Appendix D),
Demographic Questionnaire (Appendix F), and participated in a semistructured interview (Interview Guide in Appendix E). During this
interview the couples were provided with a Flip camera to use to video
record themselves cooking together during the study.
2. Videotape Experiences - Couples were asked to video record
themselves cooking together three times prior to the concluding
interview (i.e., Couple Interview #2).
3. Individual Interview- Each member of the couple participated in an
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individual, semi-structured interview (Interview Guide in Appendix E)
after the submission of at least one videotape.
4. Couple Interview #2 -After all other data had been collected the
couple participate in a final semi-structured follow-up interview
(Interview Guide in Appendix E).
The researcher collected data from each case simultaneously beginning with the
first interview with Couple #1 on July 9, 2011 and completing the final interview on
August 22, 2011. Completing this four-step sequence took from two to four weeks
depending upon the couple's availability. The multiple opportunities to engage with the
participants enable the researcher to build a rapport and develop an understanding of the
couple's experiences.

Interviews.
Because interviews, described as an "essential" (Yin, 2009, p. 106), often uncover
the unique experiences and stories of interviewees (Stake, 1995), they were the primary
data source. As described above, the interviews were conducted with the couples and
each individual participant. The purpose of combing couple and individual interviews
was to construct an opportunity for each participant to fully elaborate on their
experiences and perceptions, create a space for open disclosure of thoughts, draw out rich
genuine data, and better understand the phenomena through each individual's lens
(Patton, 2002).
In this study, all interviews were based on open-ended interview guides. This
interview guide (Appendix E) contains a list of predetermined "issue oriented" (Stake,
1995, p. 65) questions served as the "agenda" (p. 65) for the interviews. These questions
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were open-ended inquiries on a specific topic that encourage dialogue and rich
descriptions rather than yes/no responses, such as "when do you cook together?" or "how
has the experience of cooking together affected your communication?" The questions
focused on maintaining the Interpretivist paradigm's emphasis on rich description and the
desire to understand participants' social world from their own perspective (Glesne, 2006;
Rossman & Rallis, 2003). The guides included questions, probes, and requests for
concrete examples; so the researcher had flexibility to seek clarification and elaboration
on information-rich comments (Rossman & Rallis, 2003). The standardized data
collection format reduced the variability of information collected from each case (Patton,
2002) and thus better enable cross-case analysis.
Performing multiple interviews increased the quantity of data, provided an
opportunity for participants to develop a rapport with the researcher, allowed participants
to reflect on initial interview material, and improved the breath of information. Since the
participants had extended contact with the researcher, as the research sequence
progressed, they appeared more comfortable and express themselves more openly. In
addition, because some interviews were performed after the observations had been taped
and viewed, the researcher was able to use insight from viewing these tapes to ask
follow-up questions and seek clarification, explanation, and elaboration. This extended
process helped the researcher to better understand each participant and capture his or her
attitude, actions, and experience.
Each of the interviews was audio recorded and the researcher transcribed the
dialogue verbatim immediately following the interview. The researcher firmly adhered to
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her Interpretivist paradigm, seeking to understand the couple's experience of cooking
together by immersing herself into their perspective.
According to Yin's (2009) recommendations for a case study researcher, the
following five attributes will be developed:
1. Ask good questions - The interviewer was not inflexible but was be
prepared to following lines of inquiry that may supply additional
relevant data.
2. "Be a good 'listener"' (p. 70)- The researcher listened but also
remained attentive to non-verbals, affect, and context.
3. Be adaptive and flexible- The researcher focused on the rigor of the
study, while willingly responding to unanticipated comments.
4. Understand the construct- The researcher used her understanding of
the construct to be conscientious of nuanced information that may
otherwise be overlooked.
5. Remain unbiased- the researcher was open to unanticipated fmdings.

Observation.
Rossman & Rallis (2003) describe observations as a "fundamental" (p. 194)
aspect of qualitative research as they provide an additional data source to inform the
study and confirm the dialoged collected during interviews. As previously noted,
observations were recorded and viewed prior to the completion of the interviews, so they
offered insight into the couples' habits and guided future questions. The decision to
include observations was based on the assumption that participants' actions are
representative of their ideals (Rossman & Rallis, 2003) and provide a unique opportunity
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for participants to express themselves (Stake, 1995). Observing the couples enabled the
researcher to more completely step into the participants' world, understand the couples'
behaviors and communication patterns, and inform future questions. In addition,
observations are important because:
•

Observations can to illuminate unanticipated questions (Rossman & Rallis,
2003)

•

Often participants act in a way different from their stated actions (Corbin &
Strauss, 2008)

•

Observations provide better understanding ofthe context of the interactions
(Yin, 2009)

•

Participants may be unaware of their own behaviors (Corbin & Strauss, 2008)

•

Participants may be unable to articulate what happens (Corbin & Strauss,
2008)

In this study, each of the couples were provided with a Flip camera and asked to
videotape three "typical" meal preparation events during the study. They were given
latitude in selecting the experiences to tape, but the researcher requested that they select
instances that reflected their normal patterns and interactions. They were directed to
setup the camera so it will not need to be adjusted while they cooked. In addition, they
were instructed to disregard the camera to the best of their ability and not pause or stop
the recording process once taping had begun. Videotape observations were selected
(over direct observation) as a less-intrusive observational method thus reducing inhibition
and increasing participant comfort.
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When the researcher viewed these observations, she focused on the participants,
environment (family kitchen), interactions (cooking together), and her own reactions.
Dialoged was transcribed and notes on these actions will be written with "depth and
detail" (Patton, 2002, p. 23) to fully illuminate the experience (see Appendix J for
example). As discussed, these observations served to direct later interview questions
(Glesne, 2006) and provided insight into the couples' actual meal preparation process.
Observations served to confirm the couples' descriptions, provide additional insight into
the nature of their interactions, and illuminate the tenor of the couples' communications
and interactions.

Field notes.
During the data collection process, qualitative researchers records field notes,
another form of raw data collection (Schwandt, 2007). These notes may be a composite
of charts, sketches, observations, ideas, insights, feelings, and reactions that capture the
researcher's naturally emerging "theoretical ideas"(Corbin & Strauss, 2008, p. 123) and
analytic insight during the data collection process (Corbin & Strauss). While qualitative
research does not standardize what or how field notes should be recorded (Patton, 2002;
Schwandt, 2007), there is an emphasis on the necessity of writing these notes (Patton,
2002).
Schwandt (2007) warns that field notes can be a complicated process for three
reasons. First, field notes are "dynamic" (p. 117), since a researcher has different
knowledge and insight throughout the research process. Second, taking field notes is an
interpretive process, since the act of deciding what warrants recording requires a
conscious selection by the researcher and is, thus, interpretive (Schwandt, 2007). Third,
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during a prolonged engagement with data, there is a "complex process of translation" (p.
117) in field notes. While the recording of field notes can be a complication, carefully
recorded observations provide a base for analysis and data triangulation.
Throughout this study, the researcher recorded her observations, reflections, and
key ideas as they emerge during interviews, when watching videotaped meal preparation
segments, and after each interview (within a few hours) in her reflexive journal. These
notes contain two primary elements: (a) a descriptive collection of the researcher's
observations, and (b) a record of the researcher's thoughts (Rossman & Rallis, 2003).

Demographic information.
Demographic information on each participant was collected using a simple
questionnaire (Appendix F). Questions gathered data on (a) gender, (b) age, (c) race, (d)
current relationship status, (e) number of children living in the home, (f) employment
status, (g) occupation, (h) education, and (i) meal preparation patterns. This data will be
used to ensure a diverse sample, as previously discussed, in reporting of results.

Informed consent.
An Informed Consent (Appendix D) disclosure statement explained what was
requested from each participant, provided a summary of the study's procedures, informed
participants about the use of results, and provided contact information if they would like
to receive a report of the research findings. Through their signature on the Informed
Consent, research participants indicated that they understood that they were free to
discontinue participation at any time during the research process. Although it did not
occur, if a participant had reported any distress as a result of participation in the study,
the researcher was prepared to notify them of their right to discontinue participation at
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any time and assume responsibility for ensuring they were referred to appropriate mental
health support services.

Data Analysis
According to Yin (2009), data analysis depends upon the "investigator's own
style" (p. 127). This begins when the researcher formulates the idea for this study
(Rossman & Rallis, 2003; Stake, 1995) and continues as they make sense of transcripts,
observations, and the reflexive journal with the goal of "bringing order, structure, and
meaning" to data (Rossman & Rallis, 2003, p. 278). Analysis constantly evolves and
required the researcher's immersion into the topic and openness and flexibility to
revisions (Creswell, 2009).
In this study, the researcher used two methods of analysis: categorical and
holistic. The researcher used a categorical process to analyze interview data and
observations and holistic analysis for the reflexive journal. In the categorical process, the
researcher "coded" data dividing transcribed interviews and observations into discrete
thoughts or short phrases and assigning a term (a code) that represented the idea or
concept expressed by the participant; this process served to concretely represent analytic
thoughts and link data to concepts (Rossman & Rallis, 2003). Following the coding of
transcribed data, the researcher revisited the non-interview data (reflexive journal) to
increase her holistic understanding and connect the data to the interview codes. The
combination of these two methods enriched the data and provided a comprehensive
assessment of the materials and phenomena.
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Grounded theory.
This study used a grounded theory analysis incorporating a constant comparative
process (explained below) to identify, refine, and compare codes (Glesne, 2006) for the
purpose of theory building (Corbin & Strauss, 2008; Glesne, 2006; Patton, 2002). The
overarching goal of this process was uncovering a relationship between codes to develop
a theory about a social phenomenon (Glesne, 2006).
As described, this research was performed through the lens of an Interpretivist
paradigm and RCT perspective. One might wonder if these frameworks constrained the
grounded theory analysis process; however, the Interpretivist paradigm focused attention
toward understanding the participants' experiences through their own viewpoint, and
RCT provided a structure to fully understanding those experiences from a relational
perspective. The RCT perspective was congruent with the Interpretivist paradigm, in that
it provided a guiding conceptualization of the value of relational interactions for creating
meaning in individuals' lives, but did not direct the coding process or force data to match
preconceived hypotheses. It should also be noted that both the Interpretivist paradigm
and RCT perspective served only as a philosophical guide; they did not dictate the
emergence of data.

Analysis process.
The first stage of the analysis process was the researcher's immersion into the
study. The researcher sought complete knowledge of the data (Rossman & Rallis, 2003),
in terms of both the literary rationale for the study and the materials collected. Since she
completed this research alone, she learned the participants' communication patterns and
habits and gained extreme familiarity during the transcription and coding process. In
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addition, the naturalistic component of this research design enabled the researcher to use
her own experiences, knowledge base, and personal engagement to draw conclusions
(Stake, 1995).
Following the immersion into the data, the researcher begun the second stage of
analysis: organization. The primary challenge during this component of analysis was
categorizing a large volume of information. In this study, organization was accomplished
through a careful log of contact with each couple (case) and detailed computer files and
hard copy documentation of interviews and coded data.
The final, ongoing stage of the analysis process was the researcher's own
processing of the data allowing ideas to emerge. During this process, the researcher
reflected on her interactions with the couples, understanding of the food-related literature,
and RCT predictions allowing her ideas to emerge to help guide the process. This
thoughtful recollection was a valuable, albeit challenging, stage of the study, as the
researcher mentally connected information from each individual interaction with
participants and her overall perceptions during the process.
Throughout this research process, the researcher used the theoretical sampling
process described by Corbin & Strauss (2008), the developers of Grounded Theory. In
this process.data collection and analysis are viewed as a reciprocal, circular processes
whereby the researcher constantly learns from data and uses this knowledge to inform
future data collection; the analysis of data informed the follow-up interviews. These
subsequent interviews probed at emergent ideas to either confirm and elaborate on these
concepts or refute and refocus research in a different direction (Corbin & Strauss, 2008).
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Method of analysis.
The specific analysis procedure for this study is based on the constant
comparative method prescribed by a grounded theory design. This process involved four
stages: categorical analysis, coding data, theme development, and the integration of
themes into categories.
1. Categorical Analysis
The categorical analysis stage was a fluid process of looking for similarities
(convergence) and differences (divergence) within the data (Patton, 2002).
This process used both inductive (participant based) and deductive (literature
based) reasoning to incorporate ideas (Rossman & Rallis, 2003) and create
broad categories that established the criteria for later codes. The researcher
accomplished this through immersion into the data - transcribing, reading and
rereading interviews, and watching observations. As the researcher became
increasingly familiar with the data, she begins to formulate the broad topics
that will be used in the coding process.
2. Coding
Coding data involves "organizing the material into chunks or segments of text
before bringing meaning to the information" (Creswell, 2009, p. 186), and
creates a framework for the organization of thoughts (Patton, 2002). This was
an ongoing process of developing several broad, general thematic categories,
and then further refining, clarifying, and adding categories to capture the ideas
expressed by the participants (Rossman & Rallis, 2003). The constant
comparative method used a two-step process: open coding and axial coding.
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In open coding, the researcher worked quickly with the data, dividing the
interview transcriptions into discrete thoughts and phrases and then labeling
these concepts with representative terms (Corbin & Strauss, 2008; Patton,
2002). Axial coding focused on grouping the concepts identified by the open
codes into larger categories that provided a more comprehensive explanation
of the phenomena (Corbin & Strauss, 2008). Throughout this process, the
researcher identified concepts, and then for congruence between these
concepts and identified codes or divergence (i.e., a new thought or code).
According to Patton (2002), to verify the accuracy of the codes, the researcher
should assess for plausibility (i.e., consistency within the data under each
code), inclusivity (i.e., all data fits logically into one of the codes),
replicability, and creditability.
During this coding process, the researcher applied a priori and emergent
codes. A priori codes are codes that are developed prior to collecting research
data and are based on a guiding theory or existing research. In this study, the

a priori codes were based on RCT tenets and concepts highlighted in the
literature presented in Chapter Two (See Appendix J). The emergent codes
were formulated based on the repeated concepts present in the interviews.
3. Theme Development
The development of themes involves a deeper level of analysis than the
coding process (Rossman & Rallis, 2003). As the researcher became more
familiar with the data, she simplified codes and integrated overlapping or
redundant codes to discover the primary themes that captured the phenomena.
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This process required the researcher to be reflective and open to the
emergence of unanticipated themes on topics specifically questioned,
discussed in the literature, or anticipated by the researcher (Rossman & Rallis,
2003). During this process the researcher used her knowledge of literature,
theory, and the data to draw parallels and better understand the concepts
expressed by the participants (Corbin & Strauss, 2008). Nevertheless, while
the researcher built upon her knowledge, she remained open to the emerging
data and continued to collect information to the point of saturation, where new
data no longer serves to better inform the concepts (Corbin & Strauss, 2008).
4. Integration of Themes
During the theme integration process, the researcher focused on theme
reduction and data saturation. Themes were re-grouped into related
categories, which enabled the formation of themes organized by similar ideas,
patterns, and relationships. The researcher assessed the "substantive
significance" of the data by evaluating the themes' consistency, usefulness,
and contribution to better understanding the phenomena (Patton, 2002, p.
467). These cross-case themes are described in detail in Chapter Four. This
data was then linked to RCT predictions as the researcher sought to capture
the relational nature of the participants' experiences. During this process, the
researcher continued to reflect on RCT and evaluate the emergent data to
capture the similarities or differences between the theoretical predictions of
RCT such as relational competencies, The Five Good Things, and the
expression of personal and relational growth as a result of connecting on a
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shared task. The application of RCT to the data is written about in detail in
Chapter Five.
Interpretation
Like the analysis process, interpretation begins early in a research study, as the
researcher seeks meaning by intuitively deconstructing and reconstructing data in a more
meaningful way (Stake, 1995). Patton (2002) describes the search for understanding as a
method of "attaching significance to what was found, making sense of findings, offering
explanations, drawing conclusions, extrapolating lessons, making inferences, considering
meanings, and otherwise imposing order on an unruly but surely patterned world"
(Patton, 2002, p. 480).
In case study research, such as this, the researcher uses both "direct" and
"aggregate" interpretations to draw conclusions (Stake, 1995, p. 74). In this study, each
case was examined individually for clues and patterns leading to better understanding of
a unique couples' experience. The outcome of this individual case analysis is presented
in Chapter Four. Following this individual analysis, the cases were viewed collectively,
to uncover the universal trends and experiences associated with the entire sample. This
two-tiered process served to understand the participants' unique social world from their
own perspective and not to predict behavior or events in concurrence with the
Interpretivist paradigm (Glesne, 2006; Rossman & Rallis, 2003) and then provide a
holistic understanding of the phenomena as it related to the entire participate sample.
Limitations.
Unlike quantitative research, which values statistical generalizability and validity
of data when assessing limitations, qualitative researchers look at a study's design,
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population, and results to uncover possible limitations. A primary concern in qualitative
research is often the transferability of a study's findings, which are dependent upon the
sample's representativeness, compliance to the stated research method, the researcher's
presentation of her own influence on the findings, and accurate documentation of
procedures. Since a study's results are only transferable to similar environments, the
level of detail and description of the research design strongly affects the usefulness of the
results in other settings. Throughout this research proposal, the researcher detailed the
research method enabling future replication studies. She has also secured a dissertation
committee to guide and monitor the accuracy of data collection and interpretation. In
addition, she described her method of monitoring for her own influence on the data
collection and analysis process through a reflexive journal and contact with her
committee. While the transferability of fmdings may be limited by the
representativeness of the participants' experiences, the researcher design a study to
research a range of participants as described with the maximum variation sampling
technique thus improving the transferability through a well-designed and described
research method.
The interview strategy for data collection could be considered another possible
limitation because interview data is contingent upon participant dialogue. Therefore, data
could have been limited by participants' inaccurate recall of events (Yin, 2009),
inaccurate articulation of experiences (Yin, 2009), discomfort sharing personal
information (Rossman & Rallis, 2003), reluctance to discuss unfavorable experiences
(Yin, 2009), and desire to conform to the researcher's hypothesis (Gallet al., 2007). In
all of these instances, the richness of the data is contingent upon the accuracy of
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participants' descriptions and the researcher's interpretation. Thus, it was important for
the researcher to formulate interview questions that prompted a rich discussion of the
topic of interest and that she interprets responses according to the interviewee's intention
(Rossman & Rallis, 2003).
In this study, the researcher carefully crafted the semi-structure interview guides
asking specific yet open-ended questions, so participants were asked thought provoking,
but un-leading questions. The researcher will also aimed to create an atmosphere where
the participants felt comfortable expressing themselves authentically by performing both
couple and individual interviews. The combination of these two interview setting created
an environment where participants could comfortably describe their experiences. In
addition, the multiple interview process improved the participants' familiarity and
comfort with the researcher and thus facilitated openness. The researcher's attention to
these possible limitations helped her gather accurate data and prevented misinterpretation
of participants' experiences.
Like the interview strategy, observation research (in this case video analysis) has
intrinsic limitations. The representativeness of video samples was contingent upon the
couples' ability to act naturally, despite knowing that they were being taped. The act of
videotaping required forethought, and several of the couples found it difficult to
remember to capture their meal preparation experience. Aside from possible limitations
on the part of the participants, there is a possibility of misinterpretation by the researcher,
since the understanding of events is "filtered through the eyes of the researcher" (Corbin
& Strauss, 2008, p. 123). When viewing videotapes, the researcher consciously adhere to

her Interpretivist paradigm and attempted to understand the couples actions and
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experiences through their own eyes. Finally, during follow-up interviews, the researcher
inquired about the representativeness of the videotapes to gage whether the couples felt
these tapes reflected their typical interactions.
A final limitation was the possible influence of external stressors on the
information discussed during the interviews. If a couple has recently engaged in a
negative relational interaction (e.g., argument), that tension could have presented itself
during an interview. While one can assume that couples argue; if a couple was
expressing feeling out of anger this could have affected the accuracy of the data. The
multiple interview process should reduce this limitation by providing more opportunities
to capture the couple's typical relationship. Another limitation could lie in the
representativeness of the sample. Since the participants volunteered or agreed to
participate in the study, they could have a personal interest in the topic that could lead to
unrepresentative data.
Some conceptual limitations in the study's design must also be considered. As
with many qualitative studies, the sample size could be perceived as a limitation. In
selecting the sample size, the researcher balanced a desire for breath, depth, and a
manageable research study. To manage these constraints, the researcher, with her
committee, selected a sample of four cases; nevertheless, there is always the concern that
a smaller sample with richer data will not be as transferable as a larger less fully assessed
sample.
While there are several limitations inherent to qualitative research, the design of
this study reduced and eliminated many of these considerations. Through a well-thought
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methodology, collaboration with research texts, and the dissertation committee's review
of procedures; this research design accounted for possible research flaws and restrictions.
Ethical considerations.
This study was designed to minimize the ethical risks to participants. To
accomplish this task, the researcher considered the guidelines established by The College
of William & Mary's Internal Review Board, Rossman and Rallis' (2003) four theories of
ethical behavior, and other general ethical considerations.
The College of William & Mary's Internal Review Board describes four
considerations when designing a study. They include: (a) determining if the study is
research, (b) assessing the risk to participants versus the benefits of the findings, (c)
assessing the study's design, and (d) evaluating the researcher's honestly with
participants. To address the first consideration, this research design actively explored an
understudied topic. As presented in Chapter Two, topics surrounding culinary literature
indicated the value of food related experiences, yet they did not study meal preparation or
the influence on couples relationships. This study, therefore, sought to address this gap
through the purposeful investigation of couple's relational experiences around meal
preparation.
Regarding the second consideration, the proposed data collection and analysis
process minimizes possible harm to the participants since it sought to understand
experiences rather then change or manipulate interactions. In addition, the couple's
engagement in dialogue about their relational meal preparation experiences may have had
potential benefits for couples as they described recognizing strengths in their
relationships and uncovering ways to further enjoy one another's company and improve
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their connection through meal preparation. As for the third consideration, the researcher
clearly stated her research paradigm, perspective, and process. She addressed specific
design considerations such as sampling, data collection, analysis, interpretation, and
possible limitations. To address the fourth consideration, before participating in this
study, the researcher explicitly notified each participant of her expectations in the
Informed Consent. Every participant read and signed the consent form, which disclosed
the purpose and procedures of the study and assured participants' that they could
discontinue involvement at any time. Compliance to these four considerations improved
the quality and ethics ofthis study.
Rossman and Rallis (2003) describe four theories of ethical behavior in
qualitative research: Ethic of Consequence, Ethic of Rights and Responsibilities, Ethic of
Social Justice, and Ethic of Care. The Ethic of Consequence involves evaluating how a
study's results benefit others. In this study, the Ethic of Consequence was assessed by
looking at the benefit to the study's participants (e.g., have participants experienced
positive changes in their relationship as a result of interview discussions?), and how the
publication of results may affect others by prompting continued research, advancing the
application ofRCT, and incorporating meal preparation in counseling interventions.
The Ethic of Rights and Responsibilities considers a researcher's duty to protect
the rights of others by performing research and interacting with participants, as she would
want others to act, recognizing that each individual has "fundamental rights" (Rossman &
Rallis, 2003, p. 71), and viewing each participant as an individual and not merely a data
source. In this study, the researcher continually assessed her treatment and attitude
toward participants during interviews and other interactions to ensure that she was
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respecting each individual's rights. The Ethic of Social Justice emphasizes the
participants' right to equitable treatment. In this study, each participant completed the
same research sequence and similar interviews based on the interview guide with the
intent of treating all participants impartially. Finally, the Ethic of Care recognizes the
relational nature of individuals, much like Relational Cultural Theory. This Ethic
specifically considers how participants are affected by their interactions with others
during the study. To ensure an Ethic of Care, the researcher considered both the couple's
interactions with one another and with the researcher. She remained attentive to the
participant's level of comfort with the information they express and the information that
they heard shared by their partner/spouse. To maintain an environment where
participants felt safe, the researcher continually evaluated the comfort level of each
participant.
Finally, there are several general ethical considerations that the researcher
considered throughout this study. First, the highest standard of confidentiality in
collecting, analyzing, interpreting, and publishing data has been be maintained. The
researcher assigned identifying numerical codes to participant cases, thereby rendering it
impossible to connect participants' identities to the reported results and interpretations.
The researcher herself transcribed the interviews and destroyed original recordings after
the study was complete to ensure careful handling of the data. Next, the researcher
performed member checks, both during and after the interviews, to assess the accuracy of
perception and representation of the participants' experiences. These specific procedures
and the researcher's focus of ethical behavior ensured the precise handling of the research
data and accurate representation of the participants' experiences.
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Summary
This study employed a qualitative mythology, open-ended data collection process,
and emergent analysis to explore couple's conjoint meal preparation experiences from
their own perspectives. As described in Chapter Two, the counseling literature does not
currently addresses the relational aspects of meal; thus, this emergent design enabled rich
exploration and thick descriptions to address this void and ground future investigations.
The focus of this research method was on maintaining rigor, immersion into the
participants' perspectives, and providing detailed preliminary depictions of the joint meal
preparation experience.
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Chapter Four: Results
Introduction
The purpose of this research study was the exploration of how couples'
relationships have been affected by joint meal preparation. The hope was that through indepth qualitative analysis of four cases - four couples in committed relationship (e.g.,
legally married or cohabiting more than one year)- this research could provide a better
understanding of the nature, scope, and impact that joint meal preparation has on the
couples' relationships.
This chapter begins with a description of each of the four couples interviewed and
observed for this study. Background information on each ofthese couples will be
presented to provide a better understanding of the unique philosophical worldviews,
demographics, meal preparation habits, external stressors, cultural backgrounds, family
life cycle stage, and other differences among these couples. Following a general
description of each couple, individual case themes will be presented. These individual
themes represent the topics and ideas that the couple continually presented throughout the
course of their four interviews and three observations.
After the individual descriptions, cross-case themes based on the analysis of the
data will be presented collectively. Although each of these cases is very individual, they,
as a whole, described similar experiences, emotions, and realizations of their conjoint
meal preparation; therefore, three emergent cross-case themes will be presented:
Relationship Development, Kitchen Safety, and Coalescence.
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Individual Case Analysis

As mentioned, a brief overview of each of the cases will be given that includes
how they met, when and why they started cooking together, current habits and interaction
patterns, and their roles and attitudes when they cook together. Following this
descriptive information, four individual case themes will be described. Figure 4.1,
below, depicts the individual case themes that emerged within each of these couples
interviews and observations.
Figure 4.1. Individual case themes

"Stoked About
Food"

"Food is a Pleasure
of Life"

Did You Say
Something?

"Local Customs"

"Intertwined"

"Finished Product"

Pizza: "Flexibility"
, and "Adaptability"

"Our Own
Creation:" Culinary
Creations &
Traditions

"Pinches-andCrunches"

Enterances

"What Does the
Recipe Say?

"Tag-Team"

Paella: "Complex"
but"Good"

"Sweet, Salty, and
Spicy"

Figure 5.1. Individual case themes, which emerged though analysis of interviews and
video observations. Each vertical column presents the four individual themes presented
by the couple listed in the box at the top of the column.
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Lynne & Chuck: Active connection.
Lynne and Chuck are a young couple, both 29 years of age, who met as freshmen
in college eleven years ago. After two years as friends, they began dating while sharing a
six-bedroom house with four other roommates. Since they began their relationship, they
have lived in different areas of country both together and apart. Currently, they are both
pursuing advanced degrees. Lynne was studying clinical psychology and Chuck was
completing a physical therapy internship. Chuck's internship was two hours away from
the couple's home, so he lived with his parents on weekdays and returned home after
work Friday for the weekend; the couple had no children.
During their interviews - casual conversations over coffee at a local cafe - the
couple described how their conjoint meal preparation began during their undergraduate
education; a habit that they attributed to wanting to eat healthier, save money, and spend
time together, and also from growing up in families that cooked and ate many of their
meals within the home. "[It] seemed like a natural transition from what we already knew"
(Lynne). In addition to cooking together, the couple had, throughout the course of their
relationship, engaged in other conjoint activities such as running, celebrating holidays,
outdoor activities, and traveling to visit friends.
Chuck and Lynne explained that they have continued their meal preparation
habits because of their interest in eating and cooking and the opportunity to spend time
together within the constraints of their busy schedules. The couple described a frequent
preference for eating at home rather then going out to eat because they:
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Don't get to spend a lot of time together during the day, so it's nice to relax and
detox from the day and hang out and have a meal. .. it's nice to kind of connect
and talk to each other." (Chuck)
In addition, Lynne stated that cooking together "Doesn't feel like it's rushed because you
have the length of the time it takes to prepare and eat the meal."
Chuck described the couple's attitude when cooking as playful and affectionate,
and Lynne described it as something they do together "effortlessly and seamlessly," with
each person having tasks they prefer and dislike. While much of the preparation was
dictated by these preferences, Lynne typically assumed the "director" role because ofher
perceived skill for organization, timing, focus, and acute attention to detail; while they
described Chuck's role as a "sous chef' or "directee" who "rolls" (Lynne) with the
process. Chuck described that while he enjoys cooking, Lynne especially seemed to fmd
the activity exciting and relaxing, and they both agreed that when they cook together they
felt "supported." Lynne stated, "It doesn't take a lot" to feel supported "All he has to do
is open the meat and put it in a pan, and I'm like, 'good job! We're cooking together."
(Lynne).
When asked by the researcher to "describe their relationship as a food dish"
during the final interview, the couple selected "homemade tacos." Lynne stated:
I would describe our relationship [like] ... tacos because there's lots of different
things- all these things come together to make this delicious food and it's
comforting. The reason I say comfort is we have a very best-friend type
relationship, so that's why I didn't go to saucy, spicy. (Lynne)
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Chuck, while nodding in agreement, replied: "But, there's salsa on the side if we want to
make it spicy." Throughout their interviews, the couple repeatedly returned to several
concepts and values that influenced their decision to cook and cooking habits: "silence,"
"finished product," and "we both need to eat."

"Stoked about food."
The couple described their love of food as motivation for engaging in meal
preparation. While they both emphasized enjoying cooking, the creation process may be
secondary to being able to consume the finished product. As Chuck stated: "I really like
cooking. Of the things I enjoy in life, eating food is way up there - like top three." Their
continued conjoint meal preparation may be a byproduct of this enjoyment since, as
Chuck said, "I think it helps a lot that we like to eat. I think if people don't get really
stoked about food, like we did, maybe it would be different. But we really like to eat."
Overall, in their interviews, the couple described their passion for cooking, and especially
eating as influential in their meal preparation. As Lynne said: "We're both enjoying it.
We both get something out of it. We both love eating."

"Did you say something?"
When Lynne and Chuck described their cooking process, they frequently
mentioned how it was not only gratifying to be actively engaged with one another, but it
was also enjoyable to just be together. Lynne, particularly emphasized how "silence" in
their cooking interactions was something she valued as presented with her statement: "I
think it provides a good space for talking and for not talking and for just being with each
other and not having to talk but still being there and working toward a similar goal." She
speculated that this silence was particularly valuable to her and Chuck because they had
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not always been able to live in the same place; even now they were separated during the
week. She said: "We've spend so many years of our relationship apart, so being in the
same area and around each other and working toward something, not having to talk, but
talking if we want to, it's just really nice for me" (Lynne).
Similarly, they described that cooking together was a place where they were able
to focus on one another without other distractions that seemed to permeate their
interactions elsewhere. She described: "It gives us time to talk when the TV's not on.
We focus, I think, more on what we're saying than if the TV was on" (Lynne). The
couple seemed to greatly value the kitchen as a silent place and also a place to be together
without forced conversation.

"Intertwined."
For Lynne and Chuck, meal preparation had become a valuable activity in their
relationship. At this phase in their lives, they both had numerous individual obligations;
"I get up really early in the morning, workout, go to class, and then go to work, and by
the time I get home in the evening, we haven't seen each other all day" (Chuck). Thus,
the time they are engaged in meal preparation had become synonymous with the time
they were able to spend together:
If we didn't get to cook together we would hardly ever get to see each other, and
that would suck. So, I guess they're very intertwined right now for us - the time
we spend cooking and eating and the time we spend together period. (Lynne)
In addition, they recognized that this activity compounded daily necessities, "we
both need to eat, and it's something nice to do together- to spend time in the kitchen"
(Chuck). They felt like they had a "space where [they] actually still felt like [they]'re
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still doing something but get to talk" (Lynne). For Lynne and Chuck, meal preparation
was not only an important activity for their relationship, but it was the activity in their
relationship.

"Finished product."
In their interviews, Lynne and Chuck appeared fueled by the sense of completion
and conclusion they experienced during meal preparation. As seen in their other
individual themes, Lynne and Chuck were not only excited about food, but appreciated
the efficiency of the activity. With their countless obligations, many of which were tied
to the long-range goal of graduating from their respective graduate programs, they
described that they do not often have an immediate sense of completion:
[Cooking] is quick and easy and there's a fmished project unlike school, it's
like ... three or four years from now, we'll see a fmished product, hopefully.
Whereas this ... you finish it and it's done. It's a fmished product ... There's a
sense of completion and it's good to hangout. (Chuck)
In her individual interview, Lynne elaborated on how cooking not only offered
the sense of a finished product, but the progressive nature of meal preparation also
provided numerous completed tasks:
I guess going step-by-step [through a recipe] each step propels into the next one.
And, I'm kind of a dork; I like being able to like check things off the list, so it
feels good to do that, but we're also creating food, you get to eat, so the end goal
is even better than the relief of taking stuff off of the list. (Lynne)
As seen in these descriptions, for Lynne and Chuck, the act of preparing meals
together was an efficient, unified task where they could interact. They described this
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activity as particularly enjoyable because they not only liked food and food consumption,
but they also appreciated the sense of completion they experienced.

Brian & Gloria: Cross-cultural cooks.
Brian and Gloria met in Italy when Brian, born and raised in the United States,
was traveling with his aunt and a tour group. Gloria, a native Italian, was the tour
group's guide. Although this couple had been married the shortest duration of the
participants, just under three years at the time of the interviews, they married later in life.
Brian was 40 and Gloria was 45, thus contributing diverse life and cultural experiences to
their relationship and this study.
Brain described connecting with Gloria, while on this tour since he was the "odd
man out" in the group, which was composed of "a bunch of people who were in their late
60s, 70s, and 80s, and I was 36" (Brian). After developing a connection on this trip, they
began dating long distance and took several trips together in Europe, and after eight
months, Gloria moved to the United States.
They described that in their relationship, cooking together was "One of those
things that we found very early" (Brian). Brian described: "some of our first funny
conversations while I was on the trip she was guiding ... came out of the evening
programs that were built around cooking" (Brian). After they started dating, they
described that many of their early experiences also involved both food and travel:
The first five days we spent together were really in a little outhouse of a chateau
in France that had it's own little kitchen, and the lady of the bed and breakfast
would show up with dinner, but the rest of the time we would be making meals
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there, so [cooking together] really began the very first day we dated in a sense.
(Brian)
Since those first trips, where they were "making gnocchi's with mozzarella and tomatoes,
making big frittatas, and lasagna and all this typical Italian food" (Gloria), meal
preparation "played a very important role" (Gloria) in their relationship and was a
common interest through which they connected and shared their customs and culture.
Although Brian and Gloria have the opportunity to engage in other activities,
including lunchtime walks, going to the pool, etc., they described cooking as "different."
For instance, Gloria stated that when they cook together she knows: "He's there just for
me" and "no matter what, I have his attention." They attributed the establishment and
permanence of this activity to their shared interest in cooking, her Italian culture, their
desire for a creative outlet, its function as way to develop family rituals and traditions,
and because it was an economical and enjoyable way to spend time together that fit into
their daily routines.
When the couple described their roles during meal preparation, they said Gloria
was most frequently the primary cook, and Brian supported her through chopping,
preparing, washing, and other tasks that require assistance. They called the atmosphere
"relaxed" and spontaneous, because external stressors were minimized, they could focus
on a common task, anticipate problems, and be isolated from the frenzy of the outside
world. While this environment was relaxing and an opportunity to put aside the day's
negative events, they described that it could also generate "short-term, immediate
arguments," (Brian). Despite the fact that these conflicts occurred, the couple identified
meal preparation as "quality time" (Brian) where they could catch-up on one another's
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days, "unwind," (Brian), "create" (Gloria), and challenge one another to become more
flexible and open-minded.
In their interviews, several themes emerged. For example, because of their
different backgrounds and interests, they sought this activity as a way to connect based
on their personal philosophies. As a couple they wanted to share and connect, and were
thus drawn to one of the "pleasures in life" (Gloria) as a way to share who they were,
become more adaptable, express themselves, and create family traditions. Each of these
themes will be discussed in more detail below.

"Food is a pleasure of life."
In their interviews the couple described their passionate connection to food. As
individuals, they had been drawn to sensual activities - "tasting things, smelling things,
seeing things" (Brian), and as a couple they have sought ways to share these experiences:
I used to love to travel alone, but now if I go somewhere and see something
spectacular or something really cool by myself, it's frustrating because you're not
there to see it too, and that appeals to a different sense, but cooking is kind of the
same. It's almost like you savor it, you enjoy it more when you're together.
(Brian)
Because of their mutual belief that "food is one ofthe pleasures in life" (Gloria), Brian
and Gloria reported: "It just makes sense that ... you would want to partake of these great
pleasures of life together; otherwise what's the point in the relationship, right?" (Brian).

"Local customs. "
For Gloria and Brian, the concept of sharing one another's culture through meal
preparation had been particularly salient in their relationship. As noted earlier, the
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couple met later in life and came from "totally different lifestyles" (Gloria), so for them
food had been a way to learn about one another's culture and customs. As Brian said to
Gloria: "I think [cooking] definitely gave me insight into some of the customs you were
acclimated to."
The couple described that they felt they could learn more about others through
food, as evidenced by Gloria's comment: "Through the cuisine you really know the
history ofthe people that live in a certain place." Because of this opinion, they shared
their food knowledge and preferences to become closer as a couple and merge the
barriers from being "two different people [with] different interests [that] don't always
coincide" (Brian).

Pizza: "Flexibility" and "adaptability."
Brian and Gloria were not only able to learn about one another through meal
preparation, but they also described making changes within themselves and their
relationship though these experiences. When describing their relationship, they said they
were like pizza:
You can put any toping you want and there's no limit ... we're both very flexible
in the sense that we can get dressed up and be serious or we can just be really
relaxed and fun and running around in flip flops for months at a time. We don't
take ourselves particularly seriously, [and] pizza is something that you can dress
up or dress down ... there isn't too much that we can't endure or won't try.
(Gloria)
They described flexibility as a trait they not only entered the relationship with but
also something they encouraged in one another. Gloria, for instance, described the
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challenge of moving to the United States to be with Brian: "It's kind ofhard when you
completely leave an environment and culture and go somewhere entirely new." Yet, she
approached her new environment both socially and culinarily open, as Brian described:
"Once you moved here, you were eager to experiment with a lot of non Italian things, but
we did do a lot of sort of quintessential Italian things." Because of her flexibility, and
Brian's support and challenges; Gloria became more adaptable. She noted:
He has very much challenged me, and I am much more open-minded to try new
things, to be more flexible ... he's been instrumental in making me more openminded, which is an attitude not only attributed toward food - at the same time I
have it with life in general. (Gloria)
Because she was "Italian and he's American, and [they] come from two completely
different worlds ... openness and flexibility and versatility ... [have been] very important
for [their] relationship" (Gloria), and these characteristics had not only been used but also
developed in their meal preparation activities.

"Our own creation:" Culinary creations & traditions.
For Brian and Gloria, meal preparation had been an opportunity to create together.
They used their individual creativity to produce new food dishes and their habits to create
family traditions.
Gloria described cooking as a creative process for both her and Brian, although
they were creative in different ways. She based her creativity on adaptations to
traditional recipes; whereas, his creativity was un-restrained, open-minded,
experimentation; "I am creative, meaning that I never keep in mind what I've done the
last time. But I am more stuck to the tradition, the traditional way of cooking; whereas,
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Brian is more, 'let's put everything together and see what happens.'" In their
relationship, they learned from one another's creativity: "There are times that I'm making
something and she'll stand there and watch, or help me ... she enjoys watching me make
something new, and if she really likes it, then she likes to be able to replicate it" (Brian).
In addition to expressing their own creativity through meal preparation, the couple
applied the concept of creating through food to their relationship as a whole, as described
by Brian: "I think the whole idea to cook together- we made a communal decision early
on .... We said, 'oh this is fun. Let's do this frequently and keep this as kind of a
tradition."'
This concept of developing traditions was congruent with their personal
philosophies. They described how interacting in the kitchen could create family customs
similar to attending a "Christmas service at the same church, [or] a summer trip to a
beach house over and over again" (Brian). These cooking habits could become "minitraditions that you can sort of look back on with your kids or your grandkids and have
certain kinds of memories" (Brian).

Robert & Margret: Recipes for retirement.
Robert and Margret were distinct from the other three couples because of their
retired status, ages (at the time of the interviews Robert was 75, and Margret was 73),
Robert's Puerto Rican background, and the development of their relationship. Robert and
Margret were friends for many years prior to their marriage in 2003, since Margret's
deceased husband was Robert's best friend during college. After many years as friends
when they both became widowers (Margret in 1988 and Robert in 2003), they began
dating and were married within a year.
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They described cooking together as something they incorporated into their
relationship very early. For Margret, this was an activity that she had done with her
father, three brothers, and first husband, so it was "very much part of a relationship"
(Robert). Aware of this, Robert described that when he first started "the courting
process," cooking may have been "an attempt to influence her, to let her know that [he]
liked to cook because [he] knew that she liked to cook ... it may have been part of [his]
wooing" (Robert).
In their interviews, the couple described their conjoint cooking process, which
centered on dinner preparation as a place where they felt helped, supported, and loved
and had the opportunity to "be involved with each other, to relate to one another, [and] to
share something" (Margret). The couple explained that when they cooked together, they
made compromises if they envision a different process to reach the same goal. They also
described that their attitude when preparing meals together mirrored their attitude outside
of the kitchen; "I'm here to help, no matter what" (Margret).
While the cooking process was described as a welcome, enjoyable, event, they
stated that the process was "not always harmonious" (Robert). While these
disconnections occurred, they were short in duration and did not distract from the overall
enjoyment of the activity and feeling supported.
Throughout their interviews, the differences in Robert and Margret's relationship
offered important data. Unlike the other three couples, which were in their first
marriages, Margret and Robert transferred many of the experiences and expectations
from their first marriages into this new partnership. Because of this, they employed a
philosophy they refer to as "pinches-and-crunches" (presented in greater detail below) to
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work through conflicts; according to this philosophy, a "pinch" was a small conflict that,
if not openly discussed, became a larger problem, "a crunch," which would change the
nature of the relationship. In addition, they formed their conjoint meal preparation
process (recipe cooks) to match their structured personalities and adventuresome
interests. Because of this array of influences, the couple recognized that their
relationship was multifaceted, yet they emphasized that it was enjoyable.
~'Come

together:" A new household.

In addition to the other unique aspects ofMargret and Robert's relationship, they
faced the challenge of adapting habits from their previous relationships. Because of their
past experiences, they had expectations of one another's roles in the cooking process and
the specific nature of the activity.
As mentioned, Margret described she "would not have been happy being married
to someone who didn't cook" (Margret), so Robert "[made] sure she knew [he] knew
how to cook" (Robert), and they capitalized on this interaction. While cooking with her
husband was a part of Margret' s first marriage, she described that Robert:
Seemed surprised that [she] was showing as much interest when he wanted to
cook because Betty, who was my friend as well as Robert's wife, used to say she
had a one-butt kitchen. She never wanted people getting in her way, but I didn't
ever have that. (Margret)
In addition, they had to adapt to one another's preferences. For instance, Margret
"doesn't like breakfast" and Robert "loves" breakfast, so they "do not generally cook
together for breakfast" (Margret). Similarly:
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Lunch is touch and go. I do not like normal lunches like sandwiches. It's just not
my thing at all, so a lot oftimes, I will make like a quinoa salad, or I'll make
faro ... [and] he will make like a sandwich with turkey and ham or salami, none of
which I want to have. (Margret)
So, although this couple often had the opportunity to be together during the day, a "lot of
times the main meal that is cooked together between the two of us is just dinner"
(Margret). And, they found this interaction was an opportunity to interact and continue to
adapt: "[Robert] would cook a lot of things in the beginning, that to me were like,
'Raisins in ground beef? That sounds horrible!' But, over the years, I have learned to
really like some of the Puerto Rican cooking" (Margret).

"Pinches-and-crunches. "
Robert described a communication philosophy in the final interview, "pinchesand-crunches," that he applied to his relationships. This theory was based on the idea
that a small conflict or issue, a "pinch," that was not openly discussed became a larger
problem, "a crunch." When a crunch occurred:
The relationship either falls apart or it has to be re-negotiated. And if it is renegotiated it becomes a different relationship. It can be a good relationship. It can
be a better relationship, but it won't be the same relationship. (Robert)
Because of this philosophy, the couple openly addressed conflict, which was apparent in
their descriptions of frustrations throughout their interviews.
In each of the interviews, the couple described instances when the cooking
process was not "harmonious" (Robert). They described the main sources were Robert
"never read[ing] the recipe through so he [gets] to a point and think[s], 'oh I was
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supposed to do that earlier'" (Margret), and Margret's "tendency to try and tell me how to
do everything, and I resist that. When we're not harmonious in the kitchen, it's when she
tries to override me or tell me, 'don't do that, do this"' (Robert). But, in line with the
pinch-and-crunch theory, the couple discussed the frustrations "when sparks fly" (Robert)
so they were "flashes and then it's over." They just had "to play with that a little bit"
(Margret).

"What does the recipe say?"
Margret and Robert were also unique from the other couples in their use of
recipes. While the other couples in this study most frequently described their daily meal
preparation routine as not recipe based; this couple often used a recipe as the motivation
for cooking together; "When we cook together, a lot of times it will be my initiation
because I want to try out a new recipe" (Robert).
This practice may have been the effect of their retired status and availability of
leisure time, "We don't have any restrictions like a job that takes us away ... because
there is time, and it gives us time to think about it to go to the grocery store and get what
we need" (Margret). As a result, they described the whole process as:
a companionable part of our day. Not just the actual cooking that night, but if
you're sitting there in the morning and saying, 'what are we having for dinner?'
and you're looking through cookbooks and decide on XYZ then it's, 'do you want
to go to the grocery store?' So, it becomes a relationship in itself. (Margret)
Another possible consideration was Robert's background as a military officer. He
described that for him, cooking was a structured process: "Every time I cook something,
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particularly the first time I'm a slave to the recipe. If the recipe is for 16, I make it for
16" (Robert).

Paella: "Complex" but "good."
When asked to describe their relationship, Robert and Margret recognized their
complexities, but emphasized that these intricacies brought enjoyment to their life. They
likened their relationship to Baked Alaska and Paella because like the couple, these
dishes were "complex" (Robert) "but good" (Margret). As Margret elaborated: "I think
when I lived by myself I was far more unvaried .... I think that [Robert] brings
excitement like his jumping out of an airplane ... He keeps life exciting and to me, and
Baked Alaska is something kind of special." She described how this excitement,
complexity, and companionship increased her enjoyment especially through their meal
preparation:
When I was widowed for 17 years I always cooked. I didn't become one of those
people who didn't cook because I didn't have anybody to cook with, but it wasn't
as enjoyable- the preparations and whatnot- as when I married Robert and we
began doing it together. (Margret)

Donna & Andrew: Functional food.
Donna and Andrew first dated as high school students in while living the northern
United States but "lost contact" (Donna) when Donna moved 1,500 miles south with her
family. After four years of separation, Andrew, who had joined the military, was
stationed in the same city as Donna, and they "started talking over the phone, met up,
and ... were married a month later" (Donna). At the time of the interviews, which took
place in the living room and kitchen of their quaint two-story condo, both Donna and
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Andrew were twenty-seven years old and had been married for seven years. They
described many changes over the course of their relationship such as frequent relocation,
a year eating vegan, Andrew's younger brother currently joining their household, and the
birth of their eleven-month-old twins.
Cooking together was a consistent interaction that began "naturally," not driven
by a conscious decision or advice, at the start of their relationship. The couple described
their early interactions as slightly competitive - trying to "see who could top each other"
(Donna), and opportunity to impress one another, and a "gesture" (Donna) oflove. They
continued to prepare meals together, which they called the "event of the day together"
(Donna), because it was a unique opportunity to be creative- attempt "some really cool,
crazy ideas" (Andrew), "reconnect" (Donna), "talk about the day" (Donna), and
collaborate. Their kitchen was described as "a completely different world and
atmosphere" (Andrew), where they were familiar with their roles and tasks, unlike
parenting where they were continually learning, or "chores" (Andrew), where they "don't
have that interaction anymore or that kind of excitement" (Andrew).
Donna described their meal preparation habits as a time when distractions were
more limited, and the couple could focus on the task they were trying to accomplish
(meal preparation) and collaborate within a contained environment. During the week, the
couple typically cooked dinner together, unless other household obligations required their
attention. Donna stated that while they frequently started meal preparation stressed about
the day's events, usually by the time they finished, they had decompressed; "it's like,
'AHHHhhhh!' and then let's start cooking something, and by the time that we're done,
we've reconnected. It sounds kind of cheesy, but we feel better" (Donna).
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When talking about their roles and attitudes, the couple stated they were playful,
polite, and supportive; "We spin around, pat each other's butts, and we're polite; we say:
'Oh, excuse me"' (Donna), "'Could you grab that?' 'This is how I do it,' or, 'That's
cool"' (Andrew), or "'Try this!!"' (Donna). They described having an egalitarian
relationship where both members of the couple were actively involved in an "operation"
regardless of typical gender stereotypes:
I would say our relationship isn't like the typical old fashion couples where the
wife's in the kitchen and the man comes home and sits in the recliner. .. we're
both in here. We're both supportive, like we said, tag-teaming things with the
dishes, cleaning, or getting the babies. (Andrew)
When describing each of their cooking roles, the couple stated that the leadership
alternates; "It changes from time to time between me and her. I don't want to say one is
more dominant than the other, but one does take charge" (Andrew), although Donna
typically coordinated the timing of the dishes and "maintains order" (Andrew).
Throughout the interviews, the couple marveled how they had not previously considered
the role of cooking in their relationship, but through this interview process, they became
more aware of how this activity had benefited their relationship.

"Is there TLC in it?"
"We just came into the relationship loving food and loving each other, so .... "
(Donna), when discussing food sharing in their relationship, Donna and Andrew
presented multiple ways that they used meals to express love for one another. During
their first interview, they described using the phrase TLC as an ingredient in their meals;
"We would say, 'Is there TLC in it?' or 'How did this taste?' or 'Did you taste the TLC?'
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because we put a lot of love into what we do for each other" (Donna). When they were
not, or could not, cook together, they cooked for one another as a non-verbal way to say,
"'Look what I can do for you!"' (Donna). In these times, they described that preparation
was "almost like a gift, because we don't go buy each other flowers or gifts. We hardly
do anything for anniversaries, so it is almost like a loving gesture every time we do it"
(Donna). For instance, Andrew described:
There's a lot oftimes I wake up and find lunch prepared in the frig, and she'll
write little messages on the lunch bag, and little surprises in my sandwich. She
knows I love spices, so she'll add a little jalapeno or Tabasco pepper in there.
And, I'm like, 'mmmm, YES!' So, it's kind of nice throughout the day when I'm
away. It's like she loves me.

Entrances.
Over the course of their relationship, Donna and Andrew experienced changes to
their lifestyle, yet throughout those changes their collaboration over meal preparation had
not been directly affected. Nevertheless, several recent additions to their household have
adjusted this activity.
The first change was the recent addition of Andrew's younger brother, James, to
their household. While they said they "enjoy" (Andrew) having James live with them,
Andrew stated: "we're are experienced, and nothing against [James'] level of expertise,
but the whole atmosphere, the whole world that we have going on in there, it's like we've
let this new comer in and we're kind of iffy on him." Along the same vein, Donna
described that over the years she and Andrew had established patterns and, "a lot of the
meals we make, we make over and over and over, so we know how to do it. We know
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how it's done. It's easier for us to just do it," so "we don't want to waste the time to
teach somebody what we like." Through these discussions and in the video observations,
it became apparent that James was unaccustomed to their routines and standards. For
example in one observation, Andrew called out: "Our pans are sweating butter" and then
joked about James needing to take better care of their dishes. It also became evident that
the addition ofthis new member, whether temporary or permanent, directly affected the
couple's meal preparation.
A more significant and permanent, entrance into Andrew and Donna's family
system was the birth of their twins. When the babies were first born, the couple said they
"cooked a lot less together ... [and] ate out a lot and ate frozen foods, which isn't really
cooking. There was a period where we didn't really cook together" (Donna). As the kids
grew, the amount of time and the focus of meal preparation transitioned. The couple
described focusing on efficiency:
We spin around one another, and we hurry. Before it used to be, 'Oh, I think we
have a can of this. Do you want to try this?' It used to be more of an event, more
of 'yeah, it's dinnertime. Let's make diner!' and now it's, 'What can we make
really quickly?' (Donna)
They described that the "majority of our creativity is ... cooking for these guys now. For
us, it's just 'What can we toss in the oven? But, when it comes to them it's like: 'Okay,
we need organic vegetables we need this, let's puree it, let's freeze it"' (Andrew).
Although the focus of the meals shifted, as the babies grew, the meal preparation
process remained an important part of the couple's relationship, since it was a place that
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they could integrate the children and still share some excitement. They described
frequently, placing the children in carriers on their backs so:
[the babies] can watch us cook. We swing around the kitchen, carefully, so it's
like all four ofus really cook together. We like to teach them what we are doing
as we do it, so they love it.. .. It also keeps them entertained so that we can cook
together. (Donna)
In addition, the couple's ability to connect over this activity remained an important part
of their relationship. Andrew described that in their relationship, when they cooked they
were:
creating something, and you get to enjoy what you create, and to share that with
Donna or her sharing that with me is, I would say exciting, and these days it's
hard for us to do anything anymore that's exciting with the twins. No more
amusement parks for a while. No theaters or anything like that, so you've got to
take what you can get and make the best of it.

"Tag-team."
Faced with numerous obligations, Donna and Andrew described that many of
their interactions mimicked a "tag-team," where they were actively but unsimultaneously involved in a project. As they learned to balance Andrew's job,
household, obligations, and care for their children; the couple was not always able to be
together during a task. In their interviews, they described how these obligations
transformed their meal preparation process into a more task-oriented process:
If one of us has to leave the kitchen, the other one will come in and mess around
with the utensils or what's cooking on the stove, and then the other one shifts out
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and the other one will come back in; so it's kind of like we are cooking with each
other, but we're kind of not. We're not in there together, but each ofus is in there
doing something. (Andrew)
While they may not always be able to be in the kitchen together, they still
described experiencing a high level support in this interaction: "We're both in here.
We're both supportive; like we said, tag-teaming things with the dishes, cleaning, or
getting the babies" (Andrew). They mentioned that this supportive stance came from
their mutual awareness and respect for one another's obligations. As Donna described:
We know everything in the house that needs to be done, and if he has prior
responsibilities, like his uniforms need to be done, I know he's going to be doing
that, and I'm going to be cooking. If it comes to be dinnertime, one will start it,
and the other will come in and help.

nsweet, salty, and spicy. "
An overarching theme in Andrew and Donna's conversations was the struggle to
balance the many components of their lives as young parents and a military family;
"There's always something going on either my job or taking care of the babies, or she'll
interact with her family on Skype, so there's always something going on, so we're kind
of disconnected out there in a way" (Andrew). Yet, despite these stressors, they
continually described the adaptability of their "loving," "interactive" relationship. When
asked directly to describe their relationship, the couple concluded that "sweet, salty, and
spicy" (Andrew), like a "Thanksgiving dinner" (Andrew), was the most accurate
description because their habits were "not so much chaotic, because [they] do have a
routine established, but [because they] do like to explore a little bit" (Andrew). Overall,
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Donna and Andrew described themselves as polite, loving, and respectful, yet they still
enjoyed being playful and joke; "lfwe're not saying 'excuse me' we're saying 'move!
Get out ofhere!' just messing around" (Andrew).
Summary of individual case analysis.
As seen in these individual case descriptions, the four couples participating in this
study encompassed a range of ages, ethnic backgrounds, socio-economic status,
education levels, occupations, and family life cycle stages. Each case contributed unique
experiences, relationship characteristics, temperament, and conjoint meal preparation
processes. The individual themes presented on each couple not only illustrates the
couples distinct differences, but they also help to show the relational satisfaction, mutual
respect, support and "love" they described and presented during interviews and
observations.
Cross Case Analysis
Cross case analysis is a qualitative research method where all the cases used for a
study are viewed collectivity to uncover patterns and themes that can be "combined or
aggregated" (Patton, 2002, p. 57). In this study, the cross case analysis combined the
interview and observation data from the four cases to find themes that were both
representative of the entire sample and addressed the research question: "How does the
process of regular conjoint meal preparation affect couples' perceptions of their
relationship?"
Three primary themes, Relationship Development, Kitchen Safety, and
Coalescence, were identified. Each of these themes will be deconstructed into
subthemes, which incorporate the voices of each case to fully represent the participants'
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social world from their own perspective. Each new theme will be introduced with a
figure diagramming the main theme, subthemes, and examples. Following this figure, the
author will provide a detailed explanation of these themes, which traverse the couples'
experiences cooking together.

Theme One: Relationship development- Sharing the past and merging habits
through meal preparation
Considering all of the cases, an overarching sentiment was that by preparing
meals together, the couples were able to merge who they were before partnering with
who they are as a couple. The act of meal preparation provides each individual with a
forum to describe past habits (e.g., childhood meal preparation experiences in their
family of origin), culture (e.g., the cultural influences on their perspective of food and
food sharing), and meal preparation habits as a single person (e.g., preferences and habits
as an un-partnered adult). In addition to feeling better understood from sharing their own
experiences and routines, participants also described understanding their spouse better by
listening to and then sharing in these experiences. Finally, current meal preparation
activities were an opportunity for couples to merge their habits. They negotiated roles,
worked together to create a product, felt good about themselves by making healthy
choices, had a forum to celebrate events, and developed flexibility and adaptability.
Figure 4.2 below, depicts theme one and the three main subthemes- sharing prepartnered self, understanding other, and merging, each of which will be discussed in
greater detail.
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Figure 4.2: Theme one: Relationship development.

Relationship Development: Sharing the
Past and Merging Habits Through Meal
Preparation Experiences

Sharing Pre-Partnered Self:
A Forum to Describe Past
Habits and Routines

Understanding Other:
A Place to Watch, Listen, and
Learn About One's Partner

"Coming_fro~

My

Family...

'-...___./

"Through The Pallet, I
Think You Understand A
Bit About The People"

'-...___./

"A Cultural Thing"

"I Did This When I Was
By Myself'

'-...___./

Merge:
Blending Individual Habits

"I Had to Adapt and
Change a Little Bit..."

'-...___./

"What We Did Was to
Evolve, to Change Ways"

"I Can Probably Make
Due"

"We've Eaten Our
Vegetables Today!"

'-...___./

Figure 4.2. Cross-case Theme One and related subthemes. Hierarchal division of a

Theme One into three subthemes. Each of these subthemes is further divided into more
specific descriptive thoughts.
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Sharing pre-partnered self: A forum to describe past habits and routines.
Throughout the interviews, the couples presented meal preparation as a way to
share who they were before they were partnered. They described multiple instances of
letting their partner know who they were through meal preparation. In the interviews,
some participants shared their experiences in their family of origin, whereas others
described the sharing of their culture, and still others their personal cooking habits as a
single person. Regardless of the specific focus, they were able to show their partner an
element of their past though meal preparation.

"Coming from my family."
The participants described sharing different elements of their family of origin.
Some shared the routines they learned during their childhood, while others communicated
the expectations they developed, and others cooked specific recipes that they learned
from their childhood. Regardless of the specific focus, they presented food experiences
from their birth family as a way to show their past.
Lynne for instance talked about sharing the routine she learned from her parents.
She stated that during her childhood, cooking was normal, so it was "a normative
transition to cooking for ourselves. I know he's also from a home where his grandmother
cooked a lot, so it seemed like a natural transition from what we already knew."
Similarly, Gloria described that "there was a passion [for cooking] running in my family,
so I've always [cooked] since I was probably a teenager." Thus, cooking together for
these participants became a way of sharing and maintaining the habits they developed
growing up as children.
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This concept blends into the notion that couples also shared the expectations they
developed in their family of origin, as illustrated by Margaret when she said: "In my
background my father was a good cook, and I grew up cooking with my father and I have
three brothers- all of them good cooks ... I expect men to cook" and Gloria who said:
"Coming from my family, my father has always done cooking." These experiences thus
transitioned into expectations of their partnered life.
Finally, many of the couples described preparing specific dishes from their
childhood as a way of sharing their pasts. Donna described how Andrew "would make
his mom's recipes. Stuffed mushrooms, or this broccoli pasta thing that he would boil so
long that there was nothing left but disintegrated green bits. But, he loved it, and it was
his mom's recipe." Chuck and Lynne described: "We used to contact both of our families
a lot to ask them about recipes" (Lynne). Through these recipes, the couples were able to
share their past, help their partner become better acquainted with their experiences prior
to partnering, and further develop their relationship, as Donna aptly noted: "In the
beginning, it was all about what we could each bring to the table and our experience, and
then it was experimenting with different things that we thought of."

"A cultural thing. "
In addition to sharing family of origin, for two of the participants, Robert and
Gloria, meal preparation was a way of sharing their cultural background. Both of these
participants were born and raised outside of the United States; whereas, their partners
were American born. As mentioned, Gloria lived in Italy until she moved to the United
States to be with Brian eight months before they were married, and Robert was born in
Puerto Rico, although he has lived in the United States throughout his adult life.
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Although the length of time these two participants had been in the United States
varied, they both used food preparation to share their country of origin. Robert for
instance, proclaimed: "I like to cook Puerto Rican food, I've grown up on it," so he
cooked Puerto Rican dishes, and Margret "learned to really like some of the Puerto Rican
cooking" (Margret).
Similarly, Gloria was very tied to her Italian heritage, where they "center things
around food" (Gloria), and she described wanting to share this with Brian. She was able
to do so both in their home and when they traveled in Italy. She described that on a trip
to Italy:
I wanted to show him so badly what fresh ingredients can do. You know, the
beauty of going out and buying groceries and cooking them that same day, so we
had so much fun, for instance, buying mozzarella, which is the typical mozzarella
that you can fmd only that part ofltaly. We were making gnocchi's with
mozzarella and tomatoes, making big frittatas, and lasagna and all this typical
Italian food that I really appreciate; he loved it.
In their home, Gloria often cooked "quintessential Italian things, which [were] a little
different than Italian cooking you might sort of see in an Italian/American restaurant"
(Brian) as a way to share her culture. In addition to the actual preparation ofthe food,
Gloria often educated Brian on traditional Italian cooking, foods, and customs during
their video observations. For instance, as they cooked "Grandmother's Chicken," she
described the traditional pasta that would be used as a side, the traditional series of
courses, and what type of dessert would be served at the end ofthe meal in Italy. In both
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the videos and the observations, these participants used this unique aspect of their
culinary background to share themselves with their partner and develop their relationship.

"I did this when I was by myself "
Participants also described being able to use discussions around meal preparation
to explain their pre-marriage habits. Prior to partnering with Gloria, Brian had very
different habits as a single adult male, which he described through his-meal preferences
and habits. In the interviews he explained: "When I was by myself, there were times
when I literally just wanted to go a week and just boil com on the cob" or "just eat
leftovers and make lentil soup and eat that" (Brian). Brian described trying to show
Gloria these pre-partnering habits. During one interview Gloria playfully reminisced:
"[Brian] cooked this split pea soup. Made a huge, gigantic thing. He wanted to
demonstrate it to me, and was like, "This is what we're going to eat,' and I was like
'What?' So, we ate it the first time, the second time, and then ciao- goodbye! 'Do you
remember?' It stayed in the refrigerator. I don't know ... two weeks ... " Although, his
habits did not become a part of the couple's routine, they were a way for Gloria to better
understand his previous lifestyle.
Unlike, Brian and Gloria who met later in life, Chuck and Lynne met when they
were in college and had less firmly established individual habits. Nevertheless, in their
interviews they described their personal habits prior to coupling and when they were
geographically separated because of work obligations.
Before they were together, Chuck described, "I was living on just fast food. I
would eat McDonalds and Taco Bell every single day- nothing but junk food." His
transition to cooking with Lynne was a welcome change, based on both of their desires to
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eat healthier. Although they made this transition, when Chuck is alone, he still eats "hobo
meals" (Chuck):
Our meals look very different when we're together than when he's by himself.
They look the same when I cook for myself, but he lived in DC for two years
while I was here my flrst years in this program, I think he ate beans and rice and
oatmeal the entire time. (Lynne)
While they described, Chuck's meals as being different, they explained that these austere
meals were reflective of his personal philosophy, "He likes living with the bare minimum
-there's something very exciting about that for him. Like the idea of being free from
needing other stuff' (Lynne). Both Lynne and Chuck's individual pre-partnering habits
were a window into their personalities and philosophies.

Understanding other: A place to watch, listen, and learn about one's partner.
In addition to learning about one another's previous lifestyles, meal preparation
developed these couples' understanding of one another and their relationships by
providing a place for them to watch, listen, and learn about their partners, as described in
the following statement by Gloria: "In a sense I think [cooking together] shapes your
relationship. It helps to understand the other person better and so improving your
relationship in a sense." The following section describes how these couples' food habits
help them to be better understood.
"Through the pallet I think you understand a bit about the people. "
Several of the couples used the term "microcosm" to describe how their cooking
interactions were reflective of their typical interactions; "I think [cooking] is just a
smaller version of what our relationship is, you know? It's just a little microcosm of what
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we're like" (Chuck); and "[cooking] is a microcosm of our lives together. Over time
everything we experience in the rest of our life, we've also had those feelings while we're
cooking" (Robert). Because of the representative nature of this interaction, these couples
were able to learn a little more about one another's preferences and personalities by
cooking together.
Donna, for example, described how she learned about Andrew's preferences: "I
think his tastes are pretty simple, and I'm pretty complicated, but we've learned that
though cooking and shopping together" (Donna). In addition, by cooking together they
recognized one another's tendency to be creative in their cooking creations for both
themselves and their children.
Similarly, the couples described how their partner's personality characteristics
come to life when they are cooking. Brian, for instance, described when Gloria cooks "a
Jot of times ... she's in the middle of experiment, and there's an unspoken, 'I'm in the
middle of my creation. I'm empowered. I'm confident. I feel good about this"' which he
likens to her attitude when she was working; "She sort of starts to take on her tour guide
persona a little bit." At the same time, in their meal preparation, Gloria recognized
Brian's creativity; "he is very creative. He has an artistic mind, and it shows a lot in
decorating the house and it shows also in the cooking" (Gloria).
Lynne also described understanding what makes Chuck uncomfortable:
I see that when he decides to go outside of a recipe book, or when he's cooking
for me that he gets anxious. You can even see it behaviorally; he gets anxious.
He gets kind of rigid in his movements and looking back and forth and overchecking on things. (Lynne)
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At the same time, Chuck is aware of Lynne's directive personality. In regard to this, he
says: "she's more ofthe take charge person in the relationship, urn, so she runs the
kitchen" (Chuck).

Merge Together: Meal preparation activities merge their individual habits.
Through meal preparation, these couples were able to better understand each
another's past, and learn about their current selves, as described in subtheme one and
two. In addition, they were also able to blend their different histories and characteristics
into a cohesive couple. During meal preparation interactions, they 1) adapted to one
another, 2) negotiated new habits, 3) made compromises, and 4) bonded over shared
goals and celebrations. These four concepts will each be described in greater detail
below with examples from the couples' interview data.

"I had to adapt and change a little bit. "
Throughout the interviews, flexibility and adaptability was a dominant topic of
conversation. Whether environmental change, cultural disequilibration, entrance into
their family system, or unifying households were the impetus, each of these couples
explained that not only is flexibility important for their cooking interactions, but it was
also be developed though this interaction.
In their interviews, Margret and Robert emphasized how flexibility was a
necessary characteristic to bring into meal preparation. Margaret noted: "I do think that
when people cook together they probably have to be flexible" (Margret). In addition to
entering the interaction with this mindset, she described the benefit of adapting to support
one another's preferences:
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Sometimes I might not be into [what he want's to cook], and I think to myself, 'If
I don't feel like eating that, why would I want to go in the kitchen and help make
it?' But, that's a flexibility thing because you decide: 'Well, this is important to
him now, and in the next few days I may decide I want some esoteric, weird
thing, and then he'll be more willing to go along with me ifl go along with him
now.' So it's working together. (Margret)
Brian and Gloria described that flexibility is particularly important in their
relationship because ofthe added layer of Gloria's cultural adaptation:
We have to be [flexible] because I'm Italian and he's American, and we come
from two completely different worlds. There is a cultural barrier if you are not
like that; our relationship wouldn't have lasted one day, so that's part of the
relationship really- the openness and the flexibility and the versatility. (Gloria)
In the interviews, Gloria noted that Brian was particularly influential in developing her
growth: "He made me more flexible ... I see the way I was when I came here at the
beginning. I was so, 'no, no, no, you can't do that"' (Gloria), and Brian was
"instrumental in making me more open-minded, which is an attitude not only attributed
toward food. At the same time I have it with life in general" (Gloria).

"What we did was to evolve, to change ways. "
Throughout the course of their relationships, the couples in this study negotiated
their preferences, roles, and interactions. The result of these negotiations was merging
and unifying as a couple.
They described these decisions could be based on recognizing one person's
talents or being attentive to one another's daytime roles. For instance, Donna described:
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"Usually we just know what each other's better at" (Donna), and so they assume roles to
magnify these skills. Similarly, Donna described that because Andrew can assume
responsibility for cooking after being gone for the day "sometimes [he's] in charge in the
kitchen, but most of the time [she's] in charge in the home and with the babies and stuff[she] knows what's going on, who needs to be fed, who needs to be changed."
Other couples' gave more concrete examples of their negotiation process such as
Robert and Margret. Margret stated that when they decide who will lead meal
preparation it depended on "whoever has the strongest desire to try out some recipe"
(Margret). Sometimes their negotiations also resulted in assessing how they both felt.
According to Robert: "If she has a migraine headache or hasn't been feeling good then
I'll cook, and vice versa. If I'm upset, or ... if I'm wrapped up, then I won't cook".
Lynne and Chuck described that over the years they discussed their preferences:
"There have been times in our relationship when [Chuck has] said, 'I want to eat more
simply' (Lynne), and as a result they may prepare their own meals, but in the interviews
they joked that it would last "a day" (Chuck) or "a week, tops" (Lynne), because while
Chuck was "sitting eating rice and beans, [Lynne's] sitting eating amazing meals"
(Chuck). Overall, they agreed that they have merged their preferences, as illustrated in
Lynne's statement: "When we're together, I think both of us prefer more elaborate, by
that I mean spaghetti, meals" (Lynne).
Through the process of negotiating preferences, these couples learned that, for
them, engaging in preparing meals together was more gratifying then cooking
individually. While both Brian and Gloria enjoyed cooking together regularly, Brian
explained how his habits shifted after he was married. Previously, he enjoyed the social
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and creative aspects of culinary experiences (e.g., dinner parties, potlucks, etc.) more then
the daily preparation process: "the idea of cooking every day was not really my M.O.
(modus operandi: "mode of operation") at all." He described himself as having a quick,
utilitarian daily cooking style or eating leftovers: "I would never in my life have made
lasagna by myself or food that was really labor intensive ... anything that required the
dough to be kneaded and to rise kind of thing - I would have never done such a thing."
Unlike Brian, Gloria described preparing meals regularly when she was single,
both for herself, and friends and family: "I was always cooking even before meeting
Brian. I would have my friends come over and cook for them." Since the couple
partnered, they have prepared diners together most days, intentionally merging their
cooking habits to ensure that their relationship included activities that they both mutually
enjoyed. Brian described that this was a conscious decision for them\
I think the reason we started cooking together, or kept it going, is because I
realized that after the trips went away, and all the things we were busy doing
settled down, and we were back to a true daily existence, that it's really good to
hold onto things that we both mutually enjoy doing together. It would be unfair
for me to make her do a bunch of things that she's not really happy doing, and I
probably wouldn't be happy doing a bunch of things that she wants to do but I
don't like. But, cooking was one thing we had already done, so we already had
common ground there.

"I can probably make due. "
Similar to establishing habits through negotiation, many of the couples made
compromises as they merged as a couple. These compromises were described as both
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subtle and overt depending on the situation, and while they appeared to led to a more
seamless process, at times they seem to remain a source of tension for some of the
couples.
Margret frequently described these compromises in both her cooking and decision
making with Robert. She said:
[I have] to evaluate whether to keep my mouth shut and let him just do it, and I
think I have to play with that a little bit. Sometimes I think it's not going to be the
worst thing in the world if he has lumpy gravy. (Margret)
In the interviews and video observations she presented several of these instances of
compromise where she seems to sacrifice some of her enjoyment. She described one
such instance as follows: "Robert likes Chinese food, and I don't .... I acquiesce to go to a
Chinese restaurant and think to myself, 'I can always have orange chicken. I can probably
make due with that."' Regarding compromise in the kitchen, she went on to explain:
When I was beating the eggs with a fork because it was what was going to make
him happy, I thought, 'this is the stupidest thing I have ever seen. I could be
beating this with my little beater in half the time.'
She described that although these instances may be frustrating, the couple's cooking
patterns have "evolved ... so if there was anything that would have caused stress or
disharmony, I think we found ways of going around it."
Brian and Gloria also described compromises in their relationship around
different desires or interest levels. Brian said: "There are days when I would be happy if
we didn't make anything and [Gloria] goes ahead and make something, and I say, 'okay,
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I'll eat just a little."' Brian also suggested that he and Gloria might be unique, because
they married latter in life:
Maybe it's because both of us were on our own for a long time unlike some
people who have been married since they were 20-something and probably didn't
have as much time to really develop their own habits. But, there are definitely
days when [Gloria will] whip up something for herself, and I'll throw together
something else for me because I'm not in the mood for that or vice versa, and so
it's almost like parallel cooking.
Throughout the interviews, Brian and Gloria recognized that at times they have different
desires, and they compromised to respect that autonomy.
In much the same way, Lynne and Chuck described making compromises, some
of which did not stir much emotion, and others that were more frustrating. For instance
Lynne explains: "Chuck really likes sitting at the table to eat. I prefer to sit on the couch
and eat, but he wants a tabletop, so I guess because he likes that, he'll always set the
table, which is nice." While Lynne was not bothered by compromising and sitting at the
table, she described another situation that she did find frustrating: "Sometimes I guess it
bugs me a little bit that ifl let him get away with it, he wouldn't put any salt in the meat"
(Lynne). Unlike the welcome compromise on where to eat, throughout the interviews
Lynne described that she does not want to compromise and eat spice-less food. In order
for these individuals to merge as a couple, they learned how to manage these
compromises so they both felt heard and respected.
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"We've eaten our vegetables today. "
Throughout the interviews the couples described blending the positive aspects of
their individual habits to become healthier as a couple. For instance Donna described
that both she and Andrew "really like to be healthy as much as possible, so ... that's been
able to come through in cooking" (Donna). They said it is something they "celebrate"
(Andrew). As Andrew described although they don't give a "'high five,' [they do] say,
'It feels good to eat healthy,' and 'Wow! We've eaten our vegetables today!'" Lynne and

Chuck also considered health when they started cooking together. Lynne said: it "was
big motivation. We both wanted to eat healthier, and we could do that better at home."
In addition to discussing healthy habits during the interviews, the couples were
observed encouraging one another to make healthy choices during the observations. For
instance, Donna and Andrew discussed the health benefits of the different types of
produce they were preparing, Margret and Robert talked about how to add more
vegetables to their meal, and Lynne and Chuck discussed what type of pancake mix to
purchase to be healthier. These couples appeared to merge the positive habits each
individual brought into the relationship to develop better eating practices as a couple.

Summary of theme one: Relationship development.
As seen in these descriptions, the couples in this study were able to use their meal
preparation interactions to develop their relationships. They were able to present who
they were prior to partnering in terms of their experiences, recipes from their family of
origin, cultural identity, and their habits as a bachelor or bachelorette. Through this
sharing on one another's past, they better understood one another and evolved and
merged as a couple. Through meal preparation, many of these couples developed
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histories, habits, and rituals that they have integrated into what it means for them to be a
couple.

Theme two: Kitchen safety - Meal preparation as a secure, consistent, predictable
interaction
In this study, the four couples presented their conjoint meal preparation as a safe,
consistent, predictable interaction. They shared how these activities created a "safe"
interaction, because they were able to anticipate and control possible stressors. In
addition, the kitchen was a familiar environment - even the participants who were not as
highly proficient at cooking were familiar with the process, ingredients, and equipment.
The couples also knew what could go wrong in this setting and reported that any failures
or arguments in the kitchen were not big or detrimental, as noted by Chuck who said: "If
I screw up it's not going to kill you" and Brian in saying: "There are occasional times
when [cooking] generates very short-term, immediate arguments, but ... they're not toxic
in any way" (Brian). In addition, most of the couples labeled meal preparation as a time
when they did not focus on stressful household topics although they discussed their days
and collaborated.
The couples also appreciated the ability to anticipate this interaction daily, as
Donna stated: "[without cooking] our relationship would really suffer. When would be
talk about our day? Twenty minutes on the phone at lunchtime?" Finally, the couples
recognized that this activity compounded their desire to interact and the need to
accomplish a task. They described meal preparation was an activity that did not require
additional time from obligations or increase financial constraints, since eating was a
necessary expense.
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The theme of the meal preparation as a safe place to interact is divided into three
sub-themes: security, consistency and predictability, and managing constraints. Each of
these subthemes are depicted in Figure 4.3 below and will be discussed in greater detail
in the following narrative.
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Figure 4.3: Theme two: Kitchen safety.
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Figure 4.3. Cross-case Theme Two and related subthemes. Hierarchal division of a
Theme Two into three subthemes. Each of these subthemes is further divided into more
specific descriptive thoughts.

Security: Reduced stressors.
The first subtheme addresses how the couples in this study labeled meal
preparation as a safe, unique, interaction in their relationship. When they cooked
together, the couples were able to interact freely without the compounding of additional
stressors. According to their descriptions, this environment was a place for them to be
present with their partner and decompress from their days.

"Your cozy kitchen. ,
In the data, the "kitchen" was a place of shelter, comfort, and relaxation. For
example Andrew described meal preparation as" ... calming. It's relaxing to be in [the
kitchen] sometimes and crate something." Similarly Lynne said: "I feel calmer [when
cooking], and so [Chuck] probably feels calmer as a result." Chuck and Brian both
compared the experience of eating at home to going out to eat. Chuck attributed his
feeling of comfort to the "quieter" environment, and Brian described, "In the comfort of
your home, you can take your shoes off so to speak." Regardless of the reason for these
couples cooking and eating at home was described as a relaxing experience.
The couples also explained that this sense of security might stem from the
constriction of external stressors. They said that when they cook together they could
anticipate what needed to be accomplished and what might go wrong, whereas, in other
environments, these stressors were not as predictable. Donna and Andrew both
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emphasized that interactions when they cook together were very different from other
household tasks: "When we're out there, it's like babies, and do this, and change dippers,
and take a shower, and stuff, but when we're cooking our interactions are focused on the
food, but positive" (Donna). Andrew elaborated on Donna's feelings stating:
In [the kitchen] it's like: 'Okay here's the food. Here's this. We've got the oven
going. Dishes. Keep the kids under control.' And, that's not too difficult. One of
us can either be in [the kitchen] while the other one's maintaining the kids, or we
bring the kids into [the kitchen], and we're all in here together, and I would say
it's less stressful.
Gloria expressed similar feeling about her and Brian's experience cooking together:
I think it's much more relaxed [than outside of the kitchen]. ... There are no other
thoughts other than being here together. When you interact outside of the kitchen,
you ... have to go somewhere; you have to take care ofbusiness. Here it's like
there's no one else. It's just him and me. There's no one else outside ourselves,
and so we can be more ourselves, relaxed, and let everything go away.

"If! screw up it's not going to kill you."
Meal preparation was an enjoyable activity these couples engaged in with a lighthearted attitude. They described the activity as enjoyable and not detrimental to their
relationships (e.g., "Cooking never stirs us up" [Chuck]), which could be a combination
of their temperaments when they cooked together or their enjoyment of the activity.
Over the course of the observations and interviews, the couples brought an
element of humor to their experiences as indicated by Brian who stated: "there's a certain
lightness in the mood" Whether they were debating who should peel the potatoes - a
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universally unappealing task according to Brian and Gloria and Margret and Robert - or
laughing about burned toast and misshapen pancakes, for these couples, an element of
lightness permeated their cooking interactions. Lynne attributed this carefree attitude to
the activity: "I think the actual act of cooking is kind of like having the conversation
while your jogging - there are certain conversations that lend themselves to the activityand usually they're fairly cheerful, upbeat ones."
The couples appeared to maintain this attitude since they were "not super serious
chefs" (Brian), and the failures that arose were "not life and death issues" (Margret).
Brian described: "We don't take [cooking] terribly seriously, and if something turns out
horribly, we're not extremely critical of ourselves." Similarly, Lynne described her view
of this nonchalant attitude: "We've never got mad because one person messed up an
ingredient in a recipe or something."

"Arguments ... are non-toxic. "
Although the couples described arguing during meal preparation, they qualified
that these arguments were not harmful to their relationship. Lynne said: "Cooking has
never caused anything bad. In other tasks, anything could go wrong, and we could end
up pissed-off at each other for some reason, but that's never happened cooking". Margret
described a recent "flash" (Robert) stating: "We do argue sometimes, but it's like, 'Oh
no! Ifl have to sit here and chop garlic, and you're not doing anything, then I'm going to
get you to chop four pieces."' Brian similarly described their conflicts:
We'll scream at each other, but more as a way of expressing urgency then anger,
'Quickly! The pasta's going soggy! Get it out of there!' ... There's a little bit of
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occasional pressure, excitable speech, but we never argue or are angry when
we're cooking.

"Safety valve. "
An additional element of safety revolved around the kitchen as a place to
decompress from the day. The participants described that even though they vent about
stressful experiences, they do not focus on more global stressors such as finances.
Andrew explained that when he prepared dinner with Donna, it "kind of cleared
, [his] mind of all the garbage that was going on in [his] day, the day before, or what's
going on tomorrow," Donna expounded on their interactions when they cooked:
He's dumping about his job, but then once it's over he's like: 'I've go to leave
everything at work!' And I'm like: 'just relax. Take a deep breath, and don't
worry about it,' and by the time we're done, and it's time to eat, he's better.
Gloria described having a very similar experience when she and Brian cooked together:
Everything that you have inside comes out. If he's had a bad day, he talks to me
about his worries that he had at work, or a particularly difficult case, and I give
him advice .... It's like a little safety valve letting everything come out and at the
same time in a very relaxing way ... we're just there making food but through the
food you let everything out.
While the couples described decompressing from the day's negative events, they
emphasized that cooking together was a place where they usually did not discuss larger
stressors in their household. Brian, for example, stated: "That's what's kind of nice about
the cooking- you usually put the negative aside for at least a while ... we don't talk about
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earth shattering or serious things while we're cooking." Robert, similarly described how
it could be a beneficial interaction for other couples:
You're doing something, but it's not an area that people- if they like to cookwould typically be in conflict. It's an area where you can do things together and
not be dealing with, 'Jonny got a C in his math grade, we better work harder on
his homework assignments."'
For these couples, the process of cooking, created an interaction where they were safe
sharing their concerns without focusing on larger stressors.

Consistent & predictable: Tasks and timing remain stable from day-to-day.
One element of safety during meal preparation came from the couples' ability to
anticipate when and how this interaction would occur. Each ofthese couples described
dinner as their primary meal for collaborating, so throughout the day, they felt confident
that they would engage with one another at some level over dinner decisions, preparation,
and consumption. In addition, the routine nature of cooking added an additional level of
reassurance since they could anticipate what they would do during the activity.

"On a daily basis."
When expressing security based on consistency, several of the couples noted the
meal preparation's reliability: "It's a nice way to maintain a daily activity, essentially a
daily activity that you could both be taking part in simultaneously" (Brian). Donna
similarly described: "We always know we'll be together for dinner. He's out all day
long, but we know we'll always come together for dinner," so for them, it is "the event of
the day together."
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Margret still further described the regularity of this activity in her relationship
with Robert:
Every day we have to make a meal. .. some days we will be very much involved
because it's a dish that requires that. If we don't feel so much like cooking or
we're just having leftovers tonight, then it's less involved.
In addition to actually engaging in the activity, Lynne described that when she and Chuck
cook "it doesn't feel like it's rushed because [they] have the length of the time it takes to
prepare and eat the meal." While the exact time, and what will be prepared varies, the
couples were confident that dinner would be a time to interact, as indicated by Gloria in
saying: "It's something that provides continuity."

"Routine. "
Not only was dinner preparation a reliable daily activity, but some of the couples
also described finding comfort in the routine they had established: "We have a pretty
good routine down" (Brian). Donna, likewise, mentioned: "A lot of the meals we make,
we make over and over and over, so we know how to do it. We know how it's done!"
Lynne also pronounced that knowing what needed to be done facilitated her comfort: "I
can kind of zone out and follow structure, and I don't have to think about what I need to
do. It becomes habitual. We cook the same meals together pretty often," which she finds
"calming and soothing."
The stable nature of both the activity and the process, adds structure and
predictability to the couples lives. As a result, they feel secure knowing they will have an
opportunity to engage with one another.
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Managing constraints: Compounding an enjoyable activity with necessary task
The final subtheme of Theme Two: Kitchen Safety describes how during the
interviews, the couples mentioned that their conjoint dinner preparation was often
insulated from other external stressors. The couples frequently faced obligations from
school, work, and family; however, when these obligations arose, the couples were often
still able to engage in meal preparation without adding additional time or financial
restrictions since it was a task that they had to accomplish.

"You're still doing something but get to talk."
These couples explained how, for them, cooking together has transformed from a
required task into an opportunity to engage as a couple. They have been able to use this
activity as a way to capitalize on their available time. In most activities they either do not
get to interact, or the interaction requires additional time; with cooking they accomplish a
task without adding additional constraints.
Whereas the couples described that the necessity of food was a draw to this
activity, Margret described it as a way of compounding something that needs to be done
with time together: "I'm doing what I would be doing anyway ifl were by myself, so it's
an added value to me that we can cook together." Lynne echoed this: "I think we just
both needed to eat, we liked food, so we've been [cooking together] ever since [we
started dating]." According to Brian: "No matter what somebody's appetite is or their
take on culinary things, everyone obviously has to drink and has to eat." According to
Margret "the purpose is to be fed, but it's to be fed in a way that's pleasing, and the fact
that we both enjoy doing it makes it" (Margret).
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In addition to meeting a need, cooking together compounded the demands placed
on the couples. Chuck described: "By the time I get home in the evening, we haven't
seen each other all day, and we both need to eat, so it's something nice to do together- to
spend time in the kitchen." Likewise Lynne explained:
[Cooking] provides a space where you actually still feel like you're still doing
something but get to talk, which is important for us because things become so
efficient, as efficient as possible, and so it forces us to slow down while also still
getting to do stuff we have to do anyway, so it's kind of a nice combination for
that reason.
In addition to compounding demands, this activity was a "way to be together
without demanding too much from each other" (Brian). Brian went on to describe: "Just
being there and making food together releases stress and makes us come closer without
too much thinking." And, according to Lynne, for couples with increased demands on
their time, "Sometimes the only time [they] spend together is the cooking and the eating"
(Lynne).

"Get closer without spending money."
In addition to compounding time requirements, conjoint meal preparation was
also a way to compound an existing expense with entertainment. Since couple's must
eat, meal preparation expenses could be viewed as a necessary cost. While some of the
couples described instances that this activity increased expenses - special meals, wanting
to impress one another, etc.- others stated "[Cooking is] a very easy way to be together
and get closer without spending money" (Gloria). Brian further elaborated on this
concept saying:
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Cooking is something that presumably everyone has to do on some level, and it's
easy. It doesn't have to be terribly expensive, so it's a relatively cheap fun event.
You could have a movie night, or date night, or you could just kind of cook
together three or four times a week or more, and still have a fun experience that
you can look back on and remember anecdotes from- whether it's an interesting
dinner party like the other night, just the two of us, or an interesting new recipe.
Whether due to time or finances, most couples face numerous constraints and stressors
within their relationship, but for the couples in this study, conjoint meal preparation was a
way to interact without adding additional demands on their time or. finances.

Summary of theme two: Kitchen safety.
The second theme that emerged from the data indicated that meal preparation
offered a place of safety for couples to interact. They described meal preparation as an
environment and activity where they felt comfortable, where arguments were not
harmful, where their interactions were predictable, and where they were not adding
additional time or financial obligations. As a result, cooking together was a safe way to
engage in something they enjoyed, and an opportunity to do so together.

Theme three: Coalescence - Connected, supported, and valued through meal
preparation.
Meal preparation created an environment where couples felt supported and
connected. Through conversations while cooking, actual physical presence, and a focus
on shared tasks participants described feeling supported, unified, bonded, cared for, and
reconnected. In this activity, the couple's attention on a common task and goal- either
"tag-teaming" or collaborating - supports their basic need for food and emotional desire
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for connection. To these participants, cooking together was a valuable action and way of
supporting one another as they operated as a team toward a common goal strengthening
their bond and feeling of connection.
In the following section, three subthemes - connection, value, and support -will
be presented to illustrate how these couples were more unified through conjoint meal
preparation. Figure 4.4 below, depicts these subthemes which will be discussed in
greater detail.
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Figure 4.4: Theme three: Coalescence
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Figure 4.3. Cross-case Theme Three and related subthemes. Hierarchal division of a
Theme Three into three subthemes. Each of these subthemes is further divided into more
specific descriptive thoughts.

Connection: "Do you want my last bit of cereal? Yeah!"
For the couples in this study, the act of cooking with their partner provided a
unique connection and a place to bond. Because they were confined to the same space
and unified toward the same goal; they were able to reconnect as a couple and "cement
the bond" (Brian) they had formed in their relationship.

"A place of bonding. "
Throughout the interviews, the participants revealed that meal preparation helped
them to feel bonded, connected, and closer to one another. They stated that they have
"richer conversations" (Lynne) in this environment, which "is it's own universe"
(Andrew). Chuck described cooking together as "a good time slow-down and just really
enjoy time together," and Margret pronounced: "It's more enjoyable to cook together
because it is an opportunity to be involved with each other, to relate to one another, to
share something." As a result of this interaction Lynne said, "I feel more connected and
closer after cooking a meal together" and Donna qualified the caliber of her connection
with Andrew as a result ofthis activity, when she said: "If we didn't have that, ... I think
our relationship would really suffer" As seen in these varied examples, for these couples
the act of cooking together was a place to relate, share, and bond as a couple.
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"We're bouncing into each other. "
Throughout this study, the participants talked about the limited space within the
kitchen as a distinct characteristic. Descriptions of this truncated area included: "We've
bumped into each other a lot" (Donna), "It puts us both in a small space" (Robert),
"you're confined to a space" (Lynne), and "It's a smaller space" (Chuck).
As a result of this physical closeness, the couples described engaging in physical
affection. Robert mentioned: "One of the things about cooking ... when I'm near her like
that, I tend to hug her and pat her on the butt or whatever, so in the course of cooking, I
get to squeeze her some" (Robert). Donna similarly described their interactions with
Andrew: "We spin around, pat each other's butts and we're polite; we say, 'oh, excuse
me."' This topic also surfaced in Chuck and Lynne's interviews; as Chuck described:
"We're passing all the time, so [I] can give her a hug and stuff like that- there's a lot
more of that going on in the kitchen."
Whether because of the nature of the activity or the close physical proximity,
these couples described cooking together as a welcome opportunity to be close and
express affection physically. For them, the kitchen was unique opportunity to share their
time and space with one another.

"Working toward a similar goal."
When these couples cooked together, they described having a shared focus on a
common goal, which is unlike other activities for most of these participants. Throughout
the interviews the couples marveled at how infrequently they had an opportunity to
collaborate, especially creatively.
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Brian explained that this shared focus was "a little bit like a team building
activity. It's like if you were to engage in some Outward Bound kind of thing where there
was the trust game." Gloria expounded on this concept: "I think it's teamwork; it's a
feeling of belonging to the same place and doing a common thing making us feel cozy."
Margret also stated that when she and Robert cooked together, they had a "shared feeling
of working together." Chuck described that the chance to work toward the same end
product was particularly unique in their relationship:
We always work together on things, if something needs to be worked together on,
but since we do such separate things, [cooking] is the only time during our current
life where we really focus together on tasks, so there's a lot more team effort then
there is on other things.
These couples also explained that this interaction was distinct from other
activities and attributed this difference to a variety of causes. For instance, Lynne
credited their shared interest in cooking as follows: "It's something he likes to do, so it's
not like I have to push it or anything like other things. Like, cleaning is different from
cooking." She also mentioned the absence of
"distractions" when they cook stating: "if [they]'re not focused on an activity [like
cooking]. .. then [they]'re usually doing other things like three loads oflaundry" (Lynne).
Margret described that cooking is unique because of the common focus:
When we come together at other things, like, in the evening to watch television
our focus is on the television, or if we're together and we're not watching
television we're reading our books, and our focus is on the books. If we have
company, our focus is on the company, so I would say it's a time that we just
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have more time to interact with each other without the other things going on - a
shared focus.
And, Andrew discussed being able to produce a product that could also be enjoyed:
You are creating something, and you get to enjoy what you create, and to share
that with Donna, or her sharing that with me is, I would say, exciting, and these
days it's hard for us to do anything anymore that's exciting with the twins.
For each of these couples, they found that cooking was a dissimilar interaction from other
tasks and projects in their lives because they were able to share the experience as they
worked to achieve a similar goal.

"Reconnect from the day. "
The couples described reconnecting over dinner preparation as another way
conjoint cooking deepened their connection. Robert stated that cooking together was
when he and Margret "talk about whatever happened during the day." For Donna and
Andrew, "It's the first time [they] really come together and talk" (Donna). She went on
and explained: they "don't eat together as a family usually, so it's usually during the
cooking that we talk about the day and stuff- we watch TV while we eat." Brian also
stated that cooking was an opportunity to "unwind in the comfort of your home and have
casual conversation even if it's just talking about what happened earlier in the day."
As seen in these examples, for the couples in this study, the act of preparing a
meal together increased their connection as a couple. Participating in this activity helped
them feel more bonded, have an opportunity to spend time in close physical proximity,
work toward a common goal, and reconnect after a day of independent activities. Each of
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these different aspects of meal preparation enabled these couples to feel more allied as a
couple.

Feeling valued: "He's there just for me."
The subtheme of"feeling valued" is based on the couples' expression of feeling
appreciated as a result of engaging in conjoint meal preparation. Cooking together was
an opportunity to value their partner's contribution and to feel cherished. They used this
interaction to express their love both verbally and non-verbally.

"A loving gesture every time we do it. "
Throughout the interviews and observations, the couples showed their esteem for
one another through their cooking. In the interviews, they articulated feeling valued
because of the effort their partner made to engage in the meal preparation process: "Every
time he comes and we cook together it's time for ourselves, so that's how I see it"
(Gloria). They also described how cooking together became a way of saying, "'Look
what I can do for you!"' (Donna).
In the video observations, these gestures were subtle. Unlike a kiss on the top of
the head or the gentle pat on the butt described in the last subtheme, these expressions
came by way of attention to detail and recognizing one another's preferences. Whether it
was preparing coffee just the way their partner liked it, adding specific desirable
ingredients, or asking if they needed a break (e.g., "Do you want me to do it and you can
sit down. Are you tired?" or "I don't mind doing that for a little while if you want to rest
your back" [Margret to Robert]) these couples performed little actions that expressed
their love for one another.
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"Good job!"
The four couples in this study also expressed feeling valued through their
partner's words of affirmation. They verbalized examples in their interviews such as:
"He's never critical. He's always like, 'Oh, it's good' ... I don't know if it's true but I
believe it" (Gloria). Similarly, Robert joked, "'You compliment me so I'll keep on doing
it.' It could be terrible, but you'll say, 'Oh, this is good."'
In addition, to the interview descriptions, the video observations provided
countless examples of accolades and expressions of appreciation and love such as: "you
are the best!" (Chuck), "I love you!" (Andrew, Donna), "That smells good!" (Donna) "I
like it! It tastes good!" (Margret), "It looks good!" (Robert), "That looks wonderful!"
(Margret), "Sounds wonderful!" (Brian), "Thank you, sweetie" (Gloria), "This house
smells so good" (Chuck), and "You are the best!" (Lynne). As seen in these examples,
meal preparation was a time to express their appreciation and love for their partner.

Support: "I'm here to help no matter what."
The final subtheme describing the couples' unified relationships is their
expression of support. These couples described feeling and experiencing support by their
partner's physical presence during meal preparation, approaching the preparation task as
a team, and feeling supported through the conversations during preparation.

"Being there with me... is nice. "
The act of sharing the kitchen allowed the couples to feel supported. While they
described which actions were important: "'can you chop and talk?"' (Donna to Andrew);
they also said that just being together created the feeling of support: "Being in the same
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area and around each other and working toward something, not having to talk, but talking
if we want to, it's just really nice" (Lynne).
Gloria also said:
The fact that he's there - it means that at that time he's there just for me, and I
take advantage of that. We can be together in the same house, but he's at the
computer or reading, or he's doing something else; whereas, if we're cooking
together, I know that he's there with me.
Brian elaborated on how this time together was important for him, "Sometimes just being
together is enough, and the conversation can lag for ten minutes. You don't have to say
anything but it's still quality time."
Margret also described this physical presence as a way they support one another:
If he's still in the middle of a recipe, I don't feel comfortable going in the other

room and laying on the couch. I feel like I'm not helping, and I should be
helping, so I need to stay in that space even ifl'm not really doing anything at the
moment. I might sit on the stool.
She went on to explain that Robert also acts this way:
Ifl said, "it's okay. I can do this. Go sit down." He always answers, "No. It's not
fair." He has a sense that if he's not helping to clean up the dishes or whatever, it
would be wrong for him to go sit down while I was doing it.
These couples recognized that while they do active tasks to support one another during
meal preparation, sometimes just the act of being there was also an expression of support.

"We both play a role."
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The couples described that approaching meal preparation as a shared
responsibility developed feelings of support in their relationship. Each of them believed
that meal preparation was not the sole responsibility of one person, but rather a shared
duty.
Robert and Margret said that cooking is about "working together" (Margret).
Robert explained that throughout their relationship and during meal preparations they
shared duties: "If I didn't enjoy cooking, I'd have probably shared duties by doing ... the
pots and pans, but since I enjoy cooking, we share the cooking, and we share the pots and
pans" (Robert). Similarly, Donna explained that meal preparation is:
A shared responsibility, because even though it is fun to come together,
sometimes you don't feel like it. Sometimes it's a responsibility and one person
does it by themself, and then it's the other person's tum to do it by themself. It's
nice when you can do it together, but I don't think it should be one person's
responsibility.
Donna and Andrew have found that this level of mutual accountability has positively
affected their relationship: "We both play a role, and it does affect our relationship on a
positive level" (Andrew).
While Chuck joked: "I just help out whatever needs to be done. I'm hired
muscle," Lynne clarified the level of reciprocal support in their interactions. She said:
"We cleanup together after we're done eating, and it's sort of understood that we do that.
If one of us cooks for the other then the other will clean usually." For these couple's,
sharing the responsibility was a way to cultivate the feeling of support within their
relationship.
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"We'll talk about ... "
A final way the couples supported one another was by verbally interacting during
the cooking activity. They were attentive to what their partner said and to the preparation
process though task related conversations. Chuck said: "when we're cooking, we're
active and we engage in conversations."
The couples also talked about the conversation surrounding the tasks they are
working on: "It can be a fun project when the conversation revolves around, 'no, no don't
crack that egg right now"' (Brian). Brian also said that since he and Gloria "haven't
gotten to that point, or at least [he] hasn't, that [they]'re so proficient that [they] can
forget about what [they]'re actually doing, a lot of the conversation focuses on the
activity itself."
Robert described that when he was the primary cook, he felt supported by
Margret's expertise:
We'll talk about what we're doing, the recipe or whatever; she's more
knowledgeable then I am about cooking. She's been doing it a hell of a lot
longer, so a lot of times I'll ask her: "What does it mean, so and so?" or "How do
I do this?" or whatever and she usually knows how to do it.
Because of the varying levels of culinary knowledge, the couples in this study felt
supported through food related conversations as well as the opportunity to engage in
other discussions while they were preparing meals.

Summary of theme three: Coalescence.
Throughout the data collected for this study, the participants described meal
preparation as a way to unify as a couple. They mentioned various ways they felt
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connected, valued, and supported in their interviews and demonstrated these behaviors in
their video observations. When viewing the data from these four cases collectively,
cooking together emerged a path to deeper connection for these couples.

Summary of findings.
The findings presented in this chapter are the result of detailed analysis of these
four couples, both individually and collectively. As described, each case contributes a
unique background, story, and demographic; and each participant's individual
experiences and distinct temperament impacts their meal preparation activities. To best
capture these individuals individual themes were presented for each couple. Following
these individual case analyses, all four cases were viewed collectively; three main themes
emerged: relationship development, safety, and unification. Through a careful
exploration of these cases, the researcher recognized these notable patterns on how
conjoint meal preparation affected these participants.
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Chapter Five: Theory Application
Introduction
This chapter examines the tenets of Relational Cultural Theory (RCT) as they
relate to the results presented in Chapter Four. The incorporation ofRCT in this study
focuses attention toward the relational aspects of meal preparation, presenting this
activity as an opportunity to connect and nurture.
Prior to collecting data, this researcher proposed that, consistent with RCT,
conjoint meal preparation offers couples a place to be vulnerable, communicate,
disconnect, and ultimately, reconnect at deeper level of understanding and acceptance.
As described in Chapter Four, this research uncovered three cross-case themes to
describe the affect of conjoint meal preparation on four couples' relationships, depicted
in Figure 5.1 (next page).
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Figure 5.1: Cross-case themes and subthemes.

Theme 1:
Relationship
Development
'

Theme 2: Kitchen
Safety

Theme 3:
Coalescence

~''

Figure 5.1. Three themes that emerged from analysis of the interview and observation
data collected from the four cases. Each column depicts one theme, which is then divided
into three emergent subthemes (A, B, and C).

As seen in this figure, Theme 1: Relationship Development describes how
cooking together helped the couples cultivate their relationships, since they had a forum
to share their pre-partnered self (1A), express their culture (1B), and merge individual
habits (1 C). Theme 2: Kitchen Safety captured how, for these couples, the kitchen was a
"safe" environment to interact; they were able to anticipate stressors (2A), look forward
to a consistent activity (2B), and interact without added fmancial or time constraints (2C). ·
Finally, Theme 3: Coalescence, explained how couples became more unified by engaging
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in meal preparation activities, since this environment was a place where they connected
(3A), felt valued (3B), and supported one another (3C).
The following chapter will describe how RCT can be used to explain the couples'
cycle of engagement in meal preparation activities and apply these themes and subthemes
to support RCT principles and answer the last two research questions posed in this
study's methodology:
•

How do couples describe RCT's tenets in their descriptions of their meal
preparation experiences such as an opportunity to connect relationally, contribute,
and be supported during meal preparation?

•

As a result of meal preparation experiences, to what extent do the couples express
RCT's positive relational byproducts: zest, sense of worth, clarity, productivity,
and the desire for more connection?

In addition, exceptions to positive relationship characteristics will be presented and
discussed according to RCT's principle of disconnections. An in-depth look at this
study's results through an RCT lens will illustrate the multi-dimensional relational
aspects of conjoint meal preparation.

Relational Cultural Theory overview.
RCT, a developmental theory that arose from Jean Baker Miller's 1976 book,

Toward a New Psychology of Women (Jordan, 2008, 2010}, asserts that humans are
relational beings that grow in and through their connections with others (Duffy, 2006;
Jordan, 2010; Vogel, 2006). Unlike many traditional developmental perspectives that
emphasize individualization, independence, and autonomy as a sign of individual growth,
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RCT contends people are shaped by one another, by their experiences, and by their
interactions within life's experiences.
According to RCT, a healthy relationship, termed a Growth Fostering
Relationship (GFR), is developed through mutuality (i.e., recognition and openness to the
reciprocal effect of one's self on others and others' effect on oneself) and authenticity
(i.e., the capability to represent oneself fully, honestly, and truthfully within a
relationship) (Jordan, 2010; Miller, 1986; Miller & Stiver, 1997). When individuals
engage in a GFR, both the relationship and the individual simultaneously mature and
experience five positive byproducts called the Five Good Things: increased zest, sense of
worth, clarity of self and others, productivity, and a desire for a deeper connection to
others (Comstock et al., 2008; Duffy, Haberstroh, & Trepal, 2009; Jordan, 2008, 2010;
Miller, 1986; Miller & Stiver, 1997). Table 5.2, below, defines each of these "good
things."

Table 5.2: Descriptions ofRCT's Five Good Things (repeated)
"Good Thing"

Characteristics

Zest

Heightened alertness, increased energy, elevated vivacity

Sense of Worth

Feeling more worthwhile after the experience of being
perceived as worthy and valuable by another individual

Clarity of Self and Other

Increased Productivity

Accurate assessment of oneself during relational experience; in
these experiences, an individual observes and evaluates their
own and others' interactions
Increased feeling of empowerment as a result of supportive
relationship; increased likelihood of taking action within and
outside of the relationship

Amplified motivation to connect with others as a result of
Desire for Deeper Connection feeling esteem and desire to care for a specific individual
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A final feature ofRCT addresses individuals' inclination to relate paradoxically
(Comstock et al., 2008; Duffy, 2006; Vogel, 2006). Most individuals are believed to
experience an ongoing internal competition between a yearning to connect with others
and a desire to self-protect or "disconnect," termed the Central Relational Paradox by
RCT. These disconnections occur in varying degrees, ranging from inattention to
substance abuse and violence (Comstock, Daniels, & D'Andrea, 2006), and they may be
motivated by various reasons such as self-protection, withdrawal from a painful situation,
perceived relational ingenuity, hurtful experiences, marginalization, and discrimination
(Jordan, 2010). In addition to disconnections, RCT pays special attention to context,
culture, and power (Duffy et al., 2009; Jordan, 2010)- three elements that can interact to
cause oppression or empowerment and, thus, affect relationships and individuals' selfconcept.
As seen in this overview, RCT offers a unique perspective for understanding the
connection and interactions of individuals in a relationship. As individuals grow in their
connection with one another, RCT indicates that they become stronger and more
empowered, which fosters personal and relational growth.

A Cycle of Engagement: "You don't do things when you're not happy with each
other."
The couples in this study appeared to follow an ongoing cycle of conjoint meal
preparation, which can be described according to RCT tenets and predications. RCT
literature describes a linear relationship process: when individuals experience certain
healthy qualities within an interaction (i.e., mutuality and authenticity), they develop a
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mutually nurturing relationship (i.e., GFR), and as a result of this relationship they then
theoretically experience five positive byproducts.
The participants in this study described entering their relationships with an
interest in food, health, and/or cooking and discovered that collaborating over this
common interest was a way they could interact as a couple. In line with the process
described by RCT, once the couples engaged in this activity, they experienced healthy
interactions, developed GFRs, and then experienced positive byproducts. These positive
outcomes motivated continued engagement in this communally enjoyable activity
transitioning this linear process described by RCT into a recursive cycle where couples'
improved their understanding of one another and their connection within their
relationship (illustrated below in Figure 5.3).

Figure 5.3: Cycle of Engagement in conjoint meal preparation
Desire to
engage in
mutually
enjoyable
activity

Engage in
conjoint meal
preparation

Couple
experiences
relational
competencies
(mutuality &
authenticity)

Experience the
5 Good Things

Couple is in a
Growth
Fostering
Relationship
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Figure 5.3. A cycle of engagement in conjoint meal preparation informed by RCT and
presented by research participants. Arrows indicate the direction of the couples'
engagement in a repetitive cycle of meal preparation activities propelled by their desire to
interact, interest in cooking, experience of healthy relationship competencies, and the
subsequent positive byproducts.

To elaborate on this cycle, while the couples explained cooking as an interest, it
was not their sole attraction to conjoint meal preparation; they were also drawn by a
desire to engage in a mutually enjoyable activity. For instance, Brian described: "We
made a communal decision early on .... We said, 'Oh, this is fun. Let's [cook together]
frequently and keep this as a tradition,"' so he and Gloria integrated meal preparation into
their habits as a way of creating a family custom. Robert also described a conscious
decision to engage in meal preparation when he started "wooing" Margret:
It was something to let her know that I qualified in the cooking area. But also,

when you're visiting someone, you want to be helpful, so you don't want to just
be a guest that sits on the sofa while she cooks or whatever, so that got me
involved.
As the result of engaging in this mutually enjoyable conjoint activity, the couples
experienced the relational competencies of safety, respect, active engagement, mutuality,
and authenticity, which will be described in detail below. The result ofthese
competencies was the formation ofGFRs, which then produced RCT's Five Good
Things: zest, sense of worth, clarity of self and others, productivity, and a desire for a
deeper connection to others (Comstock et al., 2008; Duffy, 2006; Duffy, Haberstroh, &
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Trepal, 2009; Jordan, 2008, 2010; Miller & Stiver, 1997). This cycle supports RCT's
principles, presents how a GFR promotes connection, clarifies how meal preparation
perpetuates relational engagement, and links the two research questions (evidence of
relational competencies and the Five Good Things), which will be discussed below.
Evidence of key RCT tenets: Observed relational competencies.
In response to Research Question# 2 of "How do couples describe RCT's tenets
in their descriptions of their meal preparation experiences, such as an opportunity to
connect relationally, contribute, and be supported during meal preparation?," this section
will illustrate and support five relational competences described by the couples which
were reflective ofRCT fundamental tenets. The five competencies: safety, respect,
active engagement, mutuality, and authenticity (see Figure 5.3) will be described and
clarified with examples from the data presented in Chapter Four.
As seen in the couples' Cycle of Engagement, each of the competencies aligns
with the fundamental tenets ofRCT; however, the concepts of mutuality and authenticity
are particularly salient, since they are essential elements of a GFR. As such, these two
competencies will be presented in greater detail, and will be tied to the concept of a GFR
following the descriptions of the three more general relational competencies- safety,
respect, and active engagement.
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Figure 5.4: Observed relational competencies congruent with RCT.
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Table 5.4. Visual depiction of the five relational competencies informed by RCT. Three
general relational competencies are listed in circles; whereas, authenticity and mutuality,
which are described as necessary for a GFR by RCT are listed within a star.

Competency one: Safety - "Provide a safe place."
For the couples in this study, meal preparation was as an opportunity to feel safe
and secure within an interaction and within their relationship. Several areas of the data,
particularly Subtheme 2A: "Security;" Subtheme 2B: "Consistent & Predictable," and
Subtheme 3B: "Feeling Valued" emphasized this feeling of safety. See Figure 5.4 below
for a visual description.
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Figure 5.5: Subthemes contributing to "safety" competency.

Safety
Table 5.5. The three subthemes, which most strongly contribute to the relational
competency of"safety." Each bubble represents an individual subtheme; the
combination of these three subthemes produced the feeling of "safety" within the
couples' relationships.

Theme 2: Kitchen Safety presented descriptions of meal preparation as a
comfortable place for the couples to interact and Subtheme 2A: "Security," specifically
addressed how cooking was an event where the couples were "relaxed" and able to
anticipate stressors. As Donna stated: "When we're cooking, we've got it down. We
know what we're doing." During these interactions, Brian also explained that they were
not focused on global problems: "We don't talk about earth-shattering or serious things
while we're cooking;" rather, he said they maintain a light-hearted attitude: "We're not
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terribly critical of ourselves, and we tend to be a little bit more comedic or more funny just very relaxed I guess."
In addition to feeling safe within the cooking interaction, the consistent and
predictable nature of the dinner preparation (Subtheme 2B "Consistent & Predictable")
also presented in Theme 2: Kitchen Safety fostered security (The couples described aptly
anticipating these interactions "on a daily basis" (Andrew). Through their ability to
predict this contact, they understood their partner's commitment and share in the
responsibility. The reliable opportunity and consistent decisions to participate in this
activity facilitated a sense of safety, caring, and connection.
Subtheme 3B: "Feeing Valued," under Theme 3: Coalescence also facilitated
feelings of security within the relationships. As presented, these couples felt valued in
their relationship through their partner's acts of service (e.g., "Look what I can do for
you!" [Donna]) and affirmations (e.g., "You are the best!" [Chuck]). Through these
demonstrations and expressions of appreciation, the participants sensed that their partners
respected, valued, and honored their ideas; consequently, they felt secure in their ability
to contribute and safe with their role within the relationship. As seen in these
characteristics, meal preparation fostered the relationship competency of safety, a
necessary element of a healthy connection.

Competency two: Respect- "We just always want to be putting in a mutual
amount of time and respect for each other."
Through their descriptions and statements, the participants in this study
demonstrated respect as an integral part of their relationship. As presented in Figure 5.5
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below, Subtheme 3C: "Support" and Subtheme 3B: "Feeling Valued," both described
under the Coalescence Theme, specifically contributed to these feeling of respect.
Figure 5.6: Subthemes contributing to "respect" competency.

Table 5.6. Subthemes contributing to the relational competency of"respect." Each of the

two smaller circles represents a subtheme, and when combined, these two subthemes
produced feelings of respect in these couples' relationships.

Both Donna and Gloria were stay-at-home wives; as a result, one might anticipate
that as partners of couples they would demonstrate "traditional (i.e., the women is
assumed to be responsible for housework)" (Brown & Miller, 2002b, p. 100) gender
roles. However, contrary to expectation, the occupational differences between the
husband and wife did not appear to create a power differential within the relationships.
As described in Subtheme 3C: "Support," these couples appreciated and respected one
another's efforts and responsibilities. For example, Andrew stated: "She handles the
bills. I haven't ever really handled the bills, so if she says, 'Pay this off, pay that off, pay
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this, pay that.' I'm like, 'what?'" (Andrew). This respect permeated their cooking
interactions as they actively shared this responsibility; "It is a shared responsibility
because even though it is fun to come together, sometimes you don't feel like it.
Sometimes it's a responsibility" (Donna).
The couples' respect for one another's knowledge about food preparation and
health considerations also emerged in Subtheme 3C: "Support," and was frequently seen
in the video observations. For instance, in one video, Andrew attentively listened to
Donna describe that chopping garlic cloves and letting them rest prior to cooking released
more beneficial enzymes. Similarly, Robert yielded to Margret's expertise as he
described:
She's more knowledgeable than I am about cooking. She's been doing it a hell of
a lot longer, so a lot of times I'll ask her, "What does it mean, so and so?" or
"How do I do this?" or whatever, and she usually knows how to do it.
As seen in these examples, these couples valued the cooking process where they could
receive and offer respect for one another's culinary expertise.
In addition to respecting household roles and cooking ability, several themes
indicated a high level of esteem within the couples' relationships. For instance, in
Subtheme 3B: "Feeling Valued," the exchange of affirmations helped partners to know
their efforts were appreciated and respected. As seen in these examples, the couples
respected one another's knowledge and efforts, which helped to foster their connections.
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Competency three: Active engagement- "When we're cooking we're active and
we engage in conversations. "
An additional relational competency indicating these couple's were in healthy
relationships was the drive to actively engage with one another. As detailed in the
couple's Cycle of Engagement, cooking together facilitated their relationships by
providing an opportunity to become better acquainted, express understanding, perform
acts of service indicating physical and emotional availability, and unify their habits and
preferences.
Throughout the data presented, one can recognize that these couples sought to
actively interact with one another and found that preparing meals together was a way to
satisfy this desire.
As seen in the Coalescence theme, in Subtheme 3A: "Connection," meal
preparations were unique since the couples were unified toward a common goal. As
Brian stated:
I think any time you build something together, whether it's a meal, painting a
room, or redecorating; I think any of those projects where you communally work
toward a product you can both enjoy are kind of nice.
Thus, the meal preparation interaction was a way to actively work together, unify their
preferences, and evolve into a stronger couple.
Similarly, in Theme 2: Kitchen Safety, the couples described dinner preparation,
as a consistent opportunity to spend time together within a safe environment - when
preparing meals conflicts, arguments, and stressors did not negatively affect the tone of
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their relationships. Because of the routine nature of dinner preparation, the couples were
consistently able to satisfy their desire to connect fostered by their healthy connections.

Competency four: Mutuality- "It works so well with us is because everything's
so mutuaL"
The next relationship competency is frequently described in RCT literature as an
essential component of a healthy relationshii?. According to RCT, in an exchange marked
by mutuality, both individuals relate from a fully present and available stance. In
mutuality the participants in an interaction recognize and are open to the effect they each
have on one another. This core element of RCT is described as having two facets, mutual
empathy and mutual empowerment, that are necessary for the development of a GFR
(Miller & Stiver, 1997) and illustrated in the couples' Cycle ofEngagement.
Mutual empathy.
Mutual empathy is a concept that magnifies the basic principle of empathy.
Whereas traditional descriptions of empathy focus on sharing and understanding another
individual's feelings, mutual empathy advances this concept and focuses on both
individuals in the relationship recognizing, caring about, and responding to their impact
on one other. According to Miller & Stiver (1997): " ... as this mutual empathy flows, we
create something much more than 'one-way' empathy. We create a joining together in a
shared experience that builds something new for both (or all) of the people involved" (p.
43). This deep level of mutual care and understanding provides a framework for
individuals to connect and form a GFR.
Mutual empathy was observed in the interactions of the participants, and the
overarching themes. For example, as discussed in Subtheme 3C: "Support," a component
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of the Coalescence theme, Margret and Robert offered their physical presence as a way to
express their mutual support and share in the responsibility of meal preparation. Margret
presented this attitude:
When I say: "It's okay. I can do this. Go sit down," he always answers: "No.
It's not fair." He has a sense that if he's not helping to clean up the dishes or
whatever, it would be wrong for him to go sit down while I do it. (Margret)
Similarly, the couple exhibited empathy during a video observation when Margret said:
"I don't mind doing that for a little while if you want to rest your back." Nevertheless,
Robert completed the task and shared in the experience with Margret. She described this
attitude of mutual empathy as not being isolated to their cooking interactions but infused
throughout their relationship:
It's just an attitude of: "I'm here to help no matter what it is," and that attitude
goes when Robert knows I'm stressing over one of my daughters or whatever.
His attitude is: "Talk about it. What do you need from me?" And, it's the same
thing in cooking, or anything else I can think of. I always have the feeling that his
attitude is, "How can I make it better for you?"
Brian's understanding of the challenges Gloria experienced adjusting to The
United States provided an additional example of mutual empathy. Throughout their
interviews, he expressed: "It's a bit of an adjustment, and she's had a lot offun with it,
but it's nice to have something constant and familiar and never changing, and I think the
kitchen has been good for her that way." Out of this awareness, he assumed an
empathetic and supportive stance, so when they cooked together, he aimed to be available
selflessly:
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I don't look at [cooking together] as far as what I get from it. I feel helpful. I feel

helpful to [her], and I feel relaxed, and I feel like I'm doing something for our
relationship. I don't really look to get anything out of it.
For these two couples, meal preparation was an opportunity to experience and express
their mutual empathy for one another. They were both aware and responsive as each
openly recognized the other's struggles and expressed appreciation for their efforts.

Mutual empowerment.
According to Miller and Stiver (1997): "Out of mutual empathy comes mutual
empowerment" (p. 46). The concept of empowerment typically describes one's ability to
act in a situation, or rather, to have the courage to take action. According to RCT, this
concept, like mutual empathy, is extended to a two-way, relational, interactive level.
Jordan (2010) describes mutual empowerment as taking place when the individuals in a
relationship are emotionally caring and available and thus simultaneously strengthened.
This feeling of strength (i.e., empowerment) fortifies the individuals and the relationship
and facilitates individual and relational growth.
Not only did Brian recognize the strain on Gloria transitioning to a "different
lifestyle," but he also sought to empower her within this environment. Because of this
attunement, he often assumed a supportive role when they cooked together:
She's moved here, and it's shaken up her profession quite a bit, and so she's sort
of still finding her niche, so whenever possible, I like to tum over the reins of
control to her so that she feels that whatever that project is, is her project.
Gloria's recognition of this empowerment was represented in her statements such as: "I
feel supported" and "Just the fact of him being there with me I think is nice."
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Chuck and Lynne similarly presented feelings of mutual empowerment. As
described previously, both Lynne and Chuck are graduate students pragmatically
balancing course obligations, internship requirements, and their relationship; and as a
result, they experienced considerable time constraints. Throughout the interviews they
expressed mutual understanding and empathy for one another's obligations and presented
meal preparations as an opportunity to feel capable and empowered- as if having control
of the cooking process balanced the external ambiguity. Chuck, for instance, was attuned
to the benefits of cooking conjointly on Lynne's wellbeing and, thus, he embowered her
by intentionally engaging in the process:
Her program requires lot, I think it's criminal, and I think she finds a lot of peace
in cooking. It's really calming for her, and I think she enjoys the time her and I
get to hang out. Being in the kitchen together seems to mellow her out a lot.
(Chuck)
As seen in this example, Chuck recognized the stringent demands Lynne experienced
and, thus, actively made an effort to facilitate and participate in meal preparation. He
recognized that she enjoyed the activity and was able to de-stress, so he encouraged and
supported her, which in tum empowered her to take action. As a result of this
empowerment, they were both satisfied with the interaction and their relationship.

Competency jive: Authenticity- "Just be yourself. Be more real. Don't
hesitate!"
According to RCT, authenticity, the other necessary element for a GFR, is the
capability to represent oneself fully, honestly, and truthfully within a relationship in both
attitude and action. When individuals act through authenticity, they comfortably and
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openly express their thoughts and personality while being vulnerable and accepting of
criticism. Brian expressed this attitude with his statement:
We're very open. We like to talk about things. We're very communicative, and
we're also friends, so we don't really feel uncomfortable sharing things whether
they are good or bad or are things that are annoying us about anything or anyone.
We're really open.
Several of the cross-case themes depict authentic behavior among these couples. For
instance, Subtheme lA: "Sharing Pre-Partnered Self' under Theme 1: Relationship
Development specifically addressed the couples' desire and ability to share themselves.
This subtheme described how these couples used meal preparation to share their
experiences from their family of origin such as maintaining holiday traditions, utilizing
family recipes, and describing family customs. In addition, during meal preparations, the
couples shared their culture and their pre-partnered habits. They found that through
meals, they could describe their history and enable their partner to understand them more
fully. This sentiment was expressed by Gloria's statement: "[Cooking together] helps to
understand the other person better and so improving your relationship in a sense."
In addition to sharing backgrounds, the couples shared their current lives when
they cooked together. Subtheme 3A: "Connection," under the Coalescence theme
presented how the evening meal was often the first opportunity for the couples to interact,
so during this time they openly shared their day's frustrations, concerns, and excitements.
In addition, in Theme 2: Kitchen Safety, meal preparation was described as a safe place
for couples to interact, because of the manageability of the incoming stressors (Subtheme
2C: "Managing Constraints") and a place where they could decompress and vent about
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their days (Subtheme 2A: "Security"). Gloria stated that during meal preparation "It's
like there's no one else. It's just him and me. There's no one else outside ourselves, and
so we can be more ourselves- relaxed- and let everything go away" (Gloria). In these
interactions, the couples expressed their authentic selves engaging with one another fully,
honestly, and truthfully.

Mutuality and authenticity: Essential components of a Growth Fostering
Relationship.
A GFR provides the necessary structure for individual and relational
development, and as mentioned previously, these last two relational competencies,
mutuality and authenticity, are necessary for a GFR (see visual depiction in Table 5.6
below). GFRs are characterized by a "truly trustworthy connection" (Miller & Stiver,
1997, p. 53), where both individuals in the relationship are authentically and actively
engaged with each another. GFRs are strengthened by each individual's "uniqueness"
(Miller & Stiver, 1997, p. 55), as each person is empowered to make changes and strive
for relational growth rather than individual satisfaction.
Congruent with the Cycle of Engagement, the participants in this study described
meal preparation as a mode of experiencing the relational competencies necessary to
form, develop, and maintain a GFR. According to RCT, the byproduct of healthy
connections is the five positive relational characteristics, or Five Good Things, which will
be addressed specific to the participants in the next section of this chapter.
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Figure 5.7: Competencies Contributing to Growth Fostering Relationships.
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Figure 5. 7. Relational competencies described by RCT as necessary for the development

of a Growth Fostering Relationship (GFT).

Summary: Evidence ofRCT tenets.
The couples in this study demonstrated five main relational competencies
reflective of RCT principles in their interviews and observations. The competencies were
intertwined within their accounts of meal preparations and observed interactions as a
couple. While each of the competencies strongly related to RCT principles and the level
of connection within the couples' relationships, the competencies of mutuality and
authenticity were particularly significant since these competences form the basis of what
RCT terms a Growth Fostering Relationship (GFR), and are the source of positive
relational byproducts (the Five Good Things) and personal growth.
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Evidence of RCT's Five Good Things: "Complex ... but good!"

Research Question # 3 specifically addressed the presence of the positive
byproducts of a GFR: "As a result of meal preparation experiences, to what extent do the
couples' express RCT's positive relational byproducts: zest, sense of worth, clarity,
productivity, and the desire for more connection" The following section will explain how
the couples represented each of these outcomes.
According to RCT, when individuals engage in a GFR, they experience zest,
sense of worth, clarity of self and other, increased productivity, and a desire for deeper
connection. Each of these five byproducts was observed in the couples in this study.
While some elements mirrored the thematic results, others were more thoroughly
reflected in participants' comments; therefore, examples will be drawn from individual
case examples and the application of thematic data. The following section will
individually address each of the predicted positive benefits observed within the couples'
relationships.
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Figure 5.8: The Five Good Things.
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Figure 5.8. The Five Good Things, which RCT describes as the byproducts of a Growth
Fostering Relationship (GFR). According to RCT when two or more individuals are
engaged in a GFR they experience each of these five positive outcomes.

Zest: "I get excited!"
According to RCT, zest is the feeling of excitement and energy produced from
being joined (connected) with another individual (Miller & Striver, 1997). RCT
designates this "increase in vitality, aliveness, [and] energy" (p. 30) as the most "basic
feature" (p. 31) of a GFR.
Although none of themes in Chapter Four directly describes the participants'
experience of zest, this concept was interwoven throughout the interviews, themes, and
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subthemes as the couples frequently described being energized by conjoint meal
preparation. For instance, in Theme 3: Coalescence, the couples presented creativity and
working toward a shared goal (as seen in Subtheme 3A: "Connection") as energizing.
They explained that this energy was different from simply enjoying time together or
being excited to create something; rather, their narratives described that the combination
of engagement and activity produced feeling of aliveness as predicted by this Good
Thing.
For example, Donna and Andrew explained that at this stage in their lives, meal
preparation was an opportunity to experience zest. Donna said: "I get excited when it's,
'What's for dinner?' We never know, but ... we always know we'll be together for
dinner." Similarly, Andrew described: "You are create something and you get to enjoy
what you create, and to share that with Donna or her sharing that with me is, I would say
it's exciting."
Lynne also provided a representative example when she discussed her cooking
"affect:"
It's energizing, but in a positive way. Even though you have to focus, especially if
it's a complicated dish like you're following a recipe- which may usually cause
anxiety- since it's cooking, it's enjoyable, and you get to eat it afterwards, so it's
a pleasant energy.
As seen in these descriptions, for some couples, cooking together created a "positive
energy" (Lynne) different from excitement and enjoyment of a task.
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Sense of worth: "You have my undivided attention."
RCT describes a sense of worth as feeling worthwhile as a person as a result of
positive exchanges and the responsiveness of another person. According to Miller and
Stiver (1997), "We cannot develop a sense of worth unless the people important to us
convey that they recognize and acknowledge our experience" (p. 32). Therefore,
experiencing a connection while sharing similar feelings and emotions is a validating
experience, which, in tum, produces these feelings of worth.
In the interviews and observations, the couples expressed esteem for one another,
and exhibited feeling a personal sense of worth. For example, under Theme 3:
Coalescence, Subtheme 3B: "Feeling Valued" demonstrated the couples' open expression
of esteem for one another. As described in this subtheme, the couples used positive
affirmations such as: "You are the best!" (Lynne), "It looks good!" (Robert), and "That
looks wonderful!" (Margret) to appreciate their partner's effort and demonstrate
admiration for their cooking skills. In addition, the couples validated one another's
preferences by adapting to their desires (e.g., "I used to season our meals a lot because I
thought, 'That's what he wants"' [Donna]), respecting their experiences by listening to
daily frustrations (e.g., "We get to talk about our days together" [Andrew]), and showing
interest in one another by actively engaging in the meal preparation process (e.g., "It's
just the fact of sharing the kitchen, and so you're sharing your time together" [Gloria]).
Each of these elements produced feelings of worth within the couples' meal preparation
experiences and their relationships.

Clarity ofselfand other: "There's a whole other part to a fulfilling relationship
than just tangible things."
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Clarity of self and other, also frequently labeled "knowledge" in RCT literature,
represents the experience of having an accurate understanding of a relationship, one's
own role within the relationship, and one's partner's role within the relationship. This
characteristic closely relates to mutuality, one of the relational competencies described as
necessary for building a GFR. But, while mutuality indicates an attitude of receptivity
and openness, clarity of self describes the understanding of self, other, and the
relationship.
As described in Theme 1: Relationship Development, as these couples established
GFRs through meal preparation, they shared their pre-partnered selves and experiences,
increased their understanding of one another, and merged their habits. This
understanding of one another flowed from their sense ofworth within the relationship and
the openness they experienced from having mutual, authentic interactions. Out of these
positive connections, the couples understood one another and their own role in meal
preparation interactions and their relationships. Donna, for example described that while
she and Andrew continually adapted to changes in their lives; such as relocating, finical
changes, becoming parents, and other stressors, "When [they]'re cooking, [they] have it
down. [They] know what [they]'re doing."
Meal preparation, which "provided continuity" (Brian) and was presented as a
"microcosm" (Chuck & Robert) of the couple's relationships, formed a place where the
couples understood one another's roles and expectations. This knowledge could then
permeate the relationship on a larger scale. As Brian stated: "Emotional availability is
important ... the whole cooking thing reminds me that there's a whole other part to a
fulfilling relationship than just tangible things that need to be done;" thus, for these
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couples, "[their] relationship really [did] benefit just from that little act ofbeing together
and [cooking]" (Donna) since "it help[ed] to understand the other person better and
improve [their] relationship in a sense" (Gloria).

Increased productivity: ((I've thought a lot more about cooking together, like
making bigger meals."
According to RCT, increased productivity, sometimes called "action" describes
the feeling ofbeing "empowered to act in the moment" (Miller & Stiver, 1997, p. 31) that
comes from being engaged in a supportive relationship. This ability to take action and
not hesitate in difficult situations can be displayed both within and outside of the
relationship.
From a thematic perspective, in Theme 3: Coalescence, the couples labeled meal
preparations as an opportunity to create a product (Subtheme 3A: "Connection"), work
toward a shared goal (Subtheme 3A: "Connection"), and build supportive connections
(Subtheme 3C: "Support"). In addition, in Theme 2: Kitchen Safety, lighthearted
attitudes (Subtheme 2A: "Security") and low toxicity of arguments (Subtheme 2A:
"Security") enabled them to take initiative when preparing a meal without fear of
reprimand or disappointing their partner. The participants described the ability to take
action with comments such as:
Maybe it's knowing that I can chum stuff out on my own that other people really
do like, including her. Maybe that has been empowering in terms of making me
feel like I don't need to be given strict directions. I can kind of take creative
license and do some of that on my own and it will still turn out okay. (Brian)
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and:
Sometimes [Andrew] comes out of the kitchen when it's his night to cook ... and
it's like: "what is this?" You've got things placed around the plate all neat and
Ramen noodles underneath. And it's like: "What is all this? Thank you!"
(Donna)
As seen in these descriptions, the participants not only said they "think a lot more
about ... making bigger meals" (Chuck), but they also felt empowered to take action, be
creative, and produce together and for one another.

Desire for a deeper connection:

~'Wanted to

share that experience. "

The final outcome of a GFR described by RCT is the desire for deeper

connection. This byproduct of a healthy connection is sometimes described as the result
of the other four- zest, worth, clarity, and productivity- since these other feelings create
the esteem that motivates a desire for more and deeper connections. When individuals
engage in a healthy, safe relationship; they are motivated to grow deeper into that
relationship, and their fear of engaging with others abates.
This desire for connection was represented in Theme 1: Relationship
Development and Theme 3: Coalescence. In Subtheme 1C: "Merge," the couples
described a desire to engage more fully with their partner. They grew into their
relationship and became better acquainted, more fully sharing their pasts and
understanding one another. In these interactions, they combined their individual habits
and developed traditions unique to that relationship. They felt comfortable negotiating
preferences and making compromises without the fear of losing themselves in the
relationship.
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Similarly, in Subtheme 3A: "Connection." the couples described cooking together
as an occasion to bond and interact in the "same space" (Margret). They did not desire
independence, but, rather, said cooking together was something they preferred over
cooking alone. In addition, they were eager to engage in this activity as a way to
reconnect after a day apart. As a result of their healthy relationships, the couples sought
more interactions and found meal preparation was a way to meet this desire and complete
a task.

Summary: Evidence of the Five Good Things.
As portrayed in their interviews and meal preparation observations, the couples in
this study reflected the five positive outcomes of a GFR. Preparing meals together
created a setting where they engaged in and experienced the positive outcomes ofbeing
in a healthy relationship- zest, worth, clarity, productivity, and connection. These
byproducts are in integral part of the Cycle of Engagement described at the beginning of
this chapter since they encouraged the couple's desire for continued interactions.

Disconnections in Growth Fostering Relationships: "A Minor Point of
Contention .•. "
In addition to these healthy characteristics, which could appear as an idealistic
representation of the couples' connections and interactions, the interviews and
observations also revealed conflicts and frustrations. However, according to RCT, these
divergences from affectionate interactions have an equal value in understanding a
relationship and developing a stronger connection. Individuals experience
"disconnections" of varying degrees and levels of intentionality within a relationship, but,
although these disconnections occur, the process of working through the rifts is a means
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of strengthening a relationship and fostering a deeper sense of connection (Duffy, 2006;
Jordan, 2010).
According to RCT, two features are necessary within a relationship to transform a
disconnection from a source of relational degeneration to an avenue for better connection.
As stated by Miller and Stiver (1997):
1) One must be able to take some action within the relationship to make one's
experience known, and 2) the other people in the relationship must be able to
respond in a way that leads toward a new and better connection. (p. 66)
As described in the previous section, the couples in this study demonstrated high
relational competencies, including those required for engagement in a GFR (mutuality
and authenticity); thus, it can be surmised that these couples were empowered to take
action and respond to disconnections within their relationship. The following section
looks at specific disconnections presented in the data and addresses the strategies the
couples used to grow through and from these disconnections.

Sources of disconnection: "If we don't have a little spiff."
The couples in this study demonstrated four common sources of tension in their
culinary interactions. These processes included micromanaging, monitoring, correcting,
and experiencing conflicting opinions.

Micromanaging: "I'm more bossy. "
Throughout the interviews, one member of the couple sometimes presented or
was perceived as a micromanager, over-controlling the preparation process. When the
couples typically cooked together, "Whoever [had] the strongest desire to try out some
recipe [was] the one who led the way" (Margret), and the other was the "sous chef: "You
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just tell me what to do and I do it" (Brian). This balance in leadership occurred in
varying degrees, ranging from welcome direction: "I'm happy to be a participant in the
cooking process without being the director" (Brian) to a source of frustration: "He
sometimes does get irritable with me" when "I tell him what to do" (Margret). In
instances such as this, the power differential within the relationship became out of
balance, and negatively affected the tenor of the interaction. When the couples
experienced someone being "bossy"- a term Robert, Gloria, and Lynne all used to
describe themselves or their partner- the cooking interaction was not described favorably
and arguments arose.

Monitoring: "Behind the scenes ... "
Less overt than micromanaging where one individual made explicit requests of
his or her partner, a level of monitoring was observed during some cooking interactions.
The lead cook often undertook the role of the monitor, which was reflected in constant
glances and nonchalant comments regarding the cooking process. While micromanaging
was apparent to both individuals involved in the cooking process, monitoring often went
undetected by the person being directed; yet, to an observer, the monitor appeared to
introduce a level of distrust into the interaction.

Correcting work: "Thinner baby!"
In some instances, instead of directing one's partner to do something differently,
one cook could be observed correcting the work of the other. This happened when one
person was displeased with the outcome of other's preparation. For example, in one
video, a cook could be seen re-cutting previously chopped vegetables, and in another, one
chef opted to re-b lend ingredients after they had been processed. While these interactions
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did not incite anger in the participants during the observations, they were incongruent
with the lighthearted and laidback attitudes frequently presented by the couples.

Conflicting ideas: "The goal is the same. The process is different."
A final display of disconnection in this data originated from the members of the
couples having different conceptualizations of a cooking process or finished product. An
example occurred between Robert and Margret when they prepared a Spanish Tortilla.
While she was focused on speed and efficiency (i.e., "eclectic beater!") he was tied to
following the recipe exactly (i.e., "beat with a fork!"). As a result, she described:
Even when I was beating with a fork, because it was what was going to make him
happy, I thought, "This is the stupidest thing I have ever seen. I could be beating
this with my little beater in half the time."
Andrew and Donna presented a similar experience during one dinner preparation
video. Donna, who was the head cook that evening, was making quesadillas, but at one
point during the process, Andrew suggested she switch to Mexican pizza. As a result,
Donna said she felt he "Tried to commandeer [her]." Later, during their final interview,
she reflected: "I didn't understand what you were saying." As seen in these examples,
the couples were experienced in their cooking interactions; however when they had
different thoughts about how or what should be done, they experienced a level of
disconnection.

Methods of managing disconnections: {{You might learn something new about
yourself."
While disconnections cause rifts within a relationship, according to RCT, "We
undergo our most profound change and grow most deeply when we encounter difference
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and work on conflict or differences in connection" (Jordan, 2010, p. 4-5). As such, the
four types of disconnections presented by the couples represented an opportunity to
develop stronger relationships if they were empowered to state their frustrations, and
their partner was open to listening to their concerns. The following examples show how,
for the couples', disconnections truly were opportunities strengthen their connection.
Discussion & compromise: "We like to have discussions rather than arguments."
The first tactic used by the couples for overcoming disconnections was both
intuitive and common: discussion. During the observations and interviews, the
participants discussed problems to defuse their anger and guide their actions during the
cooking process.
As presented in Theme 1: Relationship Development under Subtheme 1C:
"Merge," the result of many of the couples' discussions was compromise. While the
couples merged many habits, they, at times, still had different ideas about how, when, or
what should be done. In these instances, they negotiated to reach a compromise, and if
these compromises originated from an attitude of mutuality, they fostered the
relationship; whereas, if they resulted in the resignation of one individual, they could
foster resentment and frustration and exacerbate the existing disconnection.
For example, Brian stated: "We're not ever big arguers ... We like to have
discussions rather than arguments." This discussion process was presented during a
video observation of the couple cooking dinner together. While Gloria preferred to thaw
chicken on the kitchen counter, Brian felt thawing the meat in the refrigerator was safer.
So, when the time came to cook dinner, and the chicken drumsticks that Brian had
refrigerated were still frozen, there was obvious tension. Even though Gloria was upset,
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instead of yelling, she worked with Brian to devise a process for thawing the chicken and
preparing the meal while still having an opportunity to express her frustration.
Similarly, Robert and Margret used discussions to overcome disconnections.
During the final interview, Robert described a "pinches-and-crunches" philosophy
(introduced previously in their individual case description). According to this
philosophy, a "pinch" was a small conflict that if not openly discussed could become a
larger problem (i.e., "a crunch") that could change the nature of the relationship.
Consequently, he stated: "When I feel pinches, I tell her." To which Margret responded:
"I do have to say that when I started a serious relationship with Robert, one of the things I
used to tell my friends and family was, 'He actually communicates. A man who
communicates!' It's wonderful!" Through this example, one can recognize that Robert
and Margret were in a GFR and had the skills to work through a disconnection. They
were empowered to describe their frustrations, and instead of becoming defensive, their
partner was receptive to their concerns and frustrations.
Throughout the observations in this study, even those couples who described
cooking together "effortlessly and seamlessly" (Lynne) were observed verbalizing their
frustrations, discussing their process, and offering suggestions to each other.

Summary: nKind of disconnected."
According to RCT, disconnections are normal and healthy in a relationship, and
they are an opportunity to achieve a deeper level of understanding and respect. The
couples in this study experienced disconnections in their relationships, and their cooking
interactions; nevertheless, fueled by healthy connections (GFRs), the disconnections
became an opportunity to voice frustrations and find compromises. Out of their "respect
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for each other" (Donna) and desire to listen and communicate concerns; these couples
were "empowered" (Brian) to speak and take action. Consequently, they have
established "supportive" (Andrew), "loving" (Margret) connections.
Conclusion: "It Helped Me to Better Understand ... "

From observing these couples and the themes presented in Chapter Four, one can
superimpose an RCT framework onto their relationship and interactions. As described by
RCT, individuals seek and grow through connections with others; in line with this
concept, the couples participated in a Cycle of Engagement capitalizing on a common
interest (meal preparation) as an opportunity to interact and develop their relationships.
In this interaction, they created a safe environment to express their thoughts and respect
one another by actively engaging, empathetically communicating, and authentically
expressing their interests and fears. The couples fully brought who they were as
individuals into meal preparations and their relationship, and as a result, they felt
energized, productive, understood, and valued.
As predicted by RCT, the result of these strong connections was both relational
and individual growth. Many of the characteristics of relational growth were presented in
the couples' ability to connect and express themselves as well as work through the
disconnections they experienced. Individually the couples also became "more openminded, which is an attitude not only directed toward food - at the same time [directed
toward] life in general" (Gloria). Through meal preparation, the couples in this study did
not strive for individualization, independence, or autonomy; rather, they sought stronger
connections, more frequent interactions, and more fulfilling relationships.
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Chapter Six: Discussion

"Wow! This is pretty interesting! I never really thought about cooking like this
before ... " (Andrew)
Introduction
This chapter will refocus attention onto the problem of relational dissatisfaction
and the ineffective therapeutic remedies that have been implemented to remediate this
dissatisfaction. Chapter Four provided thick, rich, descriptive data on participants in this
study and described the relevant cross-case themes that emerged through an inductive
analysis process. Chapter Five illustrated this data according to the language and
principles of Relational Cultural Theory (RCT), the theoretical perspective guiding this
research. Chapter Six will address how the act of conjoint meal preparation can be an
innovative path to mitigate relational dissatisfaction and contribute to the practice of
counseling. The following sections will integrate the concepts that motivated this
research project, data collection results, and current scholarly literature. The implications
for therapeutic practice, the study's limitations, and recommendations for future research
will then be presented.

Purpose of the Research Study: Review and Summary
The purpose of this study was to address a persistent problem, relational
dissatisfaction, with an innovative, creative, and logical approach for improving couples'
relationships- conjoint meal preparation. Prior to data collection, conjoint meal
preparation was conceptualized as an opportunity for couples to build their relationships,
experience companionship, and be both nurtured and nurturing without additional time
and financial constraints.
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The study was intended to increase our understanding of the relational dynamics
that occur during meal preparation, and in doing so, to fill a gap on the subject in the
counseling literature, and, possibly, to justify the incorporation of meal preparation as a
clinical tool for building and improving relationships. Data collection and analysis was
guided by the following three research questions designed to concentrate attention on
couples' cooking interactions and the theoretical implications of those interactions:
•

Research Question One: How does the process of regular conjoint meal
preparation affect couples' perceptions of their relationship?

•

Research Question Two: How do couples describe the tenets of Relational
Cultural Theory (RCT) in their descriptions of meal preparation experiences such
as an opportunity to connect relationally, contribute, and be supported during
meal preparation?

•

Research Question Three: As a result of meal preparation experiences, to what
extent do couples' express RCT's positive relational byproducts: zest, sense of
worth, clarity, productivity, and the desire for more connection?
To address these questions, the researcher collected data from four purposefully

selected couples. She conducted semi-structured qualitative interviews on their personal
experiences preparing meals together and viewed video recorded observations of the
couples cooking together in order to capture their natural interactions and triangulate
interview data. This data was then deconstructed and reconstructed into three cross-case
themes (Figure 6.1) to describe how meal preparation affected the couples' relationships
in response to Research Question One.
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Figure 6.1: Cross-case themes and subthemes (repeated).
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Figure 6.1. Three cross-case themes describing interview and observation data.

These three themes illustrate the multilayered benefits of conjoint meal
preparation described by the participants. Theme One, Relationship Development,
discussed the benefits of meal preparation in cultivating the couples' relationships by
providing them with a forum to share their pre-partnered self (lA), express their culture

(lB), and merge individual habits (lC). Theme Two, Kitchen Safety, demonstrated how
the kitchen was a "safe" environment where the couples could collaborate; they were able
to anticipate stressors (2A), look forward to a consistent activity (2B), and interact
without added financial or time constraints (2C). Fmally, Theme Three, Coalescence,
explained how couples became more unified by engaging in meal preparation activities,
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since this environment was a place where they connected (3A), felt valued (3B), and
supported one another (3C).
Following the development of these themes, the relational characteristics of the
interactions were analyzed according to an RCT framework in response to Research.
Questions Two and Three. By analyzing data according to this theory's principles, five
relational competencies emerged: safety, respect, active engagement, mutuality, and
authenticity. These last two competencies- authenticity and mutuality- are described in
RCT literature as forming the basis of Growth Fostering Relationships (GFR) (Comstock
et al., 2008; Duff et al., 2009; Jordan, 2010). According to RCT, the result of a GFR is
five positive relational byproducts, The Five Good Things, including zest, sense of worth,
clarity of self and other, increased productivity, and a desire for a deeper connection
(Comstock et al., 2008; Duffy et al., 2009; Jordan, 2008, 2010). The application of this
theory to the data was presented in Chapter Five.
Links to Literature

The literature offers little data to support or contradict this study's fmdings, due
primarily to its unique focus. As noted in Chapter Two, most couples' literature relating
to cooking has examined newlyweds rather than the established relationships assessed in
this study. Additionally, the literature examining the relational aspects of culinary
experiences has focused on decisions (i.e., where and what to eat), commensality (i.e., the
act of eating together), changes in habits (i.e., eating organic meals as opposed to fast
food), and the development of habits/rituals, rather than the actual meal preparation
process.
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In the present study, the process of cooking together itself appears to have a
"positive" effect on the couples' relationships; however, that conclusion alone fails to
capture the complexity and richness of the experiences and interactions described and
presented by the four couples. A broad range of positive and potentially clinical benefits
emerged in the three cross-case themes.
Theme one: Relationship development.
Theme One described the ways meal preparation offered an opportunity for
couples to develop their relationships. During cooking interactions, they shared their
identities prior to partnering (i.e., personal habits and customs within their family and
culture of origin), developed a better understanding of one another, and merged their
individual habits through the processes of adaptation, evolution, and compromise. Thus,
by preparing meals together, the couples cultivated a deeper understanding oftheir
respective dyad and developed their relationships.
As couples transition from "individual" lives into life as a couple, they often make
changes in their decision patterns because of gender-based roles (Brown & Miller, 2002a;
2002b), time constraints (Jabs & Devine, 2006), and different dietary preferences
(Schafer et al., 1999). Marshall and Anderson (2002) and Kemmer et al. (1998a)
specifically explored couples transitioning into married life/cohabitation, and described
food decisions as an opportunity for couples to adapt and engage in negotiation. Bove et
al., (2003) stated that these negotiations over food choices could be motivated by conflict
avoidance, the desire to eat different foods, health and weight concerns, previous
education, and socioeconomic status. Bove et al. (2003) also suggested consumption
habits could be impacted by gender roles, labor division, food preferences, social context,
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and the complexities of establishing a family unit. Overall, the previous literature has
suggested numerous ways that couples' emerging relational patterns are described in
their culinary interactions. This study, however, goes a step beyond current understanding
by suggesting that culinary interactions may be a vehicle for the development of couples'
relational patterns. Specifically, the current findings suggest that conjoint meal
preparation provides for deeper, more expressive interaction among couples that affords
them a heightened mutual understanding of their individual background and habits,
thereby more effectively allowing them to merge their single identities into one.
These current findings echo those of Sommer et al. (20 11) that described the
incorporation of food-related cultural experiences in a multicultural masters-level
counseling course as a way to increase student reflexivity. The observed increase in
students' cultural knowledge and understanding as a result of participating in food related
experiences (i.e., attending a meeting of a multicultural food club, preparing food from
another culture, and reflecting and presenting on these experiences) bears marked
similarity to the descriptions of two of this study's participants who were married to
partners from different cultural backgrounds. These participants explained food
preparation was a way to share their country of origin by cooking "quintessential" dishes
and describing traditional meals and food-related customs. This research by Sommer et
al. (2011) supports the supposition presented by these participants that meal-preparation
activities can be used to cultivate deeper cultural understanding.
Overall, in reference to Theme One, preexisting literature supports the complex
nature of culinary exchanges and points to culinary decisions as the basis for rich
interactions and the merging ofhabits. Data from this study extended these findings
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suggesting that food related exchanges were not only a place to observe transitions but
also an environment where these habits were developed. The collaborative nature of
conjoint cooking, in particular, provided a "microcosm" where couples learned about one
another's culture, habits, and experiences while developing couple-centric habits.

Theme two: Kitchen safety.
In Theme Two the participants discussed meal preparation as a "safe" place to
relax within their home where communication was constructive and non-critical, and they
were able to decompress from the day. They appreciated the consistency of daily dinner
preparations, which they said afforded them an opportunity to engage with one another
without adding additional time or financial constraints.
Congruent with this dissertation's fmdings, as noted in Chapter Two, existing
literature has reported statistics describing a high frequency and consistency of dinner as
a time for families to interact (Gillespie & Achterberg, 1989; Gillman et al., 2000;
Shattuck et al., 1992). In addition, Sohal and Nelson (2003) concluded that dinner
represented the most social meal of the day, a finding confirmed by the participants in
this dissertation, who described dinner as their primary meal for cooking interactions. In
fact, the participants in this study directly linked the predictability of collaborating over
dinner to a feeling of security, since they could anticipate the engagement in an activity.
Because of the consistency of dinnertime meal preparation, it is reasonable to
consider mealtime engagement a "ritual." Kiser et al. (2005), for instance, defined rituals
as "complex behavioral practices that are acted out systematically over time" (p. 358),
and explained rituals benefit family functioning, relationship building, and mental health.
Fiese et al. (2006), isolated mealtimes as a ritual when investigating the effects of this
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activity on children's well being. They determined that engaging in family meals
cultivated family identity, relationships, and mental health. While this literature by Kiser
et al. (2005) and Fiese et al. (2006) focuses on meal consumption rather then meal
preparation, their findings are similar to those of the current study in that they point to the
existence of a favorable relationship between consistent interactions, feelings of security,
and strengthened relationships. The couples in the current study pointed to the benefits
of rituals, particularly habitual engagement in dinner preparation and specific meals
produced (e.g., "Grandmother's chicken"). Unlike existing literature, the participants in
this study described these mealtime rituals as a unique interaction that not only built their
relationship but also created a sense of security.
As presented in Chapter Two, existing literature also focused on deterrents to
building strong relational connections, suggesting that couples struggle to manage
increased obligations, time constraints, and reduced opportunities for leisure (Jabs &
Devine, 2006). The negative effects of these constraints include feelings of role overload
(Higgins et al., 2010) and relational dissatisfaction (Doumas et al., 2003; Gudmunson et
al., 2007; Kingston & Nock, 1987), and may increase within dual-income households,
which are often affected by financial limitations (Kingston & Nock, 1987). The
participants in the current study did discuss constraints, but they also described
combating these potentially negative effects by engaging in meal preparation. Rather
than exacerbating feeling of role overload, the couples used terms such as "relaxing" and
"therapeutic" to describe meal preparation, implying the activity of cooking together
represents a source of stress reduction. They explained that cooking together allowed
them to complete a necessary task while spending time together. Cooking together
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enabled them to be as "efficient as possible" (Lynne), in that they were able to spend
"quality" time together without increasing the demands for time or money on the
household.
As seen in these descriptions, this study confirmed existing research findings
indicating the social nature of food consumption. In addition, this study advanced these
finding by focusing on meal preparation rather then consumption and providing an
understanding of this activity as a source of relational security. The participants in this
research illustrated how the act of conjoint meal preparation created feelings of safety
and security, as they were able to develop consistent habits, and accomplished necessary
tasks without additional burdens/limitations.
Theme three: Coalescence.

The final and, possibly, most expected theme further verified the positive effects
of meal preparation on couples' relationships. Data supporting this theme indicated that
cooking together provided a means for couples to unify. The couples connected over a
shared goal in a contained space after engaging in independent daily activities (e.g.,
work, volunteering, etc.). The results were feeling valued though affirmations (e.g.,
"you're great") act of service (i.e., participating in the meal preparation) and supported
through joint responsibility and dialogue.
As with the other themes, this theme did not directly mirror extant research, but
rather, built on what has been previously studied. As described in Chapter Two, Bofill
(2004) studied the social aspects of food in an elderly population, confirming that food
sharing connected individuals. Along the same lines, Moisio et al. (2004) investigated
individuals' feelings about "homemade" food, finding that homemade meals were an
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opportunity for unity within a family, provided unique experiences, defmed roles (e.g.,
who undertook the preparation), and could be an expression of intimacy. Though not
specific to couples or meal preparation, these findings echo the feeling of connection
described in Theme Three.
Data collected for this current study also confirmed to findings presented in
Chapter Two on relational satisfaction and the development of intimacy through
interactions. As presented, Emmers-Sommer (2004) and Hubbard et al. (2009) described
that the quality, as opposed to the quantity, of couples' interactions was more indicative
of relational satisfaction. Marshall and Anderson (2002) advanced this concept,
indicating food-centered relational interactions, specifically eating together, represented
an important element of cohabitation that provided couples with an opportunity to spend
time together. In this current study, the participants also described food-centered
relational interactions (cooking, rather than eating together) as a place where they
reconnected, interacted, and felt supported. They explained that this environment did
provide high "quality" interactions, and went on to describe that their ability to work
together toward a shared goal was a particularly unique interaction, which they felt
increased the value of this interaction and the depth of quality they experienced.
The participants in the current study confirmed and advanced existing literature
describing the positive effect of food related interactions on developing connections.
Whereas previous literature touted the benefits of high-quality interactions and described
the advantage of sharing meals, this study also demonstrated that cooking is not a onedimensional activity but rather a complex engagement where couples express themselves
and accept their partners as they interact and connect within a protected context. As
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such, one can surmise this current study's data validated existing literature, advanced
concepts to meal preparation, and uncovered an interaction where couples experienced
positive relational interactions and developed their connections. This improved
conceptual understanding can then be amalgamated into a theory incorporating
theoretical relational suppositions in order to describe why these couples continually
engage over this activity and how it continually benefits their relationships.
Additional findings: Theory of engagement in conjoint meal preparation

As described in Chapter Three, the researcher collected and analyzed data based
on a grounded theory research design. This design provided the framework for coding
interviews and observations and the tools for analyzing data. It also informed the
theoretical sampling process, and most importantly, guided the researcher in the
development of a theory based on empirical data as to how couples' relationships are
affected by conjoint meal preparations.
In developing this theory, the researcher incorporated the results of this study's
research and existing literature on relationships described by RCT. As a result ofthis
analysis and ongoing reflection on the relational nature of meal preparations, the
researcher recognized that the participants engaged in a recursive pattern of engagement
in cooking activities. The Cycle of Engagement (illustrated in Figure 6.2 and presented
in Chapter Five) emerged as a theoretical explanation for the process, motivation, and
benefits of conjoint meal preparation.
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Figure 6.2: Cycle of Engagement in conjoint meal preparation (repeated)
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mutually
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Couple is in a
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Figure 5.3. Cycle of Engagement developed in response to participant data and RCT
tenets.

As noted in Chapter Five, the cycle of engagement begins with the couples' desire
to foster their relationships, spend time together, and repeat gratifying experiences by
engaging in mutually enjoyable activities. For an activity to have positive effects, the
participants in this study, like those studied by Crawford et al. (2002) and Casado-Kehoe
et al. (2007), emphasized that the activity should be based on the interests ofboth the
members of the couple. Crawford et al. concluded that the couples' mutual interest in the
activity is even more important than the actual act of spending time together.
Regardless of how they came to cook together - a conscious decision or natural
evolution- the couples in this study engaged in meal preparation because they enjoyed
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the activity. When they cooked together, they had the opportunity to do what Duffy et al.
(2009) described as augmenting relational connections through working together, taking
risks, expressing themselves, testing a high level of expression, recognizing their impact
on one another, and developing their creative expression. As a result of this rich
interaction (i.e., communicative, creative, and supportive), the couples experienced
relational competencies including safety, respect, active engagement, mutuality, and
authenticity.
As a result of these relational competencies, the couples continued to build their
relationships, fostering mutually supportive and authentic connections. As discussed in
Chapter Five, RCT proposes a linear process where experiencing relational competencies,
particularly mutuality and authenticity, fosters a Growth Fostering Relationship (Jordan,
2008, 2010; Miller, 1986; Miller & Stiver, 1997), and the outcome of these relationships
are the Five Good Things: zest, sense of worth, clarity of self and other, increased
productivity, and a desire for a deeper connection (Comstock et al., 2008; Duffy et al.,
2009; Jordan, 2008, 2010). The results from this study support this framework, as each
couple described these five outcomes from cooking interactions.
The combination of engagement and activity during meal preparation produced
feeling of aliveness or zest as the couples creatively worked toward a shared goal. They
expressed esteem or a sense of worth for one another through positive affirmations, active
involvement, and honoring one another's preferences. When they prepared meals, they
became more aware of their role and their partner's role though mutual reflection on the
experience (i.e., clarity ofself and other). In addition, they described becoming better
acquainted with one another's habits, preferences, and roles labeling the kitchen as a
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"microcosm" of their relationships. Because the couples felt connected, safe, and
empowered, they often expressed that they not only wanted to maintain this activity that
they found enjoyable and valued, but they also desired an increase in frequency and depth
(i.e., greater productivity) through cooking more elaborate meals. Finally, the couples in
this study expressed the desire to be better understood (i.e., deeper understanding) by
sharing their past culinary habits and fostering their connection by forming new habits
and traditions as a couple. Throughout the study, the couples did not express a desire to
act independently rather cooking together was something they preferred over cooking
alone.
Thus, as predicted by RCT, the mutuality and authenticity these couples
experienced when preparing meals together fostered their relationships (GFRs). Out of
these GFRs, the couples experienced positive byproducts (i.e., The Five Good Things).
The Cycle of Engagement proposed by this study advances this linear description of
relationships by describing a recursive cycle where, as couples experienced the five good
things, they were motivated to continue to engage in a mutually enjoyable task (i.e., meal
preparation), which further propelled this cycle of connection, activity, enjoyment, and
growth. This theory of engagement explains couples motivation to interact, suggests the
cyclical nature ofRCT's primary tenets, and illustrates conjoint meal preparations as a
relational activity where couples experience deeper levels of connection in their
relationship.

Summary: Theory of engagement in conjoint meal preparation.
The Cycle of Engagement offers a theoretical framework for more clearly
understanding why couples engage in conjoint meal preparation and how it affects their
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relationships. The researcher immersed herself into data collection and analysis to gain
an understanding of the participants' motivation to make cooking together a habitual
activity. Guided by observation and first-hand descriptions of their experiences, she used
RCT to inform her understanding of how the couples' desire for connection lead to
continued engagement in this activity. Participating in conjoint meal preparation was not
an isolated event, but a perpetual activity where couples communicated, connected, and
supported one another without impinging on their time and financial resources. It
seemed that the couples' relationships were strengthened by their ongoing desire and
ability to interact with one another over an enjoyable task. At the most basic level, this
research indicated that meal preparation provided the couples with a place to be
vulnerable, communicate, and reconnect at deeper level of understanding and acceptance.
This Cycle of Engagement advances understanding ofRCT, couples motivation
for collaboration, and the effects of conjoint meal preparation on relationships. While
RCT is frequently written about conceptually, as described in Chapter Two, literature on
the application to romantic couples is limited and the application to food-related
exchanges is absent. Therefore, this Cycle of Engagement clarifies RCT concepts by
describing the connection between relational competencies, Growth Fostering
Relationships, and the Five Good Things and then advances this understanding by
applying an ongoing, cyclical rather then linear illustration. The inclusion of the meal
preparation activity bridges the gap between simply experiencing positive relational
outcomes and the desire to reengage in this cycle of connection to deepen a relationship.
The couples in this current research were motivated by their interest in cooking and the
positive byproducts of their relationship to continue preparing meals together; thus this
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theory of engagement in meal preparation transitions understanding from what may
appear to be perfunctory activity into a relational engagement that nurtures relational
satisfaction, connection, and development.
Implications for Therapeutic Practice
According to Gottman (1999), marital troubles draw more people to counseling
than any other concern. While many couples receive counseling services, data indicating
a long-term reduction in distress is limited (Baucom, et al., 2008; Snyder & Mitchell,
2008) .. The fmdings ofthis study suggest that this lack of positive outcome data could be
attributed to the fact that current interventions are seeking to improve relationships by
changing behaviors, communication patterns, or emotional understanding that is not
connected to a specific, consistent environment for daily interactions. In addition, a
weekly requirement to attend therapy sessions may exacerbate existing time constraints,
since coordinating work schedules, children's activities, and other obligations often
complicate availability. According to this study's participants, meal preparation did not
require additional time while accomplishing a necessary task. As such, the intentional
application of conjoint meal preparation to clinical therapy could close the gap between
unsuccessful talk therapy tactics and sustained improvements by synergistically
incorporating an existing obligation. The following section will discuss the multilayered
application of this research to the counseling profession by describing the benefits of
engaging in discussions on meal preparation and participating in actual conjoint cooking
activities as elements of a therapeutic process
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Meal preparation discussions.
During the interviews, particularly the final interview, the couples in this study
reflected on how the interview process "enhanced [their] awareness" (Andrew) of the role
of meal preparations on their relationships. As a result of this awareness, they described
the interviews as providing "insight" into their relationship and having "therapeutic"
benefits.
Prior to the interviews, the couples said that they had not discussed their cooking
habits, and most had not even "thought about how [their] interactions within the kitchen
affected [their] relationship" (Andrew). They indicated, that by participating in this
study, they came to realize that meal preparation was a unique opportunity to interact
with positive benefits for their relationship, and one participant stated:
I think the most unexpected thing from the first interview was expressing some
things to each other- you just don't get to do it! When else do you talk about
this? Maybe in couples counseling, but I'm not going to go to couples therapy,
you know? But, when someone that's not your partner is asking you, you're
forced to come up with an answer, and it was kind of nice to hear. (Lynne)
As a result of this research process, several of the couples concluded that cooking
together was an activity they wanted to capitalize on in the future by being "mindful"
(Lynne) and maintaining the habit. One participant stated: "cooking is now a sphere in
my head, and from now on, when I cook with her, I'm going to think about these
interviews and the fact that we talked about our relationship" (Robert).
As seen in the couples' own accounts, discussions on meal preparation
interactions appeared to have therapeutic benefits as the couples gained insight,
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developed a greater appreciation for their interactions, and felt proud to do something that
benefited their relationship. Therefore, the implementation of this topic into therapy
sessions may be an effective way to build rapport and engage couples in reflective,
comfortable dialogue, thus easing the discomfort many clients bring into counseling
sessions. In addition, discussions on couples' conjoint cooking interactions would
provide a window into structural information on couples' role and interaction habits,
which could inform systemic counseling interventions (Goldenberg & Goldenberg,
2008). If clients currently cook together, the research collected during this study
indicates that introducing the topic of conjoint meal preparation into therapy sessions
could help counselors to understand the client's "microcosm" (i.e., typical interaction
patterns, roles, communication habits, etc.), foster reflection, and draw awareness to an
activity that will likely continue after termination of counseling services. This task could
be accomplished simply through the counselor's inquiry of the couple's current habits,
interactions, thoughts, and roles around this activity.
Meal preparation activities.

Many traditional couples counseling methods face criticism (Johnson, 2003),
encounter limitations (Malchiodi, 2005; Murry & Rotter, 2002), and lack evidence of
long-term reduction in distress (Baucom et al., 2008; Snyder & Mitchell, 2008).
Conversely, research suggests that interventions incorporating creativity (Carson et al.,
2003; Murry & Rotter, 2002; Pascoe, 1999), and expressive therapies (Malchiodi, 2005),
encouraging play (Aune & Wong, 2002; Baxter, 1992; Casado-Kehoe et al., 2007), and
performing active tasks (Aron et al., 2000; Harasymchuk & Fehr, 2010) produced
evidence of successfully promoting relational connectivity. The fact that participants in
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this study described preparing meals as an "important" (Gloria) and "therapeutic"
(Lynne) activity that "benefited" (Donna) their relationships seems to lend support to the
current trend in couples counseling research, and the need for interventions for couples
that foster personal expression (Carson et al., 2003).
Malchiodi (2005) outlined four characteristics of expressive therapies. They: (a)
encourage client expression, (b) require active involvement, (c) involve use of
imagination, and (d) foster mind-body connections. Meal preparation would seem to
satisfy each of these four characteristics and, thus, can be identified as a form of
expressive therapy similar to music, dance, and drama. The participants described meal
preparations as an opportunity to express themselves verbally and creatively (i.e., client
expression) by using their imagination to tweak existing recipes and create new ones (i.e.,
imagination). They were actively involved in the preparation process (i.e., active
involvement) by engaging both their mind and body in the production of meals (i.e.,
mind-body connection). Malchiodi (2005) stated that the outcomes of interactions that
incorporate these four characteristics are empowerment, the creation of memorable
experiences, sensual stimulation, and discovery of"untapped" (p. 14) areas within one's
self When juxtaposing the identified benefits of expressive therapies and the
participant's descriptions ofthe benefits of their meal preparation interactions, one can
recognize the potential utility of meal preparation as a form of expressive therapy.
The acceptance of conjoint cooking as a therapeutic intervention has considerable
implications for the counseling profession. Currently, counselors are urged to practice
short-term approaches to satisfy funding limitations imposed by managed care. As a
result of these limitations, clients may be unable to reach a level of comfort necessary
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within the counselor-client relationship necessary to be vulnerable and engage in personal
reflection. In addition, when weekly sessions end, clients' may not have had the
opportunity to integrate new skills and make sustained changes. As such, providing
clients with an ongoing task that they can integrate and maintain in their current lifestyles
has the potential to create sustained change. Counselors could assign meal preparation
homework and process these experiences during a brief counseling intervention, and
then, upon termination, they could prescribe this as an ongoing activity to be
implemented into the couple's daily routine. Assuming the couples have a basic interest
in cooking, so it does not become a "drudgery" (Robert) (a warning offered by one of the
participants) the incorporation of conjoint meal preparation into treatment has the
potential to provide couples with an environment to work through disconnections and
experience and express their connection, concerns, appreciation, empathy, and value for
their partner.
Limitations of the Study
By purposefully investigating couples that engage conjoint meal preparation, this
study confirmed aspects of existing literature describing food-related interactions
(decisions and commensality) as a source of family and/or couple engagement,
adaptation, and compromise. The goal of this research was that through the exploration
of purposefully selected couples, data would uncover the relational value of the meal
preparation process - a phenomenon that has not currently been addressed in current
scholarly literature. This study also intended to point to possible benefits of integrating
conjoint meal preparation into the repertoire of clinical interventions within the
counseling profession. Although the study seems to achieve these goals, its findings
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must be considered with respect to procedural limitations related to participant sampling,
observation method, and the research design.

Participant sampling.
Because this study sought to gather the richest data available, the couples were
intentionally selected because they cooked together. As a result of purposeful sampling
strategy, it must be assumed that the experiences presented by the participants are unique
to these participants, and the application of results to other couples requires careful
reflection upon similarities and differences in demographics, experiences, and cooking
habits. Despite this limitation, the high level of cross-case consistency among the
participants reported perspectives and their congruence with previous research suggest
that the results have promising implications.
An additional limitation centers on the approach that was taken for participant
recruitment. The participants were identified through advertisements at a grocery store
(two couples) and word-of-mouth referrals from casual acquaintances (two couples).
Whereas both of these strategies ensured that the researcher did not have direct contact in
soliciting the participants, the researcher, in one case, had previously met a member of
the couple, although this contact had not been prolonged, personal, or related to the
research topic. Although it did not seem relevant in this study, this previous encounter
could potentially impede the participant's comfort discussing personal information. In
addition, the quantity of time required of the participants to complete the three interviews
and three videotapes may have attracted a sample that was more zealous about the
conjoint cooking process compared to a general sample of the population of couples that
prepare meals together.
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In addition to recruitment, the sample's lack of racial diversity may be a
limitation. While the participants varied in age, socioeconomic status, and education;
racial diversity was more limited. Two participants were born and/or grew up in other
countries than the United States- Puerto Rico and Italy; however, none of the
participants were minorities raised in the United States. This could be viewed as a
limitation when one considers culturally ascribed rituals, habits, and views of food, such
as "Sunday suppers." A stronger sample would represent the racial demographics
represented in the United States. Also, none of the couples had been married over ten
years (i.e., the couples had been married 3, 7, 8, and 9 years, respectively), and richer
descriptive data may have been gathered from couples who had experienced more
transitions in family life cycle stages, a comprehensive framework for categorizing a
historically functional family's developmental progression through six stages of family
development (Carter & McGoldrick, 2005 described in Chapter Three. Finally, only one
of the couples had children (twins under one year of age), and data collected from
couples who balanced children's extracurricular actives may have provided different
experiences from the couples interviewed since additional constraints could have reduced
the opportunity and/or quality of conjoint meal preparations.
As with many qualitative studies, a final limitation is small sample size. Whereas
the small size may appear to be a research limitation, the study deliberately examined
four couples in order to collect a greater depth of information and accurately understand
and convey each individual and couples' experience. This would not have been possible
with a larger sample size.
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Observation limitations.
The task of correctly representing each participant was achieved through the
triangulation of data sources: interviews, observations, and subsequent member checks.
While it is assumed that this process of data verification improved the accuracy of
information, the observation process may have introduced inherent limitations resulting
from the lack of standardization of the taping instructions as well as equipment
malfunctions. Although each of the couples completed three video recordings, their only
instructions were to tape "cooking experiences" that were representative of their typical
interactions. As such, the videos ranged from elaborate food preparations (e.g., over an
hour of footage) to a simple breakfast of coffee and cereal. Even though each of the
couples described these tapes as representative of their interactions, the researcher had
more difficulty analyzing interactions with less in-depth preparations.
An additional instruction was to "disregard the camera," which seemed to occur
in varying degrees among the participants. While some couples appeared to start the
camera and ignore its presence, others engaged in dialogue with the researcher narrating
portions of the cooking process. Nonetheless, these narrations were isolated to describing
ingredients and presenting finished products; otherwise, all couples appeared to be
immersed in the cooking process with their partners.
Another limitation in a videotape was the presence of a couple's son and
granddaughter visiting from out-of-town. While these visitors did not actively participate
in the cooking process, the couple may have acted differently because of the additional
family observers. In addition, the granddaughter assumed the role of "camera man" for a
portion of the tape, which may have drawn undesired attention to the filming process.
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A final limitation of the taping process was equipment failure. Although
technical problems were not abundant, in two of the tapes, the camera's battery expired
before the end of the meal preparation, thus, limiting the data collection. Furthermore,
the camera position in some instances prevented a full view of the kitchen, so while the
dialogue was comprehensible, some of the non-verbal interactions were not visible. Even
though the taping process introduced some limitations, the overall depth and quality of
information that was retrieved from these discrete observations would seem to these
complications.

Design limitations.
Additional limitations relate to the research design and analysis. First, the
researcher based her data collection and analysis on an interpretivist paradigm, seeking to
remain open to the participant's individual experiences, unique thoughts, and emerg~nt
ideas. As such, she did not operationally defme "cooking together." While this was done
so the couples had unstructured versatility in describing their experiences, the purposeful
lack of standardization may complicate replication studies, since future couples could
define cooking together along a continuum ranging from serving cereal or heating TV
dinners to creating a full meal from "scratch." Despite this potential problem, the
expressive descriptions provided on these couples cooking experiences should at least
assist future researchers in drawing useful comparisons between these couples'
experiences and other couples studied.
The presence of researcher bias is always a consideration with qualitative
research. Because the researcher is ultimately the data collection and analysis instrument,
her ability to remain objective is important during the research process and must be
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considered. In this study, the researcher's background in counseling, specifically family
counseling, may have biased her behavior during several tense exchanges. In several
instances during a couples' interviews, one member of a couple mentioned something
confrontational, embarrassing, or disrespectful to which their partner reacted unfavorably,
and in these instances, the researcher found herself reflecting on the participants' positive
statements in an effort to deflect what appeared an impending conflict or disagreement.
Though infrequent, this influence of researcher bias could have reduced the nature or
depth of data collected on conflicts within the couple's relationships. However, because
the observations were videotaped, this data were free from the researcher's positive
reframes, and as such, this data displayed both positive and negative exchanges between
the couples.
A final consideration is the implication of causality. While this research aimed at
providing descriptive data on the subject's experiences, identification of the Cycle of
Engagement may suggest a casual relationship between meal preparations and relational
satisfaction. That the couples in this study presented strong relational skills and
described loving, supportive connections as a result of conjoint meal preparations cannot
be claimed. Despite this limitation, the research did provide clinically salient information
that when the couples cooked together they eXhibited supportive, tender interactions.
Recommendations for Future Research
The investigation of couples' relational satisfaction has been an ongoing,
prevalent topic within many academic fields, yet while extant research has addressed
sources of dissatisfaction and offered recommendations to facilitate positive relationship
development, conjoint meal preparation as a source of relational satisfaction has not
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previously been investigated. Because of this gap in current literature, this study sought
to advance research findings and develop a better understanding of the meal preparation
influences couples' relationships and may be used in future counseling interventions. As
shown in the presentation of results in Chapter Four and the comparison of the study's
findings to current literature in this chapter, this study has provided valuable preliminary
data on the effects of meal preparation on couples relationships; nevertheless additional
research is needed to better understand this interaction. The following section will offer
suggestions to future researchers to improve upon the sampling strategy, interview
process, and research design.

Sampling strategy.
Although the participants in this study exhibited a range of ages, socioeconomics,
cultures, and nationalities, the demographic makeup was not representative of local or
national demographic statistics. Therefore, future research would be strengthened by the
inclusion of Black and Hispanic couples. A wider range in racial demographics could
better explain the cross-cultural or individual cultural beliefs surrounding meal
preparations.
In addition to racial demographics, the inclusion of same sex couples would
provide more complete data and facilitate the investigation of typical gender role
stereotypes surrounding cooking responsibilities. Research involving same sex couples
could isolate how discussion and negotiations on meal preparation decisions are reached
in the absence of traditionally imposed social role expectations.
Finally, a larger sample from additional geographic regions would improve the
understanding and transferability of data. As described previously, this study collected
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in-depth information from a small subject sample in a specific geographic region, and
while data was rich and descriptive, more data from additional couples in other areas of
the country would add breadth to the understanding of couple's meal preparation
interactions. Given the preliminary nature of this study, more extensive research is
necessary to confirm this study's findings.

Interview process.
In addition to diversifying the participant sample, a similar qualitative study
would benefit from replicating and altering aspects of this interview process. Because of
the personal nature of asking couples about their relationships, a research study on this
topic should include repeated contact or prolonged engagement to facilitate relationship
building, and construct interview guides that increase in the level of personal information
discussed. For instance, initial interviews should focus on relationship building,
lighthearted questioning, and eliciting dialogue surrounding the nature of a couple's
relationships and meal preparations. For example, discussing how couples met, favorite
foods, and even cooking disasters would be advantageous topics for an initial interview
since the could increase the couples' comfort level and feeling ofbeing understood. This
connection would enable more reflective, personal disclosures in subsequent interviews.
In retrospect, this researcher feels that including an individual interview midway
though the interview sequence is an important design element. Initially, the individual
interviews were included as the second interview in the three-part sequence to provide
the opportunity for each participant to openly discuss their experiences without fear of
their partner's judgment. While these interviews may have served this purpose, of
greater advantage were the discussions they facilitated within the couples following the
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interviews. After the individual interviews, the couples were excited to discuss and
compare their individual interview experiences with their partner, which generated
discussions, processing of the questions, and greater levels of insight in the subsequent
interview.
A final data collection recommendation is the incorporation of a follow-up focus
group after all of the interviews has been completed. This focus group could be held at a
central location such as the local recreation center or a restaurant meeting room.
Gathering the couples as a group to join in discussion about their cooking habits,
experience participating in the study, and insights gained from participating could
generate additional valuable information on how conjoint meal preparation affects
relationships and be enjoyable to the couples, as several participants in the current study
questioned whether their habits and experiences were unique. This environment could
normalize the participants' experiences ofbeing conjoint cooks, allow them to share their

zest for the cooking process, and facilitate the development of a support system. It
should be cautioned, however, that this study required a considerable commitment from
the couples, and an additional obligation could make participant recruitment more
difficult.

Research design.
Future research would also benefit from addressing expanded aspects of the meal
preparation process. Whereas this study was open-ended, employing an interpretivist
paradigm, future studies should refine specific aspects of conjoint meal preparation for
closer observation. For instance, the role of personality in defining couples' interactions
within the meal preparation process could be a topic for investigation. Research
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questions could also explore how much of couples' interactions in meal preparation are
indicative of their personalities, versus how much is defined by their developed ability to
negotiate and compromise on their roles within their relationship.
Although (as mentioned previously) no inventory to assess couples' cooking
habits has been developed, the creation of such an inventory would permit the subsequent
investigations of numerous quantitative aspects of cooking interactions. For example, if
there was an instrument to assess the frequency or consistency of cooking patterns,
researchers could perform correlational or path analysis studies on topics such as the
relationship between cooking habits, communication patterns, and relational satisfaction
to see if there is any relationship between happy relationships and cooking habits. The
development of quantifiable assessment instruments would advance the ability to assess
and understand how meal preparations affect relationships beyond current levels
available.
In addition to assessment, future research could employ an outcome-focused
intervention design to test the efficacy of conjoint meal preparation as a clinical tool.
Couples could be trained in communication skills aimed at strengthening relationships
and instructed to apply those skills when they prepared meals together. Intervention
research such as this could transform conceptual understanding the relational benefits of
meal preparation into an operational counseling tool.
Similarly, a developmental intervention could be employed where couples are
assessed upon a developmental continuum (e.g., Ego Development [Loevinger, 1998],
Conceptual Complexity [Hunt, 1975], or Moral Development [Rest, 1999]) and then
participate in guided cooking experiences that employed a Deliberate Psych Educational
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model- a five part intervention that includes guided reflection, challenge and support, a
significant role taking experience, a balance between action and reflection, and continuity
(Sprinthall, 1994). Following the implementation of this intervention, couples could be
assessed for developmental growth, which has been shown to improve relational skills
such as "empathy, adjustment, the ability to nurture, closeness, responsibility, tolerance,
capacity for leadership, and a lack of aggression" (Krumpe, 2002, p. 7).
As seen with these recommendations for future research, this study has provided
significant foundational information, but there is still much to learn. The data from this
study will hopefully serve as an informed starting point for future research and the
employment of meal preparations discussions and activities within a clinical setting to
improve relational dissatisfaction.
Personal Reflections

In my own life, cooking with loved ones has helped me to learn about my role
within relationships and recognize patterns of interacting. Over the years, I have
experienced a range of satisfaction and frustrations when cooking with others. While
some interactions generate beautiful, collaborative meals within a relaxing milieu,
frustration, tension, and stress have marred other experiences.
As I developed an interest in pursuing this line of research, I began observing
others, specifically couples, speculating on the differences within their cooking
interactions. Was this activity something they enjoyed? What drew them to the activity?
Did cooking benefit their relationship? The more I watched and pondered, the more I
recognized the value of these interactions upon their relationship development,
negotiations, and roles. These couples had found ways to work together. They were
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experiencing successes together, or, at the very least, they were comforting one another
through frustrations and failures. They were negotiating their roles and processes, and
ultimately, proudly rejoicing in creating together. While the goals of their meal
preparations were varied - quickly satisfying hungry children, creating a meal for a sitdown dinner party, packing a picnic, or having a casual family dinner- I saw these
couples developing their communication skills while having fun, feeling supported, being
excited, and connecting.
As I struggled to make sense of these observations, develop my research plan, and
expand my study beyond couples' interactions to the relational aspects of meal
preparation, a variety of theories from my counselor training helped me to understand the
value of communication, a structured family environment, and time together. However,
while these theories addressed numerous couples' and family's interactions, they failed to
address the interactive, relational nature of cooking together that I witnessed as being so
important in my observations of friends and personal experiences.
It was not until a close friend introduced me to Relational Cultural Theory (RCT)

that I began to recognize the potential clinical implications of meal preparation stemming
from its rich and varied requirement for social interaction. As I began to study RCT and
integrate and assimilate the theory into my own personal life, a transformation occurred
within my own personal relationships, my assessment of others, and eventually, my
evaluation ofthe couples in my study. As I developed my knowledge and awareness of
Growth Fostering Relationships and the paradoxical desires for connection and
disconnection, I learned to recognize the value of mutuality, authenticity, and positive
connections. Through this process, I discovered how my connection to others, the
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community, and society propagate my own vitality, clarity, sense of worth, productivity,
and desire for more connection- in essence, RCT's Five Good Things.
As I proceeded to collect and analyze the interviews and observations, I
developed an expectation that meal preparation could be an enjoyable activity to help
couples build stronger connections, yet I was not prepared for the depth of these couples'
experience. The emergence of the first theme, Relationship Development was not
surprising, as it mirrored elements of existing food-related literature on newlyweds or
recently cohabitating couples. Similarly, the third theme of Coalescence seemed rather
intuitive, since couples that sought to engage in conjoint meal preparation naturally had
an opportunity to feel valued, connected, and supported. I was less prepared for the data
that emerged into Theme Two: Kitchen Safety and the notion that stressors were
minimized during meal preparation.
In my own experiences, cooking has been a place where time stops - when I
cook, I forget about places I should be and other tasks I should accomplish. However, I
did not anticipate my participants would describe analogous feelings, much less describe
experiencing this as a couple. As they presented their experiences, stories, and feelings,
I came to appreciate the universality of this experience and the subsequent feeling of
safety they experienced from the reduction of stressors. These couples were able to
multitask; that is, to be secure in their expectation and desire to connect, and produce
together as if"wrapped in a blanket" (Gloria). They had discovered a place to connect
and enjoy their relationship without the typical "pressure" (Andrew) inherent in their
lives.
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My final personal reflection is on the value of this research. While interest in
cooking and the actualization of this interest though conjoint meal preparations may seen
unique to the couples in this study, I have, in my own observations recognized a growing
societal trend toward food-centric experiences for both individuals and couples. The
proliferation of media on food-based interests (e.g., the many channels that broadcast
culinary shows), and the availability of cooking classes, cooking vacations, and even
cooking cruises for couples is burgeoning. Food-related activities have become a
primary form of entertainment in American culture, thus, it seems logical for the
counseling profession to capitalize on this interest and incorporate meals into counseling
interventions to promote therapeutic success. Throughout this research process, I have
come to enrich my understanding of social connections and how these connections can be
fostered by what appears to be a growing societal interest in meal preparation.

Conclusions
The data from this study provide important baseline information on the role of
conjoint meal preparation experiences on couples relationships. As presented, this study
employed a qualitative research design to provide preliminary information on how
couples' relationships were affected by conjoint meal preparations. Through the
collection, analysis, and interpretation of interviews and observations from four
purposefully selected couples, the researcher uncovered three themes illuminating the
positive affects ofthis interaction: Relationship Development, Kitchen Safety, and
Coalescence. These themes responded to the researchers initial inquiry of: "How does
the meal preparation process affect couples that regularly prepare meals together?"
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Following the analysis of this descriptive data, the researcher applied a Relational
Cultural Theory framework to better understand the multidimensional relational
components of activity. As a result of her own reflection and analysis of the data, she
developed a theory on the couples Cycle of Engagement in conjoint meal preparation.
This cycle describes the participants' cyclical, recursive pattern of engagement in meal
preparations stimulated by their positive relational experiences, interest in cooking, and
desire to connect.
As a result of uncovering these positive outcomes of conjoint meal preparations,
the researcher described implications for

th~

field of counseling, since this positive

relational experience appears to have elements that could benefit couples who have an
interest in cooking, and therapist who practice couple's therapy. Because of the relative
accessibility of this activity, couples may be able to integrate cooking activities into their
current lifestyle without adding additional time or financial constraints. As such, conjoint
meal preparation has the potential to provide therapeutic benefits to couples outside of
traditional talk-therapy modalities.

"It's a finished product. Meals are that way too. There's a sense of completion" (Chuck)
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Appendix A: Definition of Terms
Committed relationships: two individuals who are legally married or cohabiting based on
romantic interest for more than one year
Conjoint Meal Preparation: the act of co-creating a meal with one's partner; cooking
together
Paradigm: a way of looking at the world (Patton, 2002); establishes the concepts valued
by a study; indicates how a research is performed and analyzed
Interpretivist Paradigm: emphasis on rich description and the desire to understand
participants' unique multilayered experiences and social world from their own
perspective, not predict behavior or events (Glesne, 2006; Rossman & Rallis,
2003).
Grounded Theory: the development of a theory based on the collection, analysis, and
interpretation of data (Corbin & Strauss, 2008)
Five Good Things- According to RCT, the byproducts of a growth-fostering
relationship.
1. Zest - Heightened alertness, increased energy, elevated vivacity
2. Sense of Worth- Feeling more worthwhile after the experience ofbeing perceived
as worthy and valuable by another individual
3. Clarity of Self and Other - Accurate assessment of oneself during relational
experience; in these experiences, an individual observes and evaluates their own
and others' interactions
4. Increased Productivity- Increased feeling of empowerment as a result of
supportive relationship; increased likelihood of taking action within and outside
of the relationship
5. Desire for Deeper Connection- Amplified motivation to connect with others as a
result of feeling esteem and desire to care for a specific individual

Mutuality: An RCT concept describing the recognition of and openness to the reciprocal
effect of ones self on others and others effect on oneself. A way of relating
through a participatory, shared activity.
Mutual Empathy: An RCT concept that describes on individuals openness to affecting
and being affected by another person; "a joining together based on the authentic
thoughts and feelings of all the participants in a relationship" (Miller & Striver,
1997). Both individuals feel and are aware of the empathy that is being given and
received by both individuals.
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Mutual Empowerment: An RCT concept that describes a two-way, relational, interactive
feeling of strength that fortifies individuals within a relationship facilitating
individual and relational growth.
Growth-Fostering Relationship: An RCT concept, sometimes referred to as Growth
Fostering Connection in literature, describing relationships based on mutual
empathy and empowerment (Comstock et al., 2008; Duff et al., 2009; Jordan,
201 0), where individuals actively engage in the development of another and
experience mutual growth.
Authenticity: An RCT concept that describes an individual's capability to represent
oneself fully, honestly, and truthfully within a relationship.
Transferability: A qualitative research term that describes the application of research
findings to other populations based on an understanding of the similarities
between environments being compared
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Appendix B: Statistics
US Census 2009 Married Couple Family Groups, by Labor Force Status of Both
Spouse

Only Husband in
Labor Force

Both in Labor Force

All
Married
Couples

Only Only Wife Both Husband Husband
Both
Emp. Husband Emp. Unemp Emp.
Unemp.
Emp.

60,844 29,567
100% 48.6%

1,430
2.4%

1,945
3.2%

307
0.5%

12,389
20.4%

818
1.3%

Only Wife in Labor Neither
Force
in Labor
Force
Wife
Emp.

Wife
Unemp.

Not
Emp.

4,059
6.7%

255
0.4%

10,074
16.6%

Note. Adapted from "Housing and Household Economic Statistics Division, Fertility &
Family Statistics Branch," 2009, America's Families and Living Arrangements.
Copyright 2010 by the U.S. Census Bureau.
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Appendix C: Statistics
2008 Bureau of Labor Statistics:
Time Spent in Eating and Drinking Activities and Percent of Civilian Population
Engaged in Each Activity (daily averages)

Average minutes per
Average minutes per day, Average percent engaged day, for persons who
civilian population

in activity per day

engaged in the
activity

Total
Total time in
primary eating and
drinking
Total time in
associated
activities

Men

Women

Total

Men

Women Total Men Women

67.7

70.6

65.1

96.0

96.5

95.6

70.5 73.2

68.0

7.2

7.7

6.7

25.0

27.2

22.9

28.8 28.3

29.3

Note: A primary activity refers to an individual's main activity: primary eating and
drinking; associated activities are travel times related to eating and drinking, waiting
associated with eating and drinking. Adapted from "Time Spent in Eating and Drinking
Activities and Percent of Civilian Population Engaged in Each Activity (daily averages),"
by K. Hamrick. Copyright 2008 by the U.S. Census Bureau.
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Appendix D: Informed Consent
I, (print name here)
, agree to participate in a
dissertation research study. The purpose of this study is to understand the relationship between
conjoint cooking patterns, communication patterns, and relational satisfaction in couples'
relationships. I understand that Katherine Hermann, a doctoral student in Counselor Education at
the College of William & Mary, is conducting this study.
As a participant in this study, I am aware that I will be asked to participate in two interviews with
my spouse or committed (married or cohabiting more than one year) partner and one individual
interview. In addition, I will be asked to videotape myself and my partner three times during the
activity of meal preparation.
I am aware that my participation is voluntary, and that I am free to withdraw my consent and
discontinue participation at any time without penalty, consequence, or obligation. All individual
assessment and questionnaire data will be confidential and anonymous and identified through an
assigned code. I understand that my identity and personal and identifying information will not be
reported in study results.
I am aware that participating in this study will not cause risks to my physical or mental health. At
the same time, I understand that if I experience physical or mental discomfort as a result of my
participation, the researcher will provide me with referral information to an appropriate source of
professional assistance. I understand that upon request, a copy of this study's results will be
provided to me. The researcher leading this study, Katherine Hermann, can be contacted by
phone or email at (757) 279-8701, kmhermann@email.wm.edu.
Ifl develop questions in connection with my participation in this study, I can also contact Dr.
Charles McAdams, the Chair of Ms. Hermann's Doctoral Committee at (757) 221-2338 or
crmcad@wm.edu. In addition, I may report dissatisfaction with any aspect of the research to Dr.
Thomas Ward, Chair of the School of Education's Internal Review Committee at (757) 221-2358
or tjward@wm.edu or Dr. Michael Deschenes, chair of the Protection of Human Subjects
Committee at the College of William & Mary at (757) 221-2778 or mrdesc@wm.edu.

My signature below signifies that I have received a copy of this consent form, fully
understand its content, and consent to participate in this study.

Date

Participant's Signature

THIS PROJECT WAS FOUND TO COMPLY WITH APPROPRIATE ETHICAL
STANDARDS AND WAS EXEMPTED FROM THE NEED FOR FORMAL REVIEW BY
THE COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND MARY PROTECTION OF HUMAN SUBJECTS
COMMITTEE (Phone 757-221-3966) ON 2011-06-27 AND EXPIRES ON 2012-06-27.

You are required to notify Dr. Ward, chair of the EDIRC, at 757-221-2358 (EDIRCL@wm.edu) and Dr. Kirkpatrick, Chair of the PHSC at 757-221-3997 (PHSCL@wm.edu) if any issues arise during this study.
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Appendix E: Interview Guides
Interview Guide: Initial Couple Interview

Relationship Implications
• How did you get started cooking together?
•

Why have you continued to cook together?

•

How does preparing meals together affect your relationship?

•

How does preparing meals together work in your relationship? Who initiates it?
What purpose does it serve?

•

How are your meal preparation experiences affected by what is happening in your
relationship (e.g., feelings of resentment, frustration, excitement, etc.)?

Process
• Why did you start preparing meals together?
•

What is it like when you and your spouse prepare meals together?
o Can you describe your interactions when you prepare meals together?

•

What types of things do you and your spouse/partner discuss when you prepare
meals together? Example?

•

How do you decide who does what when you prepare meals together?
o How do you divide or negotiate responsibilities?

•

When you are preparing meals together do you usually work on the same thing or
different things (parallel or perpendicular tasks)? What determines these roles?

Timing
• At what point in your relationship (e.g., dating, after marriage, cohabitation) did
you begin preparing meals together?
•

How frequently do you and your spouse/partner prepare meals together?

•

What type of things affect whether you prepare meals together? Examples?

•

When do you usually prepare meals together (day of the week, time of the day)?
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Interview Guide: Individual Interview
1. Thinking back to our last interview, is there anything you would like to clarify or
feel that was missed?
2. Where there any thoughts you had afterwards?
3. Did the interview spark any discussion?
4. Were there unexpected things from the first interview?
5. When did you and your spouse or partner start preparing meals together?
6. What influenced your decision to (why) to start preparing meals together?
7. How do you feel preparing meals together with your spouse/partner influences
your relationship?
8. How would you describe yourself (behavior, role, affect) when you prepare meals
with your spouse/partner?
a. What is your role?
b. Does it change? How might it have changed?
c. How has the role developed over time (i.e. were you different at the
beginning of your relationship?
9. How would you describe your spouse/partner during meal preparation (behavior,
role, affect)?
10. How do your interactions during meal preparation compare to your interactions
outside the kitchen?
11. Do you have any addition thoughts?
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Interview Guide: Follow-Up Couple Interview

Review/Revisit
1. Since our initial interview, what types of discussions have you had regarding how
preparing meals together affects your relationship?
a. In hindsight, are there responses you would change or things you would
like to add?
2. How was the experience of taping?
a. How accurately do the video observations depict your typical meal
preparation process?
3. What aspect of a recent meal preparation experience (maybe a videotaped one)
would you like to repeat?

Content/Process
4. Who does the shopping? Now? Typically How does this influence what you
make? How do you make this decision?
5. Do you ever cook with other couples or people?
a.
If so, what facilitates this desire?
b.
How is this experience?

Relationship Implications
6. Do you feel supported when you cook together?
a.
How is this different then being supported during other tasks or
actives?
b.
Is there a different adjective you would use?
7. How does cooking together help you understand your role in your relationship?
8. What do you see as the purpose of cooking together vs. cooking individually?
a. Can you describe how the experience may be different when you cook
alone vs. together?
9. How do you think your relationship would be different if you didn't cook
together?
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Participation - Draw to Study and Experience
10. How has participating in these interviews and observations affected your meal
preparation process? Your interactions?
11. Are there unexpected things that have come up from this/during this interview
process?
12. What drew you to participating in this study?
a. What about your conjoint cooking process did you hope to share?
13. If you could describe your relationship (selves as a couple) as a food dish, what
would it be and why?
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Appendix F: Demographic Questionnaire

Gender:

Male

Female

Age: _ _ _ __
Race:

Current Relationship Status:
__ Married _ _ Cohabitating
Number of Children living in the home: _ _ __
Employment Status (outside of the home):
___ Currently Employed
_ _ Seeking Employment
___Not Employed & Not Seeking Employment
Retired
Occupation (current or most recent): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Education:
_ Some High School
_High School Diploma or GED
_Some College
_Associate Degree
_Bachelors Degree
_Masters Degree
_Doctoral Degree
__ Other: please
specify_ _ __

_

Bachelors Degree
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Meal Preparation Patterns
In the following questions, please rate the following experiences:
Daily meal preparation decisions with your spouse?
Boring
1
2
4
3

5

Cooking daily meals with your spouse?
Boring
1
2
3

5

Special meal decisions with your spouse?
Boring
1
2
3
Preparing special meals with your spouse?
Boring
1
2
3

Exciting

Exciting

4

Exciting

4

5

Exciting

4

5
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Appendix G: Researcher as Instrument Statement
A basic concept in qualitative research is the role of the researcher as the
"instrument" for data collection, analysis, and interpretation. Because of the subjectivity
of this role, the potential for bias must be addressed. Consequently, the following
statement, will explore and document my past experiences, present interactions, and
beliefs about couple's conjoint cooking processes. Through this narrative, I hope to
critically and introspectively evaluate my current ideas to hedge potential bias and enable
impartial research.
My interest in researching food-related experiences began as a master's student
completing course work for a degree at Texas A&M University- Corpus Christi in
Clinical Mental Health. As I launched into topics such as counseling theories and
techniques, I began to feel there was a deficiency in the traditional adult model of talk
therapy. While I appreciated the traditional counseling process, I recognized that I rarely
felt open to discussing and processing emotions when I was passively sitting across from
another individual. On the contrary, I often felt antsy and uncomfortable. But, when I
was engaged physically and cognitively - moving and creating - I felt at ease. In these
moments, I was free to express myself. I realized that this feeling was even more
pronounced when I was cooking - one of my favorite activities at the time. When I was
in the kitchen, I could be creative, fmd ways to fix my failures, engage with others, and
produce something I, and often others, enjoyed.
As my awareness of my comfort and draw to the cooking environment developed,
I reflected on traditional models of play therapy (I had been exposed quite extensively by
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my older sister who had completed a master's degree in play therapy several years
before I began studying counseling). I soon wondered about adult play therapy. Was
there such a thing? If so, what did it look like? Who used it? Did it involve cooking?
These questions and my fruitless searches of scholarly literature led me to fantasize about
a "counseling kitchen." What ifthere was a kitchen where people could work through
their problems and discuss their experiences?
During the Spring of2007, the second semester of my master's program, the
weekly The New York Times "Dining & Wine" section published a Valentine's Day
article by Katherine Wheelock, "He Cooks, She Stews, It's Love," that described the
different roles couples assumed when the cooking together. While this article was not
grounded in research, the author described the magnification of couples' "alpha" and
"beta" personalities when they prepared meals, playfully depicting several couples'
experiences as home chefs and interviewing a marriage and family therapist. This article
helped transition my interest from the effects of cooking on an individual to cooking as a
reflection of couple's communication patterns and ways of relating. From the time I read
that The New York Times article until I began formulating a dissertation topic, I have
observed, reflected, wondered, and hypothesized about the role of food in couples' lives.
Of course, as someone interested in the psychology of humans, I began my
reflection with an analysis of my own family, but since my own parents do not cook
together, I quickly searched for other models to base my observations, turning to close
friends. I marveled at the interactions of friends as they mastered the art of packing
newlywed picnics and hosting dinner parties. I recalled watching my college roommate
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and the man that is now husband create beautiful meals early in their relationship and
recognized how, three children later, while the structure of these meals is very different,
they often still work together to crate a dinner for their family (and guest). The more I
questioned those around me, the more I understood that cooking really was an
opportunity for people to interact and negotiate.
In addition to observing others, I looked at my own conjoint cooking experiences.
While most of these have not occurred in romantic relationships - I have an ironic
aversion to cooking with people I date - cooking with others has been the source of
numerous occasions of joy or tension with friends, family members, and acquaintances.
In these interactions, I marveled at my own interactions and those of the people I cooked
with. I have seen how different strategies for how a task should be accomplished can
create tension and discomfort or lead to a conversation about expectations and process.
Practices as simple as what shape vegetables should be cut can lead to compromises,
standoffs, and frustrating experiences. While there have been times of considerable
frustration -burned collard greens ruining the beloved soup pot. I can also recall many

fun and exciting experiences - crunchy noodle pillows with jumbo shrimp or an
afternoon getting "punchy" icing valentine's cookies. These experiences shaped my
childhood, my relationships, and myself.
Considering these observations, many of which were favorable, I must describe
my potential biases entering into this research. While much of what I have focused on
thus far are the positive experiences I have observed, and I recognize my desire to focus
on the positive - I want to understand and rec-create the good things. At the same time I
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can put away my rose colored glasses and recognize my discomfort with tension and
conflict especially in romantic relationships. I know I am overly sensitive to couples
arguments; I probably have a tendency to be defensive and passive aggressive, and, as a
result, rebuff and avoid these behaviors in others, yet I do feel that I can be objective.
One thing the last five years studying counseling has imparted on me is the ability to have
a "third eye" - recognizing what am I feeling and what am I seeing. As a result of the
professional refinement of this innate trait, I feel that, even though I am entering this
study with positive experiences and a desire to uncover an environment where couples
can experience joy and love, I will be realistic, objective, reflective, and open to what
emerges from the data whether positive, negative, neutral, or inconclusive.
Finally, in order to fully address, the biases and experiences that may influence
my research process, I must share my history as a qualitative researcher. Much of my
knowledge ofthe qualitative research process has been shaped by my enrollment in a
qualitative research course as a doctoral student at the College of Williams and Mary and
involvement in two qualitative research projects (one for this doctoral course on doctoral
supervision and another as part of a graduate assistantship on alcohol consumption in
fraternizes and sororities).
In both of these projects, I was an active member of a research team participating
in the studies' conceptualization, data collection, and analysis. As such, these projects
played an influential role in informing my understanding of the qualitative research
process - developing and applying codes, learning techniques for organizing data,
tracking interactions, etc. While these two research experiences were positive, and likely
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influence my desire to perform a qualitative dissertation, I worry that learning from
experiences may cloud the purity of my textbook understanding of the qualitative
research process; nevertheless, in order to assure that I will maintain a rigorous
qualitative research process, I will continue to study qualitative literature and textbooks,
consult with the qualitative specialist on my dissertation committee, and reflect on my
procedures, processes, and experiences.
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Appendix H: Reflexive Journal Example
7/8/11

7/8/11

7/9/11

AT - scheduled first interview via email
with Couple one: Pseudonym: Lynne and
Chuck Kelly. Saturday 2 P.M. at Elwood
Thompson's Cafe; 10 S. Thompson St.,
Richmond, VA. Stated the estimated length
for the interview will be 1 hour.
PC- remember interview guide, note paper,
audio recorder, video equipment, demo
survey, informed consent.
PC -at interview discuss follow-up
interviews and videotaping
AT- emailed Dr. Janice Robbins and
Wendy Pearson inquiring if they know of
couples who cook together.

AT - interview one with Couple one
PC - Ask couples why they would prefer to
eat in whether then eat out... Husband was
not able to answer this question ...

7/9/11

Received email from potential participant
#2 = Pseudonym: Brian & Gloria

7/16/11

AT - Emailed wife 1 -Lynne to set up
individual interview. Have not heard back
from her husband regarding scheduling a
time

Q - have not discussed videotaping.
Hoping the participants will have
their own video equipment that they
can use.
F - I am getting excited about
speaking with this couple -yay data!

F- I hope I am not being too pushy.
It seems that everyone I know fits the
white middle class demographic need to find ways to capture minority
populations.
F- I feel like we didn't get to very
rich data. The couple seemed to
describe process more then
emotion ... I am not sure what to
think of their descriptions -just a
place to interact. It seemed like
cooking was a way to be together not
the richness of the interaction but just
the interaction ... e.g., they described
the process of eating and having a
place to stop and being more
important then the activity ....
F - I just felt off throughout the
whole process -just tired, stressed,
and not very able to cultivate
conversation.
F - I also feel like a coffee shop is
not the best place to reach the depth
of conversation ... plus nosy.
F - excited to have another volunteer
but seems like another educated
white couple
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7/18/11

7/18/11
7/18/11

7/18/11

7/18/11

7/18/11

7/19/11

7/19/11

7/19/11

AT - Scheduled individual Interview with
Lynne- Wednesday 7/20/11 at 4:00PM at
Starbucks on comer of Broad and
Lombardy St. in Richmond, Va
PC - list interview location as a possible
limitation
AT - received call from Possible couple #3
Pseudonym: Robert & Margret regarding
participation - saw flyer at Martins
Robert returned call. He discussed with his
wife and they would like to participate.
They have a big party this weekend, and he
will call next week to schedule interview
one

AT - Emailed Brian to schedule Interview
# 1. I have not heard back since I responded
to the last email.
AT- Seeking more participants ...
Emailed Family related organizations at St.
Be de
Emailed Community events board at St.
Be de
Emailed "contact us" section of Bethel
Baptist Church
AT -borrowed 2, 8GB (2 hour) flip
cameras from Swem Library. Due back
September 5, 2011
PC - need to pick up AA batteries
AT - Called Gloria on cell phone
and set-up interview
number one for this Saturday (3/23/11) at
3:00PM at their home.
AT - received a call from potential couple
#4: Pseudonym: Donna & Andrew
regarding participating. She and her

F - seems like a very exciting couple
to include. They will fit the older
couple demographic -he is retired
army and taught psychology at West
Point. He was born and raised in
Puerto Rico. He sees to have the
primary interest in cooking described his thought that in a couple,
the male would have to enjoy
cooking for it to be a enjoyable
couple's experience.
Q - I wonder what the couple's
perspectives are on traditional gender
roles.
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7/19/11

7/20/11

husband have 11 month old twins and
would like to participate. She is a stay at
home mom and will talk over possible
interview times with husband and will call
back.
AT - Scheduled interview 1 with couple #4
Donna & Andrew:
Address:

-

T hursda 7/28/11 at 6:00 PM in their home
AT- Interviewed Couple #1, wife: Lynne
AT - uploaded flrst two videos from Flip
PC- Lynne promises Chuck will email to
set-up his individual interview this evening.

7/23/11

AT- Interview #1 with Couple #2 at their
Home

7/26/11

AT - Interviewed Couple #2 - Husband:
Brian.

F - I worry that the information is
staying contextual still ... I am not
sure if it is because of the perceived
reflective nature of the participant.
F /Q - I worry that I am not member
checking adequately and am asking
leading questions; Are my questions
getting at the construct I am
studying? How can I get more
depth? How can I get the couple to
discuss more in the last interview
F - Key points for me: Participant
indicated that cooking together was a
non-valued added way to experience
depth. Participant also described the
interview process as an opportunity
to discuss things that she would
otherwise typically not discuss likened the expedience to what it may
be like to be in cou le's thera .
F - couple seemed very on-board
with participating. They seem to be
better on the emotional piece. Brian
does a good job of pushing the level
of conversation and providing lots of
info as far as elaboration, examples,
and stories.
F - There is a high level of cultural
influence on this relationship. I
wonder how this will influence the
standardization of information
F - Interview was less then half an
hour but I felt a lot was covered.
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F - I feel like directly re-asking the
questions is not completely effective
- wonder if this makes the
participants feel like I am trying to
separate the two for negative reasons.
F - Some themes that seem to have
been expressed: complementarity,
opportunity for playfulness, activity
built on shared interests

Q - What was the first dish they
prepared together? Her for him?
Him for her?
Q - how has talking about food
during these interviews affected your
cooking?
Q -what do you see the role of food
in the future of your relationship?
7/26/11

7/26/11

7/27/11

7/28/11

PC - Call couple #3 to set up interview # 1
tomorrow .... Make sure they haven't
forgotten about participation.
AT- met with Dr. Whalon regarding
questions
DM* Read Spradley article about verbatim
transcriptions.
* Observations - code for a priori codes,
process information like detailed filed notes.
Write down who's doing what to capture
questions about roles. Take down quotes
during process.
AT - exchanged phone calls with couple #4,
rescheduled Thursday's first interview to
Friday 7/29/11 at 6 PM
AT - Called couple #3 - Robert & Margret F - It seems they will be traveling
and sent up interview # 1 for tomorrow
quite a bit- makes me nervous about
morning at 1OAM in their home
getting all the interviews in.
PC - their travel schedule
* In Long Island July 30 - August 6
* Visitor August 8 - August 16
* Europe August 26
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7/28/11

7/29/11

7/29/11

AT -purchased another Flip camera for
Couple #3, Robert & Margret, to use to
film.
F - concerns - I hope they are onAT - Interviewed couple #3 in their home.
They seemed excited to share and offered
board for the whole process. I worry
much content on their enjoyment of cooking about their availability in scheduling
together.
the interviews. I hope they
understand the simultaneous taping
and interview process.
I hope they don't think I am an idiot
because I was tired and my shoes
didn't match.
Q - I was surprised to find out that
this couple has only been married
since 2003 ... I was hoping for a
couple who was not only older but
also had been married longer - even
though they have been acquainted for
many years.
F - The interview was very short. I
AT - interview one with couple #4
don't know if it was because I was
AT - left Flip #4 with couple as well as
spacy or if there were just lots of
ipod adapter charger and USB extension.
distractions or the questions I had
didn't encourage the reflection
PC - be more clear with couples as far as
needed for depth. I have a feeling the
what you are looking for with video
individual interview with Jessica will
be good - I am not sure if I sensed
taping ... even give them instructions that
defensiveness or if I was just
state to "forget" about the camera - both
couples today have asked if they should
conscious of not wanting to analyze,
interact with the camera, so this piece may
or we just need more time for report
not be clear in my descriptions.
building ... I think I need to
remember that these couples don't
PC - the couple has not scheduled their next know me and are probably not used
to opening up let alone to a
interviews -he has "classes" next week, so
we may be able to do the individual
stranger ... I just need to relax and
interviews one night next week or both one- feel more comfortable - I think this
day next weekend.
could be contagious.
F - I feel uncomfortable meeting with
the husbands individually. I am not
sure why, but I have picked up on
some tension when I discuss it with
most couples. I don't know if wife's
feel threatened by the disclosure of
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personal information or if it is a vibe
I am putting off...
7/30/11

7/30/11

AT- emailed Couple #1 interview #1
summary for member check
AT- emailed Couple #1 Wife Interview
summary for member check
AT - Interviewed Couple 1 Husband
(Chuck) at Ellwood's Cafe in Richmond,
VA.
PC - write up member check from the
interview.

F- Before the interview, I felt that
Brian was not as invested in
participating in the interviews as the
wife, but as he began talking I
changed my opinion.
F - I felt like I did a better job with
probing questions. After my
discussion with Dr. Whalon last
week, I felt I had a bit more
flexibility with the interview process
then I had been allowing myself to
use
F - There were several questions that
Brian was not able to answer, so I
would like to include these in my
final interview.
F - I feel my questions are less
conducive to gathering info related to
the RCT themes ... I don't know how
to ask questions about these things ...
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Appendix 1: Member Check Examples
Member Check: Couple #1 Interview #1
The couple described cooking together as a consistent activity in their nine-year
relationship that began when they started dating in college. The motivation to prepare
meals together stemmed from their shared interest in eating and cooking, desire to eat
healthy foods, and the opportunity to spend time together within the constraints of their
busy schedules. In addition, the couple described enjoying the creation of a finished
product while having an opportunity to connect with one another through "substantial
conversation." They also explain cooking as a natural activity since they both grew up in
families with home cooked meals. During the cooking process they each have tasks they
prefer and dislike, so much of the procedure is dictated by these preferences although the
wife typically assumes the "director" role because of her skill for organization and
timing; while, the husband's role is typically reflective of a "sous chef."

On Sat, Jul 30, 2011 at 9:19 AM, Katie Hermann <kate.one@gmail.com> wrote:
Good morning 11 Lynne" and 11Chuck",
I have attached a brief summary of our first discussion. If you have the opportunity, can
you pleas check for accuracy. If there is anything you think i have missed, or should be
changed, or would like to add feel free to email; otherwise, I will bring a copy to our
final interview and we can discuss any changes or further elaborate.
Thank you both so much for all your time!
Let me know if you have any ideas for a good time for our final interview.
Also, when you have a chance let me know where you would like your $40 gift
certificate to?
11
Chuck", I will see you at noon at Ellwoods at noon.
Thank you again for everything,
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Katie
From: "Lynne" <lynne@mymail.abc.edd>
Subject: Re: Interview 1 Summary
Date: July 30, 2011 6:28:22 PM EDT
To: Katie Hermann <kate.one@gmail.com>
Cc: "Chuck" <chuck@abc.edd>
I think it's a great summary Katie!
As far as our final interview goes ... are you available early next Saturday? Say at lOam or
llam? If not, we could do the following weekend almost any time.
And I think we'd like a gift certificate to Acacia in Carytown. We wouldn't go otherwise.
Thanks so much and hope data collection is coming along well!
"Lynne"
I'm so terribly sorry for the delay. This has completely slipped my mind. Internet was out
from the hurricane and when it came back on I have been putting off going through my
e-mails. The summary you wrote pretty much captures it all and represents the
interview effectively. I can't think of anything to add. Thank you and again my apologies!
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Member Check: Couple #4 Final Interview
During their final interview, the husband and wife from couple #4 described how
they had not previously considered the role of cooking in their relationship, but through
this interview process they have become more aware of how this activity has benefited
their relationship. The couple described the kitchen as "a completely different world and
atmosphere" (husband) where they feel bonded, can regularly connect, and are familiar
with their roles and tasks unlike parenting where they are continually learning their roles.
In comparison to grocery shopping, at this stage (parents of young children), the
couple described meal preparation as more enjoyable because at home they have more
flexibility and less pressure as parents. When discussing the videotaped meal
preparations, the couple said they felt the recordings were representative of their typical
meal preparation processes - balancing communication, parenting, and dinner
preparation. When pondering the importance of the meal preparation experience, the wife
expressed that she had been considering that eating as a family may have the same
benefits on the twins as cooking has on the couple's relationship.
In closing, the couple was asked to describe their relationship as a food dish, and
after discussing they determined that the dish would need to be sweet, salty, and spicy.
Some possibilities included Ben & Jerry's Late Night Snack, with something spicy;
Thanksgiving dinner; or spicy movie theater popcorn with M&Ms.

On Aug 25, 2011 1 :02 PM, "Katie Hermann" <kate.one@gmail.com> wrote:
Good afternoon "Donna"!
I hope you are having a great week. I want to thank you once again for
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participating in the interviews on your experience cooking as a couple. I really
enjoyed your insight, experiences, and getting to meet your beautiful children.
I am attaching a summary of our final interview. If you can take a look, and verify
if i am accurately capturing what you have shared, that would be great.
I also have a summary of John's individual interview, but because of
confidentiality, it is not attached. does he have an email address i can send it to?
Thank you once again for your time!
Katie Hermann
Doctoral Candidate
The College of William & Mary

From:
"Donna" <mydonna@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: Final Couple Interview Summary
Date: September 6, 2011 9:01 :56 PM EDT
To:
Katie Hermann <kate.one@gmail.com>
I'm so terribly sorry for the delay. This has completely slipped my mind. Internet was out
from the hurricane and when it came back on I have been putting off going through my
e-mails. The summary you wrote pretty much captures it all and represents the .
interview effectively. I can't think of anything to add. Thank you and again my apologies!
"Donna"
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Member Check: Couple #2 Final Interview
During their final interview, the husband and wife of couple #3 described various
aspects of their cooking process and their experience of participating in this research
study.
When describing themselves as a couple, they stated that they have the
opportunity to engage with one another in various activities- lunchtime walks, going to
the pool, etc -nevertheless, they mentioned that cooking together is different. They
describe enjoying the opportunity to share a space where they can engage in verbal
conversation or collaborate silently. In addition, she stated that when they cook together
she knows that "he's there just for me" and "no matter what, I have his attention." He
explained that he chooses to participate in this activity because he knows it is something
she is "passionate" about, so he feels "it would be ridiculous for me not to be a part of
that." They also described cooking and eating as one oflives pleasures and thus an
experience that they naturally want to share with one another.
In comparison to cooking, the couple described that grocery shopping has a
different role in their relationship. While the wife describes enjoying grocery shopping,
the husband stated that it's "not relaxing" and "more laborious" likely feelings that
results from the impression that it is "something that has to be done opposed to
something you choose to do" (husband) and that at the end of a work day, where he
interacts with various people, he would rather be home where you "can take your shoes
off'.
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In closing, the couple was asked to describe their relationship as a food dish.
In response, the husband selected pizza and the wife selected lasagna because they view
both these dishes and their relationship as flexible and versatile.

From: Katie Hermann [kate.one@gmail.com]
Sent: Sunday, August 28, 2011 3:48 PM
To: "Brian"
Subject: Final Couple Interview Summary
Good afternoon,
I hope you safely weathered the storm. I want to thank you once again for
participating in my interviews on your experience cooking as a couple. I really
enjoyed learning about your experiences and hearing your insights.
I am attaching a summary of our final interview. If you can take a look, and verify
if I am accurately capturing what you have shared, that would be great.

Thank you so much for your time and openness!

Katie Hermann
Doctoral Candidate
The College of William & Mary

From:
"Brian" <"brian"@zx.eud>
Subject: RE: Final Couple Interview Summary
Date: September 13, 2011 11 :36:04 AM EDT
To:
Katie Hermann <kate.one@gmail.com>
Katie--- sorry it took us so long to respond--- Hope it didn't hold up your progress--Yes, I think you captured the essence of what we said very nicely----All the best
in completing your studies.
"Brian" and "Gloria"
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Appendix J: Data Collection and Generation
Interview Transcript Examples
Transcription Excerpt #1: Couple 3- Husband Individual Interview

K: Do you think the draw to cook together was the next activity to be done? To spend
time together? What do you think the draw was?
R3: I think in my case perhaps it was an attempt to influence her to let her know that I
liked to cook because I knew that she liked to cook. And she had, Kevin her first
husband, used to cook, so it may have been part of my wooing.
K: Maybe it was something familiar that you could impress her with.
R3: It was something to let her know that I qualified in the cooking area. But also, when
you're visiting someone you want to be helpful, so you don't want to just be a guest that
sits on the sofa while she cooks or whatever, so that got me involved.
K: So it was a way to support her while you were visiting.
R3: Yeah.
K: Okay.
We've talked about this a little bit- what were the "whys" that you started preparing
meals together.
R3: Because we share duties. (9:00). lfl didn't enjoy cooking, I'd have probably shared
duties by doing. If she cooks, like many families, she cooks and the guy does the pots
and pans, but since I enjoy cooking, we share the cooking. We share the pots and pans.
But, she won't share cleaning the stove. That's my job.
K: What do you think it would have been like if it had been pots and pans instead of
cooking?
R3: I think then it becomes a drudge sort of thing for the guy, and maybe for the women
also because I know, certainly I've heard lots of women say, "I'm tired of cooking."
Particularly when they get to be our age. A lot of folks that move into retirement
communities like Patriots Colony or whatever around here - one reason they do it is the
wife says, "I'm tired of cooking. I'm tired of keeping house." So, to the degree that she
and I share responsibilities and we both enjoy cooking, it's an area that we do together
which is not a drudgery because we both like it, so it's not just me doing the pots and
pans, it's me slicing and dicing.
K: Can you describe, I'm going to go through and describe yourself and then describe
her. But what is your behavior when you cook together?
R3: Urn, when I cook with her, I usually do the main dish. I'll do the chicken or the
chicken breasts or the filet or whatever, and she'll do the veggies or she will often times
be my sous chef. She'll dice and slice, or squeeze the garlic or whatever has to be done.
(12:00) When she cooks, I don't do as much. I'll help make a side dish. I just sort of
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follow her directions. If she's cooking I usually offer to help and she'll either say,
"don't bother. It's not much." Or she'll give me things to do. Ifl'm cooking a lot of
times she's very good about getting everything. Finding all the stuff. She'll read the
recipe and say, "you need this and this." And lay it all out for me. Or she'll say, "you
need to mince some garlic" and she'll get the garlic out and mince it. I think that's what
you'll see on the tape.
K: Would you describe that as feeling "supported"?
R3: Ohyeah!
K: And, what would you say your attitude or affect is when you cook together?
R3: Generally, content. I give her a lot ofhugs and things, so it's a pleasant occasion.
It's something- we're close together. We're bouncing into each other. Most of the time
it is, 90% of the time it is harmonious, and it's kind of a. it supports our loving
relationship.
K: Can you describe that a little bit more. How it supports your relationship.
R3: Well, it's an event. If we don't have a little spiff over the fact that she's trying to tell
me how to do something at the end of it all we've been together, we feel good about what
we've done. Typically the food's pretty good and I always accuse her of complimenting
me on what I've made because I say, "you compliment me so I'll keep on doing it." It
could be terrible, but you'll say, "oh this is good."
K: Some positive affirmation.
And then describing her, what would you say her behavior is when you cook together?
R3: Other then the fact that she's a little bossy at times, it's very efficient. She has a
focus on what she's doing, and gets with it. I'm much. She's much better organized at
having spent however many years as a housewife, and raising 4 kids. And the later part of
her life also working. One of the interesting things about her is she got married when she
was 20. Had all these kinds, Went into an Army career. When I first met her, we were
both lieutenant in Germany. She had 4 children and a miscarriage in 5 years. I don't
know how the hell she did it, so she got used to the maelstrom of all that and maybe
that's one of the reasons she's so efficient and focused when she's cooking, but then 20
years later she decided to go back. She hadn't fmished her college degree when she got
married. She finished her college degree and then got a master's and then went to work in
universities, so she had a lot of drive when she decides to do something. She can manage
her life so she can put some things aside and get on with a task.
K: That's impressive.
what would you say her attitude or affect when she's cooking with you.
R3: Pretty, sort of, "let's get this done." It's not. She's not out there running around
laughing and clapping. That's not to say that she doesn't enjoy it. She enjoys it but she
does it in sort of a business like way. I disrupt her with hugs and pats on the butt, but
she's not. We joke. We laugh. Whatever, but she's a lot more efficient at it then I am.
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Transcription Excerpt #2: Couple 2 -Final Interview
K: Can you tell me a but about how the experience of taping was?

G2: the experience of taping was natural.
B2: It was a little bit, at first, it was little bit ... I think, I don't know what I want to say.
It was a little bit daunting at the beginning because I would say you wanted to do
something interesting, but what we realized was sometimes G2: We don't have to be interesting
B2: Sometimes just being together is enough and the conversation can lag for ten
minutes. You don't have to say anything (6:31) but it's still quality time
G2: It's just the fact of sharing the kitchen, and so your sharing your time together.
B2: When we went to the pool the other day we just kind of hung out there for a couple
of hours. We talked for a while, and then you reclined and I swam. The conversation
was stop and go, so what we were probably a little conscientious because we knew that
we were being videotaped, but basically we just let it be as natural as possible and we
were able to pull it offbecause I decided that it wasn't a paly. Some of it, and I don't
know how much of it we were even in the screen, but some of it's just non-verbal body
language and things like that too.
G2: I enjoy very much having him around in the kitchen even though he doesn't do much
sometimes, but just the fact of him being there with me I think is nice.
K: What do you think it is about that?
G2: The fact that he's there. It means that at that time he's there just for me and I take
advantage of that because we can be together in the same house, but he's at the computer
or reading. He's doing something else; whereas, if we're cooking together I know that
he's there with me.
B2: You have my undivided attention.
G2: And I have his attention. No matter what I have his attention (8:09)
K: It sounds like the conversation is secondary to being able to share that space.
G2: It depends. It depends. Sometimes we have long conversations while we're cooking
depending on what's going on. Some other times, like I said the other day, some other
times you're so relaxed you just don't care you're just happy for that fact that he's there.
B2: And for us too, we both have very flexible schedules, and we feel like we have tons
of obligations, but we don't really have- we don't have a ton of kids, we don't have
other distractions. I have a lunch break and we try to go for a walk on the lunch break, so
we do have plenty of opportunity to hang out and just talk, so like we said, it's not like
your friend, and it will change not that schools about to start, but really we do have a lot
of time together, and so.
G2: especially in the summer when he's not working
B2: and so we don't rely just on meal preparation time to catch up on the day's events.
We have other moments too, so it can be very conversational but it can also be a fun
project when the conversation revolves around, "no, no don't crack that egg right now."
G2: Or about the health of the cats like today.
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B2: It's sort oflike when you're working on a puzzle together. Sometimes you're
just talking about where is that piece? You could be talking about the day's events and
sometimes do and then you get back to, "wait a second that piece doesn't fit there." It's a
project. I think the cooking conversation sometimes does take on that because we
experiment with different things, and you know how to do different things then I do, and
if we get too distracted, like we did this morning, we bum the toast and the frittata comes
out kind of strange. We haven't gotten to that point, or at least I haven't, that we're so
proficient that we can forget about what we're actually doing. A lot of the conversation
focuses on the activity itself and that's good though. (10:30) It might be part of where
your thesis is going. Is that time spent together on any project where you are both engage
and enjoying it can really be a positive addition to your relationship and in this case
cooking.
K: Is there an aspect of a recent meal preparation experience that you would like to
repeat? Interaction not food.
B2: That's a tough one. Let's see. That's a good question.
G2: You are talking about something else we were doing when we were cooking?
K: Maybe something you said, something you were doing. Anything you would like to
repeat.
G2: I can only think of recipes that we want to repeat.
B2: your not talking about concrete things like, "I would like to go back and repeat that
dinner party that was a fiasco."
K: Like with the puzzle example, making a puzzle and you ask for a piece and it was the
last piece and it was really exciting because you got to put the last piece in.
B2: Oh, I see what you're saying. Urn, gosh. Probably the most exciting, not exciting,
but one thing that was a fun moment, I don't know if it's what your asking, but we had
company from Italy over, really nice five people, and they wanted to try pancakes,
apparently they are a very American thing. They have crapes and what not, but the don't
have pancakes, and so we went out and bought the Bisquick basically, and found out how
easy it really was. We've made pancakes before, but I guess they hadn't and they just got
really excited by that. We make a giant stack, a giant tower of pancakes. The first one
was a little bit of a dud and after that they just kept popping out circular perfection, and
everyone got so excited and the company just couldn't stop raving about the pancakes.
They loved the pancakes. It was fun. So I guess, I wouldn't necessarily want to make the
pancakes again, but it was a fun moment. They were very appreciative.
G2: One thing that you said today is, "you can never mess-up pancakes. It's so easy."
B2: True, although we did manage to today.
G2: Not really, they were good.
B2: They were good, but they were misshapen.
K: But it sounds like the excitement of sharing something that they were interested in and
you being able to produce that.
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Coded Interview Examples
Coded Interview Excerpt #1: Couple 1 - Wife Individual Interview

Why: Enjoyment
Authenticity
5: Zest

Environment: Safe
Produce
5: Zest
Produce
5: Zest

Role: Director
Interaction: Process

Role
Mise
Interaction: Tag-Team

Role: Director

Background: History

Ll: It's very soothing. It's a very therapeutic process, I think, for me.
And so because of that, it makes me happyusually, to be cooking.
Ll: I guess it's a balance of energy, but positive energy, because it's
energizing, but in a sort of more positive way even though you have
to focus, especially if it's a more complicated dish, like ifyou're
following a recipe.
Ll: Something like that may usually cause anxiety but because it's
cooking and it's enjoyable and you get to eat it afterwards it's more
of a pleasant energy would be the best way to describe it.
Ll: It feels like, I don't know. I guess going step-by-step [through a
recipe] sort of is just each one propels into the other one, urn, and I'm
kind of a dork. I like being able to like check things off the list, so it
feels good to do that, but we're also creating food, you get to eat, so
the end goal is even better then the relief of taking stuff off of the list,
so, yeah. That's a good question. I don't know how better to
describe it ["energizing"].
Ll: The director, usually, "you do this, I'll do that." We'll check in
and say, "I should probably get that on."
I usually kind of initiate that, and then we both just kind of fall into
talking, chatting, not talking. I'd say director.
Ll: If he's picked something out then he's usually cooking for me,
and I don't do anything.
L 1: Every once in a while we'll go for a run in the morning and
during the run he'll say, "I'll get coffee started," because he knows I
have to be in earlier then him, and so he'll do that, so I guess if he's
aware of my schedule being tighter then him, or I'm going to get
home late, he'll take the lead starting stuff
Ll: but even generally sometimes that takes, that requires me to say,
'hey, I'm going to be home late, would you starting dinner?'
But, I'm also way more high-strung then him. It would probably
happen anyway ifllet him, but instead I have to be like ... I should
say, "hey, don't worry about, or don't forget about me." Yeah, a little
bit, but not much.
Ll: Oh, I don't remember. Probably, I mean everything's different at
the beginning of the relationship. I mean, you don't want to come
across as too bossy, or, you know, you want him to feel like he's in
control of some stuff, or whatever, I don't know. Who knows? I was
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so young. Twenty-one feels so young at the time, so I am sure it was
different. Perhaps a little less directive, but I would say, not much.
Even at twenty-one he was still much more laid back then I was, so
probably not much different.
Role: Assistant
Ll: [Chuck's] role, I guess is opposite of director, so I guess the
directee.
Role: Director
Ll: Okay, so we'll bring in groceries, we'll put stuff away, we'll try
and keep out what we might use, but I don't know if I've ever heard
Role: Organizer
him say, "hey, leave that out, we're going to use that." It's usually
me saying, "hey, leave that out, we're going to use that." So, he will.
And, he just does it.
Then, I'll, we'll both say, "hey, let's start dinner" and we'll go in,
and I'll say, "I'm going to cut up the onions, do you mind putting the
meet in?" and he'll say, "no" and he'll do it. So he kind of just
allows me to direct him in those ways, urn, and I'll check in and see
if he's seasoned the meat because he doesn't believe in salt and stuff
like that, so ifljust left it totally to him, we'd have no seasoning in
any of our food, urn, he's kind of a bit more health, more health
oriented then I am, I guess you could say if salt a such a bad thing.
So, he just kind of says, "okay" and does those things. Usually, he
doesn't say, "oh, we don't need salt." He just kind of does it. If he's
cooking for both of us, he just kind of rolls with it.
Ll: If he's cooking for himself, he may cook a little differently, and
Background: Merge
so, I guess in that way he's being directed a bit in his cooking, what
to put in, what not to put in.
Ll: I'm conscious ofnot wanting to sound like I'm bossing him
Environment: Safe
Interaction: Compromise around the whole time.
So, sometimes I guess it bugs me a little bit that you know, ifl let
him get away with it, he wouldn't put any salt in the meat.
But, it's not that big of a deal, urn, other then that, the actual cooking
itself.
L 1: I would say we play the same role of just hanging out and talking
Interaction: Process
with each other. We'll usually be standing. Sometimes we'll lean
Roles
against the counter. Sometimes we'll sit on the floor and hang out
with the dog.
I think that's something we do in the video. She likes it when we're
on her level, so sometimes we'll sit while stuff is cooking.
We don't have any chairs in the kitchen, urn, he's really good at
setting the timer. I'm not sure why he remembers that. I think it's a
gadget he gets to do, so he likes that. I'm really bad at remembering
the timer.
Usually there's not much directing with checking in on things, like if
the sauce needs to be stirred or something like that. He'll do that
without needing to be directed. He always sets the table too.
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Coded Interview Excerpt #2: Couple 4- Interview One

Background: Structure
Expression: Caring

Expression: Caring
Why: Celebrate

Why: Evolution
Constraints

Background:
Culture/Heritage

Background:
Culture/Heritage
Why:FOO
Background:
Culture/Heritage
Why:FOO
Why: Creativity
Mutuality

D4: And he works and I don't, so I can cook more often and
make things for him. When he's busy or tired (can't hear)
A4: there's a lot oftimes I wake up and find lunch prepared
in the frig and she'll write little messages on the lunch bag,
and little surprises in my sandwich. She knows I love
spices, so she'll add a little jalapeno or Tabasco pepper in
there. And, I'm like, "mmmm, YES!" So, it's kind of nice
throughout the day when I'm away. It's like she loves me.
Thank kind of stuff.
D4: At first it was just not like a gift, but "look what I can
do for you" you know. We would say, "Is there TLC in it?''
or "How did this taste? Did you taste the TLC?" because we
put a lot oflove into what we do for each other (6:15).
That's probably why [we started preparing meals together],
just to give to each other.
A4: I'll tell you something that not necessarily came
naturally.
If we didn't cook, it just didn't seem real for us to go out
and eat all the time and have somebody else prepare meals
for us, so if we were in the kitchen preparing our meals, it
was like, not like side-stepping it or cutting comers with it,
but like, okay, "I'm making a meal. Let's make it
something good." Urn, but it was just something that came
naturally.
D4: well I think his mom did, but my mom never cook for
us. We always ate frozen food and I don't know where I got
it from. I guess I just love food. I was not raised that way at
all, but his mom has some good recipes
A4: yeah, we come from an Italian side and yeah (hard to
hear) pastas, chicken cutlets, some fried foods, but then
eventually she started cutting back and then all the cooking
turned in to Domino's
D4: He's made a few recipes that come from, like the
stuffed mushrooms, those are your mom's stuffed
mushrooms.
A4: Right now, this is actually the first time I'm trying to
make potato chips. Fish and chips.
D4: We don't know what's going on.
A4: Yeah, we don't know what we're doing, but we're
trying.
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Affection: Physical
Interaction: Collaborative

Conversation: Catch-up

Role: Complementarity
Interaction: Negotiation

Interaction: Negotiation

Interaction: Process

Background: History

Background: History

Background: Structure

D4: Urn, we spin around, pat each other's butts and we're
polite, we say, "oh excuse me"
A4: Yeah, "hey could you grab that?" (8:49). "This is how I
do it." Or "that's cool"
D4: Or, "try this."
This is the biggest kitchen we've ever had. We're usually
spinning around in an apartment kitchen, so we've bumped
into each other a lot.
K: What type of things do you guys talk about when you're
cooking together?
D4: Usually about our day. How are the kids, and work.
A4: How did you sleep last night?
D4: Yeah, did you get any sleep last night?
D4: For some reason, I've noticed this. I don't know if he
has, but he's always playing with the meat. I'll make the
side of vegetables and pastas and whatever, and he's always
tenderizing his meat. I think it's a man thing. I don't know,
but usually we just know what each other's better at. Like I
made salads. He never really makes the salads, and I chop
and wash all the vegetables and he does, you know,
whatever he's good at. (laughing) I don't know.
D4: yeah, I don't think there was every really discussions,
like, ifl didn't make the salad, the salad wouldn't get made.
It's not like he would ever make it, so I just go and make the
salad and he does the main part of the meal usually
D4: Sometimes, like, Tofurky dinner he'll prep the Tofurky
and I'll make the marinade. He'll drain the green beans and
I'll mix the soup into it. So, I don't know how we do it, we
kind of do it.
A4: it just happens.
D4: We knew each other in High School. We met back up
after a four year break, and we were married within a month,
and then he went out to sea, and the next time I really saw
him, we moved in together, so there wasn't a dating period.
We just lived together
D4: We met in high school and dated for a year. I had to
move away from Michigan. We lived in Michigan. I
moved to Florida. We lost contact. Split up for four years,
and he joined the navy and they ended up stationing him in
Florida, and he remembered my mom's phone number and
he called her and we started talking over the phone and met
up and after we met that one time we were married a month
later.
D4: These day's not as much. With the kids one of us has to
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Interaction: Tag-Team
Expression: Support

be with them, but they're getting better about playing an
we're both in the kitchen sometimes now. But, it used to be
most meals
D4: for dinner, not breakfast and lunch we're not together.
A4: I'd say that. Urn, on a daily basis sometimes we,
sometimes we're in the kitchen together, but on a daily basis
it's kind oflike that hole. If one of us has to leave the
kitchen, the other one will come in and mess around with the
utensils or what's cooking on the stove, and then the other
one shifts out and the other one will come back in, so it's
kind of like we are cooking with each other, but we're kind
of not. We're not in there together, but each of us are in
there doing something
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Coded Observation Example
Coded Observation Excerpt #1: Couple 2- Observation One

Role: Director
Interaction: Clean

Role: Director

Conversation: Affirmation
Conversation: Joking

Conversation: Daily

Conversation: Catch-up
Conversation: Affirmation
Role: Educator

Interaction: Collaborative

Interaction: Disconnection
Role: Monitor

Conversation: Preparation

2: Gloria then instructs Brian to cut the onions, and he
asks how she would like him to cut the onions, "slivers?"
2: Brian is in the process of removing the cats' food off
the counter. As he moves the food, Gloria asks him to also
remove some dishes. Brian rinses the dishes
2: Gloria looks at his cut onions and says, "sweetheart.
No, you should cut the onion in two and then cut it like
that."
2: He changes his onion cutting strategy doing what
Gloria has requested, and she encourages him by saying,
"very good! Wonderful!" Brian then responds by saying,
"I'm so glad you approve" with a joking tone to his voice.
Gloria smiles and says, "Thank you sweetie."
2: While Brian chops onions, Gloria moves around the
kitchen starting on her next task and asks, "did you have
very many patients today?" Brian talks about his "busy"
day but remains very intent on his cutting.
2: The couple dialogues about their summer schedule
while he looks very focused on his cutting.
2: Gloria asks Brian ifhe thinks a certain shape of pasta
will be good for dinner. He agrees that the shape she has
selected will be "wonderful" and she goes on to describe
what would traditionally be used in Italy. Brian then says
that this shape of pasta "was really good last time you
made it with the vegetable and cream sauce." Gloria
agrees but states that this dish will be "equally good"
2: Brian begins to cry from cutting the onions he turns on
the light and Gloria asks that he does a "favor" - I think it
was washing dishes but I couldn't hear over the sink.
2: As Brian washes his hands, Gloria sifts through the
chopped onions and says, "maybe a little too chunky, oh
my god." He responds by saying she can chop them
smaller. While the couple obviously has different
opinions on the onion size, there does not appear to be any
conflict or defensiveness. Brian goes on to explain to the
camera that he usually takes orders when they cook
together. He mentions that the interaction over the onions
is representative of how she oversees his work.
2: Gloria, re-chopping onions, asks Brian to "take that big
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Conversation: Catch-up

Role: Director
Role: Assistant

Role: Director
Role: Assistant
Role: Director
Conversation: Catch-up

Interaction: Collaborative

Interaction: Collaborative
Background: Reminisce
Interaction: Disconnection

aluminum pan that we have." He asks if she knows where
it is, she responds that she does explaining where it is.
2: She then asks him a question about his individual
interview (with me) that he had that day. He says the
interview was nice, describes the building that we met in,
and describes the types of questions that were asked. As
they talk he gets the pan and she continues tore-chop.
2: Gloria asks Brian to get the chicken.
2: He asks where she would like it placed as he retrieves
them from the refrigerator.
He asks for clarification on exactly how she would like
the meat placed in the pan; she chops the onions. She
pauses, looks up, and punctures the cellophane on the
chicken package that he is holding
2: As he opens the chicken she says she thinks they should
add a little white wine and asks that he get some wine.
2: Brian leaves the chicken and looks through the
refrigerator for wine; Gloria continues to chop the onions.
2: She objects to the first wine he selects, and then he
finds one that they both agree would be _good.
2: He looks for the corkscrew and mentions that the
onions are making him cry. Gloria asks him if he has
talked to his mother and they discuss when his mom will
return from a trip.
2: Brian is unable to find the corkscrew and says, "you
know what sweetie, I can't find it." She walks away from
her chopping toward him, hands in the air, responds with,
"Oh, sweetheart, I was scared" as he locates the
corkscrew.
2: He opens the wine and she adds the onions to the large
pan. He asks if she would like some wine in the pan
2: They use a sentimental cork to cap the wine and talk
about the trip they were on when the purchased the cork.
2: Gloria begins to add the chicken to the pan and is
immediately upset - body language, tone, and content because the chicken is not fully thawed. She says, "You
should not thaw in the refrigerator! They need to be out!"
He reaches over and touches the chicken attentively
testing the temperature as she flops her hands to he sides.
She continues saying, "you always do that! Last time you
did that too!" He responds, without becoming visibly
(body language or tone) upset, "I think they'll be fme" to
which she says, "NO, no, no! The whole point was to let
them out!"
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Coded Observation Excerpt #2: Couple 3 - Observation One
Interaction:
Collaborative
Interaction:
Complementarity
Mutuality
Conversation:
Clarification

5: Clarity
Expression: Support
Conversation:
Preparation
Conversation:
Preparation
Expression: Respect

Conversation:
Affirmation

Conversation:
Clarification
Expression: Flexibility
Conversation:
Preparation
Expression: Flexibility
Conversation:
preparation
Expression: Support
Interaction:
Collaborative
Interaction:
Collaborative

3: Margret rereads the recipe out loud and gathers ingredients
and places them on the island across from where Robert is
cutting.
3: Robert asks Margret who is on the other side of the island,
to step on the trash pedal so he can place the pineapple
trimmings in the receptacle. The two of them remove the
pineapple peels from the island.
3: Robert asks how much pineapple to cut for the salads.
Margret reads that they need ~ cup cubed.
Robert asks, "how large are the cubes?"
Margret says "little bite size because you're eating in a salad.
You don't want some enormous thing."
3: He says, "well I'll cut it this way" and starting cutting
again.
3: Margret says, "ifyou don't want to cut all of it, we don't
need all of it, but ifyou want to cut it all in cubes we can get
something to put that in."
3: Margret re-reads the recipe out loud and discusses the
ingredients. She asks if Robert has ever grated ginger on a
certain piece of kitchen equipment. They discuss if they like
the way it works. Margret decides that she will work on the
garlic and let him do the ginger because he has more
experience with it.
3: Robert, still cutting the pineapple, says, "this pineapple's
really good" to which Margret expresses that she was
concerned that it was too ripe. He affirms that she made a
good selection and says, "its one for the bowl and one for
me."
3: He then asks, "How much did you say we needed again?"
3: She says half a cup and after he says that he thinks they
already have more then that, she says she doesn't think they
have to follow the recipe, and that she would actually prefer
that they add more.
3: They then decide to "wait and see what it looks like when
we put it all together."
3: She asks him if he would like to continue cutting the rest,
and he says they'll have to do it eventually, and Margret
immediately places a large container on the counter.
3: Margret stands across from him pealing garlic and
preparing bock Choy to be cut.
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A Priori Codes
The Five Good Things
1. Zest - Re-conceptualization of mundane, daily interaction - getting food on the
table - as something to look forward to because of the interactional, expressional
nature of the experience
2. Sense of Worth - Empowered and motivated to express preferences and take
action without fear of rejection
3. Clarity of Self - Awareness of ones own and partners preferences; understanding
how, as a team, the couple can work together to be effective
4. Productivity - Interest in more frequent and more complex culinary endeavors
5. Desire for More Connection- Desire greater levels of interaction; more
collaborative activities - additional cooking activities
Connection: Mutually empowering and empathetic interaction based on emotionally
availability; Produces the five good things
Mutuality: recognition of ones influence on their partner and their partner's influence on
themself.
Growth-Fostering Relationship: A relationship with both individuals actively engages
in the development of one another and experience subsequent, mutual personal growth.
Authenticity: Acting raw and real; being vulnerable to criticism and openly express ones
thoughts and personality.
Disconnection: Mild fissures or conflict when cooking together. An opportunity for
negotiation or compromise and thus deeper levels of understanding, feeling heard, and
respected.
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Codes and Definitions
Connection: Coded when participants describe becoming more connected as a couple.
When the couple cooks together they are emotionally available, empower one another,
bond, and developing a better understanding of their partner and their relationship.
Examples include participants descriptions of cooking together as facilitating their
knowledge of their partner's preferences (Donna: "I think his tastes are pretty simple and
I'm pretty complicated, but we've learned that through cooking and shopping together"),
habits (Brian: "And I think it [cooking habits] definitely gave me some insight into how,
or to some ofthe customs you were acclimated to"), personality (Gloria: "he's been
instrumental in making me more open-minded, which is an attitude not only attributed
toward food"), and bolstering their relationship (Andrew: "I don't know ifl want to use
the word broaden it [our relationship], but it [cooking together] definitely doesn't leave
anything out"; Brian: "[cooking together is] a little bit like a team building activity. It's
like if you were to engage in some outward bound kind of thing where there was the trust
game").
Growth-Fostering Relationship: Coded when participants describe themself and their
partner engaging actively and consciously with one another (Brian: "I do feel like I'm
doing something for our relationship [when we cook together] sort of. I don't really look
to get anything out of it"). Growth-Fostering Relationships model mutual respect
(Margret: "It's just an attitude of, I'm here to help no mater what it is"), personal growth
(Gloria: "he has very much challenged me a lot and I am, I am much more open minded")
and unconditional positive regard (Gloria: "[Brian encouraged me to] 'just be yourself, be
more real. Don't hesitate. Just say what you think whatever it is, it is"').
Authenticity: Coded when participant describes their relationship, interactions, or
themself as genuine, open to criticism, and able to honestly express his or her thoughts
and personality.
EXAMPLE: Brian: "we're also friends, so we don't really feel uncomfortable
sharing things whether they be good bad or are annoying us about anything or
anyone."
Robert: "We talk to each other about everything, so no surprises."
Gloria: "There's no one else outside ourselves [when we cook together] and so we
can be more ourselves, relaxed, and let everything go away."
Mutuality: Coded when the participant describes recognizing their influence on their
partner and their partner's influence on themself.
Example: Brian: "I think it's [cooking together is] a nice reminder of the give and
take relationship of what a relationship is"
Andrew: "We both play a role [when we prepare meals], and it does affect our
relationship on a positive level"
Gloria: "I think it's teamwork, so it's a feeling of belonging to the same place and
doing a common thing- making us feel cozy."
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Produce: Coded when couple describes meal preparation as goal oriented that includes a
finished product and a sense of completion.
EXAMPLE: Lynne: "I think it provides a good space for ... working toward a
similar goal"
Chuck: "It's quick and easy and there's a finished project. .. there's a sense of
completion and it's good to hangout"
Andrew: "you are creating something and you get to enjoy what you create"
Reconnect: Coded when participant describes meal preparation as a time and space to
adjust and transition from work or other daily activities (Andrew: "It kind of clears your
mind of all the garbage that was going on in your day, the day before, or what's going on
tomorrow") to relaxation and family time (Brian: "[when we cook dinner I] can kind of
unwind in the comfort of [my] home and have casual conversation whether it's just
talking about what happened earlier in the day"). The participant may describe the act of
cooking as an opportunity to discuss the day's events and reconnect with home life
(Donna: "it [cooking together] really is a place ofbonding. We reconnect from the day")
Constraints: Coded when participant describes meal preparation as a task that they can
collaborate with their partner on without adding additional constraints to the relationship
such as time (Lynne: "It provides a space where you actually still feel like you're still
doing something but get to talk, which is important for us because things become so
efficient, as efficient as possible, and so it forces us to slow down while also still getting
to do stuff we have to do anyway, so it's kind of a nice combination for that reason") or
financial (Gloria: "[cooking is] a very easy way to be together and get closer without
spending money") - based on the concept that everyone has to eat (Brian: "no matter
what somebody's appetite is or their take on culinary things everyone obviously has to
drink and has to eat").
Five Good Things: According to Relational Cultural Theory, when individuals are
engaged in a Growth-Fostering Relationship (see defmition above), they experience the
following five positive byproducts:
5: Zest: Coded when individual describes the act of cooking with their partner as
being energizing, exciting, or heightening their alertness. The feeling of zest is
associated with the interactive aspect of meal preparation and not only the task of
cooking.
EXAMPLE: Gloria: "To me it's so exciting when he cooks together with
me" or Andrew: "Cooking- I guess I break it down to, I don't want to say
an artistic level, but you are creating something and you get to enjoy what
you create, and to share that with Donna or her sharing that with me is, I
would say it's exciting and these days it's hard for us to do anything
anymore that's exciting with the twins."
5: Sense of Worth: Coded when participant expresses feeling more worthwhile,
worthy, and/or valuable to their partner as a result of a conjoint experience. They are
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empowered and motivated to express their preferences and take action without
fear of rejection as a result of a positive relationship.
EXAMPLE: Gloria: "I enjoy very much having him around in the kitchen
even though he doesn't do much sometimes, but just the fact ofhim being
there with me. I think is nice."
5: Clarity: (of self and other): Coded when participant recognizes the influence their
own and their partner's influence upon one another such as how the couple works
together, as a team, during meal preparation.
EXAMPLE: Brian: "I know that it's something you are passionate about
and it's something you enjoy and you kind of flourish in the kitchen, and
so it would be ridiculous for me not to be a part of that."
5: Increased Productivity: Coded when participant describes increased feeling of
empowerment as a result of feeling supported when cooking with their partner. A
result of this feeling of empowerment may be an increased likelihood of taking action
within and outside of cooking interactions.
EXAMPLE: Brian: "Maybe it's just been knowing that I can churn stuff
out on my own [in the kitchen] that other people really do like including
her [Gloria], so maybe that has been empowering in terms of making me
feel like I don't need to be given strict directions."
5: Deeper Connections: Coded when participant describes amplified motivation to
connect with others as a result of feeling esteem or respect during cooking
interactions. As a result of conjoint meal preparation, the participant wishes for more
frequent or more complex interactions or would like to include others in their cooking
experiences.
EXAMPLE: Brian: "I don't remember having too many conversations
with all the people that were in the kitchen, but just everyone being
together and working on something. It was a happy moment."
Expression of Feeling - Participants describe cooking together is an opportunity to
express positive emotions.
Expression: Caring: Coded when participant described meal preparation as an
opportunity to express care for or love to their partner.
EXAMPLE: Donna: "[Cooking together] is almost like a loving gesture
every time we do it"
Expression: Creative: Coded when participant described cooking as an expression of
creativity.
EXAMPLE: Margret: "I think cooking is creating."
Gloria: "I am creative meaning that I never keep in mind what I've done
the last time, but I am more stuck to the tradition, the tradition way of
cooking; whereas, Brian is more, 'let's put everything together and see
what happens."'
Expression: Flexibility: Coded when participant describes cooking with their spouse as
an occasion to express, encourage, or require flexibility
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EXAMPLE: Margret: "Sometimes I might not be really into that [what
he want's to cook], so in the instant I maybe, 'ifl don't feel like eating
that, why would I want to go in the kitchen and help make it?' but I think
that's a flexibility thing because you decided, 'well, this is important to
him now"')
Gloria: "And, Brian is always like, 'Try it. Try and see what happens.
Maybe you change your mind. Don't be so short minded'"
Expression: Support: Coded when participant expresses feeling emotionally or
physically supported by their spouse through cooking.
EXAMPLE: Robert: "I'll help make a side dish. I just sort of follow her
directions. If she's cooking I usually offer to help and she'll either say,
'don't bother. It's not much.' Or she'll give me things to do"
Lynne: "I guess what is required for support to feel present is pretty
minimal for cooking. All he has to do is open the meat and put it in a pan,
and I'm like, 'good job! We're cooking together'"
Expression: Affection: Coded when participant describes preparing meals as an
opportunity to show affection for their partner because of the close physical proximity.
The individual may describe the kitchen as a shared a space (Margret: "we just chat about
things and are in the same space"), an occasion to be in close physical proximity (Robert:
"We're close together. We're bouncing into each other"), an opportunity for non-verbal
interactions (Lynne: "being in the same area and around each other and working toward
something, not having to talk, but talking if we want to, it's just really nice for me"), or
engaging in physical contact (Chuck: "we're a lot more touchy in the kitchen. It's a
smaller space").
Influences on Why Couple Prepares Meals Together - During the interviews,
participants describe why preparing meals together has become a part of their
relationship.
Why: Collaborate: Coded when participant describes cooking together as a opportunity
to collaborate on a task with their partner - share a focus, work as a team, be involved
together, interact, or co-create.
EXAMPLE: Chuck: "I think we always work together on things if
something needs to be worked together on, urn, but again since we do such
separate things, [cooking is] the only time during our current life where
we really focus together on tasks, so there's a lot more team effort [when
we cook] then there is on other things"
Why: Enjoyment: Coded when participant describes cooking with their partner as
enjoyable or fun and an activity that they engage in when the relationship is going well.
EXAMPLE: Donna: "I enjoy doing it, cooking, like I said, it's the event of
the day together. If we're in a bad mood we're probably not in there
together cooking."
Why: Evolution: Coded when participant describes the start and development of their
shared meal preparation habits.
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EXAMPLE: Andrew: "We just did it like it was natural. We didn't
have any discussions, or watch any movies, or read any books that said,
'hey, you should both be in the kitchen together doing this stuff.' It was
unsaid, and we were both just in here doing it."
Why: FOO: Coded when participant describes modeling current cooking habits or the
influence of their family of origin (FOO) on current cooking habits.
EXAMPLE: Gloria: "My father really is the one who had a passion for
cooking, and he's the one who introduced me to this, so I've learned a lot
from him."
Why: Health: Coded when participant describes a health conscious attitude influencing
their decision to prepare meals at home.
EXAMPLE: Donna: "We both really like to be healthy as much as
possible, so that's been able to come through on the cooking."
Why: Important: Coded when participant describes that preparing meals with their
partner is important for their relationship.
EXAMPLE: Margret: "Cooking together evolved naturally. It's wasn't
something I consciously look at, but if I were to consciously examine that,
I would have to say that I appreciate the fact that it is the way it is. I would
probably not like it as much -my whole relationship my whole marriage if that was not an element of it, so I'm conscious of the fact that part of my
happiness comes from that event."
Why: Pleasure: Coded when participant describes food consumption as one oflife's
pleasures; thus, preparing meals together has a pleasurable result.
EXAMPLE: Brian: "Most people enjoy [eating] at some point and so it
just makes sense that in a relationship you would want to partake of these
great pleasures of life together otherwise what's the point in the
relationship, right?"
Why: Share: Coded when participant describes preparing meals as an opportunity to
share their culture, history, experiences, or other things that are important; the goal of
sharing is to be better understood.
EXAMPLE: Gloria: "I wanted to show him so badly what fresh
ingredients can do. You know, the beauty of going out and buying
groceries and cooking them that same day"
Why: Not: Coded when participant describes things that have not influenced their
decision to cook with their partner.
EXAMPLE: Andrew: "I would say [cooking] alone you definitely have
more time to think about things. Think about the day, and what' been
going on, maybe plan for something else."
Chuck: "I guess if we argue we don't cook together, but we don't argue
that much, but when we do, we are definitely not in the kitchen chopping
it up."
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Why: Celebrate: Coded when participant describes cooking with their partner as a
means of celebrating holidays or events, their relationship, or a way of giving to their
partner.
EXAMPLE: Donna: "At first, it was just not like a gift, but 'look what I
can do for you' you know? We would say, 'Is there TLC in it?' or 'How
did this taste? Did you taste the TLC?' because we put a lot of love into
what we do for each other."
Lynne: "Celebrations are often reasons for us to cook- whether it's
something that happened at school, or birthdays, or holidays, or having
friends over."
Why: Interest: Coded when participant describes their conjoint meal preparation
habits as originating from their individual interest and enjoyment of food.
EXAMPLE: Chuck: "I think it helps a lot that we like to eat a lot. I think
people who just didn't get really stoked about food like we did maybe it
would be different, but we really like to eat."
Margret: "We both like cooking, and it had always been a part of our lives
and it was sort of natural to evolve into doing it together"
Why: Quality: Coded when participant describes cooking with their partner as "quality
time," or an interaction where they do not have to do anything special but being together"
time.
EXAMPLE: Brian: "Sometimes just being together is enough and the
conversation can lag for ten minutes. You don't have to say anything but
it's still quality time"

Background - During interviews, participants offered background information on
themselves, their culture, their habits, and their relationship.
Background: Culture/Heritage: Coded when participant describes cultural difference
between their background and their current environment. Participant may explain
practices of their culture of origin. These discussions (during interviews and meal
preparation) are often an opportunity for the participant to share their culture,
background, childhood, and heritage with their partner with purpose of being more fully
understood.
EXAMPLE: Brian: "I think [cooking together] definitely gave me some
insight into how, or to some of the customs [Gloria was] acclimated to. It
helped me to better understand when the company [form Italy] was here."
Background: History: Coded when the participant describes how they met their spouse,
their past experiences, and other concrete facts and information from the past.
EXAMPLE: Chuck: "We met our freshman year [in college], and then I
lived with a bunch of guys our sophomore year, and she lived up the street,
and our place was a dump, but we would go to her place sometimes and
cook. And we would just randomly go over there and be like, we'll cook
you guys a meal if we can use your clean house and your clean shower and
just be clean for a couple of hours."
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Background: Merge: Coded when participant describes merging their cooking and
eating habits with their partner as a result of being in the relationship.
EXAMPLE: Brian: "I know what I would do everyday [when I was
single]. It would be to boil three ears of com, and occasionally, I would
make pasta or something like that or grill a piece of meat maybe. But, I
would never, I would have never in my life made lasagna by myself or
food that was really labor intensive prior to [our marriage]."
Background: Reminisce: Coded when participant looks back retrospectively at
experiences with their spouse expressing sentiment or emotion.
EXAMPLE: Gloria: "When we were on the Amalfi Coast that was really
the time [we cooked together] because we had this villa for a week so we
were basically preparing all the meals."
Background: Shopping: Coded when participant describes the process, habits,
interaction, and feeling surrounding grocery shopping.
EXAMPLE: Robert: "She does more shopping then I, but often times we
do it together. That's an un-harmonious process because I tend to buy
everything I see."
Background: Structure: Coded when participant describes the structure of their conjoint
meal preparation- frequency, time of day, routine, and expectations.
EXAMPLE: Margret: "We don't have any restrictions like a job that takes
us away ... We don't have any kids that say, 'I don't want that.' So we
really just have, in this retired stage of life, a lot of time and nobody else
to say, 'don't do that,' or there's not time to do that because there is time,
and it gives us time to think about it to go to the grocery store and get
what we need."
Background: Define: Coded when couple defmes their relationship - perception,
characteristics, or qualities.
EXAMPLE: Andrew: "I would say our relationship is kind of sweet,
salty, and spicy."
Characteristics of the Cooking Environment - During interviews, participants describe
the characteristics of their kitchen environment and how that environment is different
from other activities, rooms, or events.
Environment: Unique: Coded when participants describe how the meal preparation
environment and activities within the kitchen are different from interactions in other
places in both quality and type.
EXAMPLE: Andrew: "in there [the kitchen] it's a completely different
world and atmosphere and everything"
Environment: Safe: Coded when participant describes the cooking environment as
comfortable and predictable. Within this setting they have an established routine,
stressors are known, they are insulated and isolated from destructive distractions, have
the opportunity to relax, and failures are relatively trivial.
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EXAMPLE: Donna: "When we're out there it's like babies, and do
this, and change dippers, and take a shower, and stuff, but when we're
cooking our interactions are focused on the food but positive"
Gloria: "If it's outside the kitchen you have to confront the world when
it's outside, so it's more, it's back to the frantic world that is outside, so
here [in the kitchen] it's like you and your environment in your cozy home
in your cozy kitchen. It's a little bit like a blanket on you."
Environment: Microcosm: Coded when participant describes the cooking environment
or interactions are described as a microcosm of their relationship.
EXAMPLE: Robert: "It's a microcosm of our lives together. In the course
of time everything we experience in the rest of our life we've also had
those feeling while we're cooking.
Roles - During the interview process the participants described the various roles they
assume when they cook with their partner.
Role: Assistant: Coded when a participant describes or exhibits the behaviors of an
assistant during meal preparation. They complete assigned jobs, respond to directions and
requests for help, or assist with a tasks because they see a need.
EXAMPLE: Brian: "I'm happy to be a participant in the cooking process
without being the director."
Chuck: "I am the sous chef. She's the head chef. She's more of the take
charge person in the relationship, urn, so she runs the kitchen and I cut
things."
Role: Clean: Coded when participant describes their role in removing debris, washing or
drying dishes, and putting things away.
EXAMPLE: Brian: "I like to clean up as we go, so as the Frittata is
coming to fruition everything's off the counter. It's wiped down."
Role: Complementarity: Coded when the participant described how their cooking roles
with their partner have developed to balance one another's strengths and weaknesses.
EXAMPLE: Robert: "Urn, when I cook with her, I usually do the main
dish. I'll do the chicken or the chicken breasts or the filet or whatever, and
she'll do the veggies or she will often times be my sous chef. She'll dice
and slice, or squeeze the garlic or whatever has to be done."
Role: Director: Coded when participant describes their role as the head chef in the
kitchen- responsible for assigning tasks, asking for help, and checking the quality,
consistency and timing of their partner's work.
EXAMPLE: Lynne: "[My role is] the director, usually, 'you do this, I'll
do that.' We'll check in and say, 'I should probably get that on.' I usually
kind of initiate that, and then we both just kind of fall into talking,
chatting, not talking. I'd say [I'm the] director."
Role: Organizer: Coded when participant describes their role of providing organization
and structure to the cooking process. They describe being responsible for monitoring the
timing of the dishes and paying attention to details. Most couples describe this person as
"bossy" without the negative connotation.
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EXAMPLE: Gloria: "I'm more bossy, meaning telling him what to do
except for some times when he knows, when he has his own recipe in his
mind and he tells me, 'let's do it this way"'
Donna" : I feel like behind the scenes, I pulling the puppet strings. Like,
'here Andrew, here's a project for you' .... When we're cooking together
it's like, 'don't put that in yet. Let's time it right.' So I am kind of
directing, but that's not just cooking, that's in most things in life"
Role: Educator: Coded when participant using cooking activities as an opportunity to
instruct their partner on food preparation, food products, history, or personal culture.
EXAMPLE: Video Observation: "Gloria asks Brian ifhe thinks a certain
shape of pasta will be good for dinner ... and she goes on to describe what
would traditionally be used in Italy."
Role: Monitor: Coded when participant monitor's their partner's progress. This is
frequently done silently during the observation videos.
EXAMPLE: Video Observations: "Brian stands next to Gloria and cuts
the carrots; she glances over and says, 'thinner baby'."
"Lynne glances over at Chuck's progress as she places a paper towel in
the trash without saying anything."

Interactions - During interviews and observations, participants discuss and present
specific patters of interaction based on the timing, their relationship, skills, and their
mood.
Interaction: Collaborative: Coded when participant describes collaboratively working
together with their partner.
EXAMPLE: Gloria: "[What we are preparing] could be anything, and we
do it together from the beginning to the end."
Interaction: Compromise: Coded when participant describes making a concession and
doing what they know their partner would like rather then their own desire.
EXAMPLE: Margret: "I have to evaluate whether to keep my mouth shut
and let him just do it, and I think I have to play with that a little bit.
Sometimes I think it's not going to be the worst thing in the world if he
has lumpy gravy."
Interaction: Disconnection: Coded when the participant describes or models a small
argument (disconnection). These conflicts are described as being small and not affecting
the overall quality or interactions within their relationship.
EXAMPLE: Brian: "There are occasional times when it [cooking]
generates very short-term, immediate arguments usually, but it's usually
more- they're not toxic in any way. It's usually kind of somebody
screaming, 'come over here the water's boiling, quickly!'"
Interaction: Independent: Coded when participant describes or performs tasks
independent of their partner or choses to eat something different from their partner.
EXAMPLE: Robert: "Last night, she had just driven back from
Washington and she was tired and all she wanted was a sandwich and she
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made herself a sandwich or tuna salad and I made myself shrimp
scampi, so it was just- we did our own thing."
Interaction: Negotiate: Coded when participant describes a discussion about their own
and their partner's roles, actions, or habits.
EXAMPLE: Margret: "I think what we did was to evolve, to change
ways. Like I realized that ifhe wasn't going to give me assignments, I
would look in the cookbook and then the other instance when I realized I
would have to tell him, we just evolved into those things, and so if there
was anything that would have caused stress or disharmony I think we
found ways of going around it and making it happen."
Interaction: Tag-team: Coded when both members of the couple work on the same
project (dish) but do it independently. This interaction is similar to an assembly line- as
one person walks away from a burner the other approaches and stirs.
EXAMPLE: Andrew: "We're always in the kitchen ... We're both in here.
We're both supportive, like we said tag-teaming things with the dishes,
cleaning, or getting the babies."
Interaction: Wait: Coded when participant describes or is observed "waiting" during
meal preparation.
EXAMPLE: Observation Video: "As they wait for the chicken to brown,
Robert joins Margret peering through the window behind the kitchen sink.
They both lean against the counter and discuss the appearance and actions
of the outdoor birds."
Interaction: Process: Coded when the couple describes their meal preparation process normal interactions, tasks, and roles.
EXAMPLE: Lynne: "[We] hang out and talk with each other [when we
are cooking]. We'll usually be standing. Sometimes we'll lean against the
counter. Sometimes we'll sit on the floor and hang out with the dog ....
we'll sit while stuff is cooking ... he's really good at setting the timer. I'm
not sure why he remembers that. I think it's a gadget he gets to do, so he
likes that. I'm really bad at remembering the timer."
Conversation - Throughout the interviews, participants describe different habits and
topics of conversation that they engaged in when cooking together. In addition, during
observations, the participants model many of these communication patterns.
Conversation: Affirmation: Coded when participant describes or demonstrates cooking
is an opportunity to verbally express affection or give positive affirmation to their
partner.
EXAMPLE: Robert: "I always accuse her of complimenting me on what
I've made because I say, 'you compliment me so I'll keep on doing it.' It
could be terrible, but you'll say, 'oh this is good."'
Conversation: Catch-Up: Coded when participant describes cooking with their partner
as an opportunity to share ideas, discuss things that need to be done, and dialogue about
topics not related to food preparation or the day's events.
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EXAMPLE: Lynne: "So, we catch-up on other stuff, urn, and we
make plans for the rest of the weekend, or we talk about things that are
coming up that we're excited about."
Conversation: Clarification: Coded when conversation during meal preparation focuses
on seeking clarification or further instructions on food preparation task that the
participant has been assigned to complete.
EXAMPLE: Video Observation: "Brian then asks for clarification on
what Gloria would like him to do with the onions - inquiring if she would
like them peeled."
Conversation: Daily: Coded when couple is observed or describes meal preparation as a
time to discuss what has happened during the day.
EXAMPLE: Video Observation: "While Brian chops onions, Gloria
moves around the kitchen starting on her next task and asks, 'did you meet
with many people today?' Brian talks about his 'busy' day while
remaining intent on cutting the onions."
Conversation: Joke: Coded when participant describing meal preparation as an
opportunity to engage in jokes, banter, and humor.
EXAMPLE: Chuck: "I just kind of clown around a lot. I'm just always
geeking out. I don't know. I don't take anything too seriously, so I guess
just joking around in the kitchen."
Conversation: Preparation: Coded when couple describes or is observed discussing the
meal preparation process. They may discuss what needs to be done next or share ideas
about future cooking plans.
EXAMPLE: Brian: "We haven't gotten to that point, or at least I haven't,
that we're so proficient that we can forget about what we're actually
doing. A lot ofthe conversation focuses on the activity itself and that's
good though."
Conversation: Silence: Coded when participant describes or is observed working in
silence - conversation is not required while they engage in meal preparation activities.
EXAMPLE: Lynne: "I think the piece that sometimes we don't talk, and
you'll even see on the tape, that there are times that we don't talk at all for
a while, and that's nice because we've spent three or four of our years
together in different cities, and I think that's the thing we miss the most, is
being around each other but not having to talk where you're forced to talk
when you're on the phone."
Participant Experience- In the final interview, participants discussed their experience
participating in this study and their thoughts on how cooking as a couple has affected
their relationship.
Insightful: Coded when the participant describes receiving insight as a result of
participating in this study. He or she may describe that prior to the interviews
they were unaware of the role of cooking within their own relationship, and they
found discussing the topic insightful and beneficial to their relationship.
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EXAMPLE: Robert: "[Participating has] made me conscious of
something that I had just not thought much about."
Andrew: "[These interviews] were kind oflike, 'wow, this is kind of
interesting. I never really thought of our interactions within the kitchen
and never ever put a thought into it, like how it affects us and our
relationship."'
Insightful: Unique: Coded when the couple describes believing that their meal
preparation habits with their spouse are not reflective or normal American
families.
EXAMPLE: Gloria: "Yeah, I thought about it today, that maybe not many
people [cook together] because when I had my conversation with my
friend, she said that to me, 'you know. There's not so many people that do
this.' Maybe elderly couples that have nothing to do, then probably it's
easier."
Video: Coded when participant describes the process and accuracy of videotaping
themselves for the observation portion of this study.
EXAMPLE: Margret: "I tried to ... pretend that there was no tape on and
just be normal, and that didn't seem to affect me."
Brian: "We were probably a little conscientious because we knew that we
were being videotaped, but basically we just let it be as natural as possible
and we were able to pull it offbecause I decided that it wasn't a play."

Misc.- Coded when participant discussed topics not relevant to current study.
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